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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
The MSRG 2007 AGM and winter seminar 
This will take place at 12.35pm on Saturday 1st December 2007, in the Centre for English Local History, Salisbury 
Road, Leicester. The AGM will be followed by the final, plenary POMLAS seminar. 
JOHN HURST MEMORIAL PRIZE 
The annual award in memory of John Hurst 
The Medieval Settlement Research Group is dedicated to enhancing our understanding of the rural landscape and its 
settlement in the period c. AD 400-1600. The late John Hurs! was a major figure in the development of the Group and 
in his honour. and to encourage new and young scholars, an annual prize of £200 is offered for the best Masters 
dissertation on any theme in the field of medieval settlement and landscape exploitation in Britain and Ireland. MA 
directors in Archaeology, English Local History, Landscape Studies or related fields are encouraged to submit high 
quality complete dissertations by studenl~ in the academic year 2005-6 to the Secretary of the MSRG by 31 st 
December 2006. A pancl will judge the entries and an award made at the end of March 2007. A summary of the 
winning entry may also be published in the Group's Annual Report. 
CONFERENCES 
The MSRG Spring 2008 Conference 
The MSRG Spring Weekend Conference 2008 will take place in the McDonald Institute, Downing St, Cambridge on 
Saturday 29th March. A fli er with further details and an application fonn is included with this report. 
RESEARCH GRANTS 
The group can make grants up to a maximum of £500 annually for the support of research by members of the Group 
within its field of interest. Preference will nonnally be given 10 field survey, documentary research and preparation of 
graphics rather than to excavation and the preparation of reports for publication. A summary report of the work will 
be required within a year and, subject to editorial consideration, may be published in the Annual Report. 
Applicants should reply by letter (4 copies) summarising the proposed research and the costs involved. Mention should 
be made of other applications for funding. The names of two referees should be included. Letters should be addressed 
to the Treasurer (Dr. R. E. Glasscock, St John 's College, Cambridge, CB2 ITP). To be received by 1st December in 
the year preceding that in which work will be carried out. Applicants will nonnally be notified of the outcome in the 
following March. 
ANNUAL REPORT 22, 2007 
The next Annual Report of the Medieval Settlement Research Group will include research, fieldwork and excavation 
undertaken during 2007, to be submitted to the editor by the cnd of May 2008. Please note: 
I. Space is limited so your report should be as concise as possible. 
Please keep fieldwork reports down to 250 words and excavation reports to 500 words unless the work is of a 
scale to necessitate a longer fonnat - for example reports on major projects or regional surveys. 
Short articles should be focused on topics relevant to the interests of the Group and may summarise work in a 
region not hitherto properly represented in the Annual Reports, contribute to current debate, or bring to the 
attention of members new infonnation or research. Please note that the Group's core interests cxclude urban, 
ecclesiastical or fortified siies unless related to rural settlement. 
2. It is the responsibility of contributors to ensure that they have copyright of all material submitted. 
3. Contributions should be typewritten and double-spaced. References to sites in Britain should be accompanied by 
their National Grid References (2 letter, 6 figures), the local government area and both the current county name 
and the pre-1974 county name (in brackets), if different. Copy in electronic fonnat can be submitted on disc or 
emailedtocrl29@cam.ac.uk. 
4. Images should be supplied as hard copy. l11ustrations should be in black ink on either white paper or drafting 
medium. Originals are preferred but high quality photographic copies are also acceptable. Ifit is necessary to send 
zeroxes please make sure that these are of the highest possible standard. Dye-line copies reproduce poorly and 
should be avoided if possible. All illustrations should be capable of reproduction to either column or page width. 
Contributors are asked to check that small details (hachuring, stipple and lettering) are capable of such small 
reproduction. Clear photographs are weleome. 
5. Measurements should be in metric units. 
6. Bibliographical details should be quoted in full. For articles injoumals the title, date, volume number and inclusive 
pages are required. In the case of books, date and place of publication should be cited in addition to the author and 
title. 
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MSRG Spring Meeting, April 8th - 9th, 2006: 
Medieval Settlement Studies in Northumberland: 
Past, Present and Future 
by Or Rob Young 
Northumberland National Par-k 
The Spring Meeting was organised by Dr. Rob Young, 
Archaeologist for the Northumberland National Park 
Authority at the Authority'S headquarters in Hcxham 
and the theme was 'Medieval Settlement Studies in 
Northumberlalld: Past, Present alld Future.' Eleven 
speakers provided some good food for thought in a range 
of papers dealing with both specific sites and broader 
landscape issues. 
Rob ¥oung introduced the group \0 the results of the 
National Park Authority'S highly successful 'Historic 
Village AlIas Project' . This can be viewed on the 
National Park websitc al: http;//www,nQrthumberland 
nationaipark.Qcg.uk/understandinglhisIQCyarchacolQgy 
/his\ocicvj11agealias.hlm. Rob outlined the project's 
main aims, its potential uses by both local communities 
and the Authority and also the importance of its 
community based support. 
This was fo llowed by Alan Rushworth 's more detailed 
contribution on two specific 'Village Atlas' sites at 
Elsdon and Harbottle within the National Park. Alan 
outlined the rich array of sources avai lable for the study 
of historic villages in both the Park and the county as a 
whole and he showed, with a range of examples, how the 
individual village studies had been completed. 
After some initial discussion and questions, the spotlight 
focussed on a variety of current projects relating to 
Figure J: Elsdon Church 
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medieval settlement in Northumberland generally. Thus 
Roger Miket delivered an overview of the work of the 
Gefrin Trust, the body that has recently purchased the 
site of the early medieval 'palace' site of Ad Oefrin. He 
highlighted the group's plans to open the site to more 
public access and also discussed their hopes to work 
more closely with the Scottish Royal Commission, who 
hold the Hope-Taylor archive in Edinburgh. 
Johnny Shipley, of Newcastle University, was next with 
an account of hi s progress so far on an AHRC 
Collaborative Research Award funded PhD that he had 
just commenced. This work is jointly supervised by Jim 
Crow at Newcastle and Rob Young in the National Park. 
Johnny is examining the 'Concealed Communities' of 
the National Park: looking at the nature of marginality 
and marginal community groups. His main emphasis is 
on mobile groups - e.g. transhumant grazers and drovers 
- or groups on the social and geographical margins - e.g. 
seasonal miners etc. He has already commenced a 
detailed programme of fieldwork and excavation in the 
College Valley area of the National Park. 
David Oraham from Archaeological Services, Durham 
University, described the amazing results fTOm a project 
that started life as a small evaluation in the village of 
Embleton. The initial work showed that a range of 
early/late medieval features survived on the site and 
made everyone aware of what can happen when PPG 16-
led archaeology comes up with the goods. 
After lunch Piers Dixon, who, along with Stuart 
Wrathmell, had pioneered the modem study of deserted 
medieval settlements in Northumberland, reprised some 
of his work and refl ected upon what had happened in 
deserted medieval settlement studies in the region in the 
intervening years since his PhD research. This 
Figllre 2: Elsdon Tower 
Figllre 3: Harbottle Castle 
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contribution was fo llowed by Brian Roberts (on 
sparkling fonn!), discussing the recent air photographs, 
taken by Tim Gates for the National Park Authority, of 
the deserted settlement at Hartside. He was of the 
opinion that elements of this upland settlement could be 
very early in date, and he paid particular attention to the 
relationship of the buildings to a clear 'back lane' and 
related fie ld system. 
Still on the theme of deserted settlement survey, Penny 
Middleton of Northern Archaeological Associates, gave 
a fascinating account of her survey of the deserted 
settlement at Linbriggs in the Coquet Valley and the 
bastle at Branshaw on the Otterbum Training Area. The 
research was of the highest quality and the graphic 
representation of the result was immaculate. 
David Pelts finished the programme with a discussion, 
based on his work fo r the North East Regional Research 
Framework, on the future of medieval sett lement 
research in Northumberland. 
Overall the papers generated some great discussion and 
though the numbers attending were not large the day 
proved to be a stimulating onc for all concerned. 
On Sunday 9th April, members visited the villages of 
Elsdon and Harbottle within the National Park. These 
are both important case studies within the Historic 
Village Atlas and there were some excellent and detailed 
discussions of village morphology and potential 
chronology, with the chance, at Elsdon, to see one of the 
best preserved motte/ring work and bailey castles in 
northern England. Harbottle Castle and village were also 
impressive. 
On a personal note I would like to thank those MSRG 
members who made the trip north and also the various 
MSRG committee members who helped out with the 
final programme. The NNPA must also be thanked for 
the use of the National Park headquarters at Hexham. 
Beyond Region & Place 
Papers from the MSRG Winter Seminar, 2006 
The 2006 Winter Seminar of the MSRG brought together a number of speakers to consider the long-tenn 
impact of Roberts' and Wrathmill's 2002 publication of ' Region and Place ' 
Region and Place revisited 
by Brian Roberts 
University of Durham 
A key aim of Region alld Place was to establish a 
national overview and break away from wholly local or 
county-based viewpoints. This was 10 be as transparent 
as possible because our underlying, and, lel it be said, 
subversive intention, was 10 sketch a necessary synoptic 
framework to which local studies, past, present and 
future, could be referenced. We argue that the multitude 
of site studies and local studies now appearing - and the 
numbers arc vas/ - necessitates the perception of a 
hierarchy of contexts, for in practice all investigations 
necessitate the syntheses of one or more scales of study, 
national, macro-regiona l, rcgional, local and site 
specific. Wc were, and rcmain, very grateful to English 
Heritage for supporting us, and wc continue to use and 
publish the resu lts. This paper is essentially a review of 
Roberts' work in progress deriving from the ideas 
fonnulated in Region and Place. 
The national sca le can be exemplified by three 
distributions: of pre-Conquest woodlands, a synoptic 
map of enclosures and a study of one local regional 
boundary. These all point towards the sustaining, the 
destruction and the recombination of embedded local 
regional patterns through space and time. Understanding 
thesc providcs onc important unifying concept for 
understanding settlement evo lution, and their 
recognition helps define nationally based contexts, both 
physical and euhural , within which historic, and perhaps 
even prehi storic, rural communities negotiated and 
struggled with the land. 
Second, a macro-regional investigation in northern 
England uses the national maps of woodland and 
settlement to define 'cultural cores', long culti vated and 
fe rtile territories. These allow the definition of early 
politics, within which place-names 'and archaeological 
evidence can be re-assessed to create new perspectives 
and even new chronologies. For instance, the pcrsistent 
liminality of Anglo-Saxon sculptures and monasteries is 
found to extend to inland locations, betwecn the western 
seas of waste and the cultural cores, as well as the 
coastal locations betwecn the cultural cores and the 
North Sea. 
Finally, regional study in County Durham (supported by 
the 11. H RB) has led to the construction of a single map 
incorporaling parish and township boundaries, the 
common wastes in about 1600, the fanns reclaimed from 
the waste betwcen 1150 and 1350, and the morphology 
of surviving settlement plans. The computer-based 
layers of this GIS project a llow of the whole county in 
1350 and 1150 to be dissected out. Local studies, of 
Heighington-shire and the Jarrow-Monkwearmouth 
estates, whose underlying base maps have been severcd 
from the county scale mastcr, lead directly to purely 
local scales of enquiry. 
In a fina l model, two dimensional in character. but 
expressing four-dimensional change in regional 
settlement systems (shortly to appear in the journal 
Landscapes), the significance of wholly local settlement 
transitions within national and regional contexts can be 
conceived and visualized. As local studies proliferate, 
these are issues that cannot be avoided. 
Reason misplaced 
by Christopher Taylor 
Ever since Region alld Place appcarcd there has been a 
barrage of crilicism from dissatisfied readers. Some of 
these criticisms have been justified, many not. Some I 
agree with, others I think unfair. Many seem to result 
f.TOm a misunderstanding of the methodology behind the 
book and its aims. Here I want to look at some aspects 
of Regioll (llld Place where Reason has been forgotten or 
misplaced by the critics. 
Now in my 71St year, r can claim to have been studying 
mediaeval rural settlement for longer than most people, 
certainly for more than 55 years. And, although during 
that time we have advanced the understanding of many 
aspects, we have failed to answer some of the most 
fu ndamental questions about the origins of rural 
settlement in England. Questions such as how, why, 
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when and by whom was the pattcrn of medieval rural 
settlement establishcd? 
Ifanything, we have gone backwards. Certainly 50 years 
ago we knew the answers. Villages appeared all over 
England. set on gcographically "good" sites in thc 5th 
and 6th centuries by incoming, democratic Saxons. 
Dispersed settlement was a subsequent, or secondary, 
development, part of the later clearances of forests and 
wastes. It was as simple as that! But since that time we 
have edged from certainty through doubt to confusion . 
Of course during thcse fifty-odd years there have been 
great advances in our understanding but little of this 
research has stood up to the test of answering those basic 
questions of how, why, when and by whom. 
Pcrhaps I am indulging in wishful thinking in believing 
that there should be some recoverable pattern from the 
past. For, as G. R. Elton wrote, "History is the mess we 
call li fe , reduced to some order, panem and possible 
purpose". But I have always been optimistic that there is 
a pattern to be recovered at least on the origins of rural 
settlement, even though I have been faced with a distinct 
lack of progress. And then, along came Brian and Stuart 
with Regioll ond Place. Here, perhaps for the first time, 
and certainly for the first time so well supported by 
infonnation from a great variety of sources, there 
appears a detailed description, careful analysis and 
closely argued conclusions on English medieval rural 
settlement as a whole. Not just from individual sites, 
parishes or counties, but at a national level. Here, 
whatever its faults, we have a countrywide background 
of infonnation and ideas that we can examine and which 
we can test against our own local and regional work and 
which we can accept, reject or modify. And, of course, 
this is exactly as it should be. It is a process called 
"advancing scholarship:' We necd to use, see the faults 
in and take advantage of the ideas in Region alld Place. 
Brian and Stuart's "Top Down" approach, in contrast to 
the "Bottom Up" onc that most of us employ in our 
researeh, inevitably has its problems and dangers. But it 
is a fi ne way of advancing our overaJl ideas on the 
problems of rural settlement origins. For, as Paul 
Everson said to me over another, and very different 
subject, mediaeval designed landseapes, "we must stop 
stamp co llecting and get down to understanding what 
lies behind the existence of the stamps". For far too long 
we have been stamp collecting in rural scttlement 
studies. Regioll and Place gives us the opportunity to get 
behind the individual places and areas that have been our 
stamps and to think about the wider issues. 
Now, this is a personal view. Not everyone wants to 
work on, or believes in, the broad view. It was the 
French historian Laduric who said that all historians fall 
into two types: trume hunters and parachuti sts. I 
certainly began my career as a trume hunter. No one 
who has worked for the Royal Commission on Historical 
Monuments could be anything el se. But later [ became a 
parachuti st, gliding gentl y into the trume hUnler's 
domain, making fa tuous generahsati ons and then 
disappearing, Icaving the truffle hunters furious and 
disbelieving. But it is my parachutist instinct that makes 
me supportive of Resion alld Place. 
That, and my belief. not unconnected with parachuting, 
that ideas are the most imponanl things in life. Ideas 
must be supported by some facts but ideas are the things 
that count. An early published lecture of mine on fie ld 
archaeology was entitled "Staring at Cows", This was a 
quotation laken from a detective novel by Dorothy l. 
Sayers where Lord Peter Wimsey says: "Facts are like 
cows, if you stare at them long enough they will go 
away". Quite so. But idcas do not go away. Good, bad or 
indifferent they can be twisted and turned, used and 
reused. And Region and Place is full of ideas of great 
value. Of course some of the ideas there are a bit wacky, 
but all are worth readi ng. As Galen Strawson wrote in a 
review of A. N. Wilson's book on Iris Murdoch "good 
ideas are not less good for resembling bulls'·eyes scored 
inadvertently with a Gatling gun". With Regioll and 
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Place Brian and Stuan have emptied a whole magazine 
into the problem of rural settlement origins and most 
shots did indeed hit the bull's-eye! We ignore these ideas 
at our peri l. 
I now turn to aspects of Region and Place that have been 
criticised, The commonest complaints relate to the 
definition of the Sub Provinces. These have usually been 
that Sub Province x would have been better in Province 
y or that the exact boundary of Sub Province z would 
have been better five miles further west. Or that the 
number of nucleated villages in Hertfordshire suggests 
that the county would have been better placed in the 
Central Province. Another recurring criticism has been 
that some of the interpretative diagmms have been too 
complicated and cannot easily be understood. But, apart 
from the fact that Brian 's diagrams always have been 
complicated and have required effort from the reader, 
surely what they show us is what wc oUght to know. That 
the world, and especially our world of rural settlement 
origins, is, and was, complicated, Such criticisms arc 
hardly important in the greater scheme of things. 
Others are also minor, and onen about of the use of out. 
of-date infoonation. For example, the use of the 1968 
sources for the distribution map of Deserted Villages 
causes problems, but only because of the advances in the 
understanding of deserted villages since then. This is 
especially so in Norfolk where Brian and Stuart 's map is 
badly distorted. I suspect that most of the deserted 
villages shown as in Norfo lk would now be rejected as 
being neither villages nor deserted, but merely parts of a 
typical East Angl ian settlement shift. Wi thout dots on 
the map in Norfolk, its value would have been enhanced. 
Another, perhaps more serious, criticism is of chapter 4, 
on specific case-studies. I am not sure that they help the 
broad brush approach, not least because they encourage 
the nit-pickers to claim that a ll the examples used can be 
interpreted in different ways. Indeed almost every 
criticism that can be levelled at Region and Place has 
already becn recognised by its authors. They were aware 
ofthe problems and oftbe dangers of writi ng a book like 
this but they went ahead and risked everything for the 
benefit of us all. 
The most serious attack has been of the use of 19th _ 
century Ordnance Survey Maps as the base for the map 
of settlement fonn , on which the map of the provi nces 
rests and thus to which all the other maps are related . 
The objections to the 19th-century OS maps are obvious 
and Brian and Stuart acknowledged them. They are fa r 
too late in time to use as a basis for medieval settlements 
and their only real val ue is as an indicator of post. 
medieval settlement fonn in England. In part icular the 
post-Industrial Revolution settlement changes arc 
regarded as obscuring any clear earlier picture in cenain 
areas. Thus the map of settlement foml, based as it was 
on 19t1Lcentury data, could not take into account late-
medieval and early-post-medieval changes and thus the 
assumption that the map has a direct relationship to the 
pattern and fonn of settlement in early mediaeval times 
was quite wrong. We do need to be reminded that the 
llllLcentury landscape of settl ement may well have been 
very diffe rent in scale, as well as in foml. from later 
times and that at present, and in the foreseeable futu re, 
there is no way of telling what thc I [lh+century 
landscape was likc. 
And there's the rub. If the 19lh_century OS maps are 
rejected there is nothing that can be used for the "Top 
Down" approach. The only possible alternative was to 
use earlier cstate and parish maps. Bul this would not 
have afforded national coverage for many parishes and 
estates have no maps Nor would it have produced a 
much earlier picture of settlement. Most early maps are 
only 18lh-century and there is almost nOlhing before the 
161h century. That is thesc maps still would have given 
only a picturc of scttlcmcnt as it was in early post-
mediaeval times. 
So, what do 1 think of Region and Place? I have two 
commcnts. The first is that in both approach and tonc the 
book comes across as rather "old fashioned" geography 
or landscapc history. It rcsts, ultimately, on the belief 
that "common sensc" and "the obvious" arc the basis for 
interprctation of the landscape in tenns of decisions and 
actions. That is, it is a detenninistic vicw of rural 
sett lements, still within the "Age of Innocence" that 
Matthew Johnson in Ideas of Landscape claims that 
landscape history has lost. Indced Matthew confinns my 
belief that "common sense" and "the obvious" arc a poor 
basis on which to try to understand the past. The world 
wc live in is not like that, nor ever was. 
My second point comes back to the problem of using the 
19lh-century OS maps. While there was no alternative to 
using them, there is a danger that wc lose sight of the one 
aspect of settlement that we are surely all agreed upon. 
That is settlements arc dynamic, not static. Of coursc, 
Brian and Stuart know this, and thc dangers lies with the 
reader. Unless wc are very careful, using the 191h_ 
century OS maps as source material can make us forget 
the dynamic world that wc arc studying. We must ncver 
forget that the basc map on which everything hinges in 
Region and Place is 19th-century and not one of the 10lh 
or 11 Ih centuries. 
And, after my worries, onc disappointment, although not 
an unexpected one. In the end, the problems with which 
I began this paper seem to be unsolved. The why, how, 
and by whom, particularly of nucleated vi llages, still 
eludes Brian and Stuart as they do the rest of us. Therc 
are plenty of ideas and new insights but no clear 
answers. But then if we knew the answers how dull it 
would be. The study of the origins of medieval rural 
settlement is rather likc sex. Thc fun is in getting thcre -
not arriving. But, rereading Region (wd Place, I felt , as I 
did when I first read it, in awe of its overall 
achievements. I kept saying to mysel f "why didn't I 
think of that?" Thc material that Brian and Stuart havc 
presented is a huge compendium of visual idcas that can 
be reworked for years to comc. 
The most unreasonable criticism that I have heard about 
Region and Place is that it is ahead of its time and that, 
as we do not yet have all of the infonnation we need to 
explain medieval rural settlements, the authors should 
have waited a little longer. My answer to th is is 
something that the Devon historian R. H. Worth said 
long ago, which Hcrbcrt Finberg drilled into me on a 
number of occasions over dinners at Whittlesford, and 
which he later published: "One always writes too soon. 
But if onc puts it off one may not write at all ." Thank 
goodness Brian and Stuart didn't wait. 
Worthys and enclosures 
by Ros Faith 
Kellogg College, O xford 
One of thc grcat advantages of Roberts and Wrathmcll's 
Atlas and Regioll and Place is that they have provided a 
largcr contcxt for small local studies. As part ofa larger 
study of Anglo-Saxon fanns I have been looking at a 
small group of what appear to be ring-fenced fanns . 
Roberts and Wrathmell have providcd us with a wealth 
of infonnatton about the location and nature of many 
kinds of enclosures. Hcre I give a fcw examples of a 
particular type and suggest that these might be an early 
and distinctive typc of fann. 
On the perimeter of Dartmoor a string of places, some of 
which arc farms and some small hamlets, have names 
with an Old English personal name as their first element 
and 'worthy' as their second. Cadworthy, Bella's worthy, 
Leofa's worthy, Eadswith's worthy and Beorhtwine's 
worthy arc all examples from quite a small area: the 
perimeter of Wigford Down on the western side of the 
moor. Fig I illustrates two of these Dartmoor-edgc 
fanns, Cadworthy and Yadworthy, both distinguishablc 
by thei r long curving boundary bank, an clement typical 
of all thcse places. The clement 'worthy' is a derivative 
ofwurth, 'soil ': which in Middle Low Gennan, as IVlm, 
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took on the sccondary meaning of 'homestead'. The 
place-name element -worth derives from this, as does 
wordign which evolved into -wardine, somctimes -cry, 
and these seem to have becn uscd in the same sense. 
Some places ending in -ford once ended in worthy. In 
what follows worthy will be used as a generic term for 
all of these forms (Smith 1956, sv worth). 
Worthys occur in one of the very few references in the 
Anglo-Saxon lawcodes to the practicalities of farming, 
which shows than onc essential thing about a worthy: it 
was enclosed. 'A ceod's worthy must be fe nced winter 
and summer. Ifit is not fenced and his neighbour's beast 
strays in through his own opening he shall havc no claim 
to that beast: he shall drive it out and suffer the damage.' 
(lne 40) The worthys seem to be a sub-set of a much 
larger group of what Roberts and Wrathmell call 'oval 
enclosures'. They have discovered many other examples 
whose distribution from the Pennine slopes and 
Lancashire to Devon and Somerset doesn' t seem to 
depend on topography, although their survival and 
visibility may. Stephcn Rippon has identificd very 
similar fomls on the Somerset Levels. The lVereds, arcas 
F;gll~ ~: Cadll'orthyand Yadworlhy, Devon. NMR WAP 1619/102 alld Westem Air Photography. Reproduced with the 
permIssIon 0fNMR. (West Air Photography I/OW lllllracellble); NMR 26001146 reproduced with permission ofNMR 
of raised ground in the Essex Marshes, which have 
become places with names ending in -wood look like 
similar places in a similar environment (R~bcrts and 
Wrathmell 2000, 2002; Rippon 2000; Smith 1987 
ii.255). Worths were elements which had a strong hold 
on life. Particularly in regions where large scale 
common field systems never developed they show 
through the later fie ld systems wh ich overlie them. We 
should probably be careful of assum ing that their ra ther 
similar shape meant that they had a similar function. 
Enclosures were made for a range of reasons: to mark 
ownership, to keep animals in or out, to reserve and 
preserve a particu lar space for a particular function. 
They could also have been elements in very different 
political contexts. Some of these are highly organised. 
Jonathan Kissock sets the large enclosures he has 
identified in the Gower, each containing several fanns in 
the context of 'multiple estate' structures. He thinks that 
some may have originated - as areas organised for the 
su~port of Roman centres and early British kingships 
(Klssock 2?O I). Enclosures often occur in pairs. Paired 
enclosures In Leyland Hundred, Lancashire described by 
Mary Atkin were, like Kissock's Welsh examples, one 
arable and onc pastoral. In Atkins' examples the arable 
oval contained several fanns while the pasture ovals 
seem to have been areas of demesne auached to a si ngle 
fann of higher status. She demonstrates that the pasture 
ovals ~ere used ~s vaccaries in the middle ages as pan 
of a highly orgamsed demesne fanning system, one that 
may have had its origins in cattle-leasing by lords in the 
early midd le ages. But the enclosures themselves may 
have ~en originally the result of peasant enterprise 
enclosmg from the waste (Atkin 1985, 175, 179). We 
should probably be careful not to elide the very different 
circumstances in which enclosures were used: they 
could have had different functions at different times. The 
'multiple estate' is surely essentially a political not an 
agrarian construct, just as the manor and its demesne 
vacca~ies would be. It was a way of organising (and 
labellmg) the fanners of a specific area. Unless we 
consider that the very grain of the countryside, its 
settlements and fanning systems, was itself created 
'from above', rather than having been orgallised into 
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these structures for the support of elites, useful and 
important as it is, the concept of the 'multiple estate' 
cannot alone explain rural society. 
Worthys occur in a variety of physical settings. Roberts 
and Wrathmell have mapped the distribution of place-
names with the elements -worth, -worthy for the whole 
of England and although their map underestimates, 
perhaps by a long way, the total number of such names 
as it omits minor place-names, it shows their broad 
distribution . fR:oberts and Wrathmell 2002, fig 7.2). 
There are slgmficant gaps: Yorkshire and Lincolnshire 
have scarcely a worthy between them, Norfolk and 
Essex not many more. They arc much less common in 
the Central Province, although they do occur there than 
in their area of greatest concentration, Devon. Michael 
Costen's collection of worth names in Somerset remains 
the most detailed exam ination, incorporating vanished 
worths in field names and charter references and 
including minor as well as parish and manorial ~ames 
(Costen 1992). Judie English has looked at worths in 
Berkshire, Hampshire, Sussex, and Surrey (Engl ish 
2002). These studies analyse their examples according 
to broad topographical categories: were the worths on 
hi?h g~und or low? On a river or not? On what type of 
SOIl? Old they tend to be at the edge of estates? This 
might sometimes be true as some occur as landmarks in 
charter boundaries: to perambulate the bounds of 
Pyrford, Surrey, would take you 'along the wonhy hedge 
and to the worthy apple tree' and Utworth was at the 
edge of an important estate (English 2002, 45). Costen 
did not find many of that his (much morc numerous) 
Somerset examples were near es~ate borders, though 
some were. Christopher Taylor's Village studies include 
a detailed analysis of the Cambridgeshire village of 
Pampisford, originally ' Pamp's worth' (Taylor 2002,57-
60) .. None ~f these studies appears to isolate any 
phYSical settmg common to worths, so it is may be 
useful to explore another possibility: were they a kind 
of place which was a response to their environment but 
a response not entirely deteml ined by topography _ 
although their survival may have been? Roberts and 
Wrathmell see an association with areas known from 
thei r place-names and the wood land record'ed in 
t 
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Figure 2: Place-names in - worth etc. Roberts and Wrathmell 2002 jig, 7.2 Reproduced wilh permission of 8rian 
Roberts alld SlImr/ Wrathmefl and English Heritage 
Domesday Book, 10 have been wooded in 1086. They 
conclude that 'these namcs ... rcpresenl a category of 
individual farmsteads within oron the edge of woodland 
tracts (Roberts and Wralhmel I 2002, [80). Judic English 
shows that in Berkshire, Hampshire, Sussex and Surrey 
worthys were sited either on fl at land, often at a ford , 
between rivers and streams, or aline he.1ds of dry valleys 
in areas of sand or chalk (English 2002, 46-7). The 
worthys on the edge of Dartmoor are not the only Devon 
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examples: others were on the rich Culm Measures in the 
north west of the county. Michael Costen has very 
usefully divided the Somerset worthys into those which 
are now only names in the fields, those which became 
parishes and those whieh survive as individual fanns of 
hamlets. All categories can be found in both the highland 
and the lowland zones of Somerset but those on the 
lower ground were more likely to survive only as field 
names and it was the highland wonhys whieh had the 
best chance of surviving as farms or hamlets: in fact the 
higher their location the better their chance (Costen 
1992,8 1). So we might be looking at the survivors of 
someth ing which was once more widespread. We need 
to be careful not to assume that their rather simi lar shape 
means that they had a similar function. We ought to bear 
in mind the range of reasons why enclosures, that most 
basic of building forms, were made at all : to mark the 
ownership or the particular nature of the space within 
them, as did monastic enclosures, to keep animals in or 
out, to reserve a space for a particular function? But 
they may have this in common: many enclosures 
which are detectable today seem to have been 
established in a re latively uncontested and open 
landscape. Consequently Roberts and Wrathmell 
interpret them as ' land taking by individual colonists' 
(Roberts and Wrathmell 2002, 180). Certainly the edge 
of Dartmoor must have seemed such a place - although 
it is quite possible that the worthys there with Old 
English personal names had in fact been established not 
by Saxon incomers but by British fanners. 
Another interpretation would put them in an entirely 
different, almost the opposite, context: the expansion of 
cultivation, ' the journey to the margin' as a resuh of the 
increased pressure of population in the eleventh, twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries. Certainly some new farms were 
established, and failed, on Dartmoor as part of this 
movement (Austin 1980). The Dartmoor worthys could 
possibly be seen like this, as part of the shifting margin 
of cultivation on the edge of the moor. An enclosure al 
Lawrence Field, Hathersage, Derbyshire in the Peak 
District is in a rather similar setting: on a moorland 
promontory 950 feet above the Derwenl valley and its 
villages. Here an oval enclosure about 200 metres by 
300 metres was made by constructing a ditch and stone 
bank and two boat-shaped stone buildings built into the 
eastern part of this substantial boundary: one of these 
had opposed doorways, one leading out into a square 
croft and has been interpreted as a longhouse, the other 
as an outbuilding. Within the large enclosure were 
ploughed strips divided by balks (ridges) and mere-
stones (Hart 1981 132 and fig 10.5 and fig 38; Barnatt 
and Smith 1997, 84 and fig 38). It looks like an 
organised, and highly labour-intensive, new settlement 
protected from the animals of the surrounding moorland 
by its own stone 'head-dyke', a ring-fenced farm on the 
edge of unlimited grazing land. The only dating 
evidence is pottery of the eleventh or twelfth century 
found in one of the buildings and il seems to be largely 
this dating which has led 10 the farm being interpreted as 
part of the 'journey to the margin' . The long plough-
strips, the substantial enclosure have very close parallels 
with Fleming and Ralph 's interpretation of the 
enclosures on Holne Moor, Dartmoor. 
Figure 3: Lawrence Field, Hathersage. Derbyshire. Reproduced/rom John Barnerl and Ken Smith, The Peak District: 
landscapes through time ( 2004), reproduced with permission 0/ Willdgather Press alld fhe aurhors 
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and o/the editor, Medieval Archaeology 
Do we need necessarily to sce such places as a desperate 
response to pressure? Their meagre arable land was 
certainly of poor quality and was hard-won: at Lawrence 
Ficld creatcd by clcaring the stones. which can be 
massive in this area, into cairns, at Holne Moor it was 
thin and acid . But arable need only havc played a minor 
role in Iheir economy. If they were primarily pastoral 
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fanns they were well-placed, rather than pioneering 
ventures into an inhospitable margin (many Derbyshire 
fanns today are at this height). Lawrence Field is a broad 
shelf well below the high and windswept craggy tops of 
the moor. It is well-watered and even today, when il is 
mostly overgrown with heather and bracken, supports a 
fcw sheep. Although remote in the sense of being far 
from the valley villages, the fann there is not by any 
means 'off the beaten track'. In fact the 'beaten track', a 
dramatically deep hollow-way - admittedly undateable 
- runs across the moor a few hundred yards away. If the 
moor was a well-known pasture area, as this and the 
elementfeld in Lawrence Field suggests, the fann was 
certainly isolated but no more 'marginal' than were 
many hi ll-fanns in the heyday of hi ll fanning, 
There is only onc fannSlead at Lawrence Field. The 
Dartmoor-edge worthys have a personal name in the 
singu lar as their first element (as do almost all 
worthslwonhys based on personal names). Perhaps they 
had begun life as the land appropriated and enclosed by 
a single family continued 10 be named from the current, 
cven possibly the original, head of the family. But they 
evidcntly could be worked marc intensively to support 
more than a single family. The long enclosure at Brown 
Willy on Bodmin Moor enclosed a strip field system that 
fed a small hamlet by the thirteenth century (Herring 
2006). Some of the worthys on the edge of Dartmoor 
appear in Domesday Book as manors. Hnott's, on the 
east of Hamcl Down, supported five families in 1086 as 
well as the household of the manorial lord (DB Devon 
30.2). Fleming and Ralph suggest that the 'lobed 
cnclosures' on Holne Moor were the land of at least 
three famls, possibly with a small hamlet, established by 
the tcnth century (Flcming and Ralph 1982). The 
worthys of North-West Devon are now large and 
prosperous parishes. Others have disappeared entirely 
and survive only as place-names. 
Some enclosures, like Atkin's examples, may have 
begun life primarily as stock enclosurcs. Some 
cont inued to scrve this funclion, becoming commons or 
greens with settlement on their edges. Pampisford in 
Cambridgeshire, origi nally Pamp 's worth, was named 
from an individual and possibly his stock enclosure, but 
it eventually supported a string of settlements around its 
rim (Taylor, 2002, 57-60). Others, perhaps as population 
pressure increased, supported more people and were 
fanned more inlensively. The enclosures at Holne Moor 
and Lawrence Ficld both have cultivation strips. Judie 
English points out that Ine's law which fixes the 
responsibility of a coorl to keep his worthy fenced in 
case neighbours' stock break in !I!ld do damage may 
indicate that some of it at lcast was bcing cultivatcd, She 
asks; 'Could it be that a worth represcnts the spread of 
arable agricu lture into less favoured areas which had 
previously only been used for grazing stock?' (English 
2006, 49). Recent ly published work by Ralph Fyfe on 
sites in mid-Devon, on an area of the CuI m Measures, 
would support tltis idea. He took pollen samples from 
sites wh ich lie just beyond the margins ofa ring offamls 
on the edge of high moorland at Rackenford Moor and 
Hares Down. Several of these fanns have Anglo-Saxon 
names; Canna's worthy, Bicea's ham, ?Bula's worthy, 
Esworthy. Where the boundaries of their earliest fields 
can be traced, although not dated, they have much the 
same eurved and lobe-like character of the other Devon 
worthys we have considered. The pollen cores were 
taken on the higher ground, beyond these field 
boundaries. They show that there was a very pronounced 
increase in ccreal cu ltivation from about 800 AD - part 
and parcel of an increase that eould be found on another 
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site in the area, one much further from the upland and 
more embedded in the 'historic landscape'. But pollcn 
typical of heath land vegetation was also found in the 
same cores, leading Fyfe to conclude that the fanners 
here were practising convertible husbandry, intaking 
land beyond the fann and then leaving it fallow for a few 
years to recover its fertility. This increase in cereal 
cultivation was a big change from a fanning system 
which had retained from the late Iron Age and through 
the Roman period and beyond its primarily pastoral 
character. Fyfe suggests that these changes aftcr 800 
'chart the emergence of the historic landscape' , in other 
words that the fanns and their outlying intakes were 
newly established together after 800 ( Fyfe, Brown and 
Rippon 2004; Fyfe 2006). This, although it is not a 
conclusion the authors draw, would suggest a very 
strong association with the colonisation of western 
Britain under the kings of Wessex, which is the context 
Hoskins proposcd for similar farol S. Whether the worthy 
fanns were established then, and practised convertible 
husbandry from the start, or whether they are much older 
and were only then beginning to bring an outfield into 
occasional cultivation, remains an open question. I have 
suggested that we might look at the Dartmoor-edge 
worthys as ring-fenced fanns established in Saxon 
Wessex. They could well have been laid out in upland 
pastoral areas not necessarily as part of the 'journey to 
the margin' as a response to medieval population 
pressure but as enterprises by independent selllcrs 
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Creating waves: practical effects of 
'Roberts and Wrathmell' 
by Paul Everson 
Fonnal publication through the Atlas (2000) and Region 
(md Place (2002) was a key stage of the 'Roberts and 
Wrathmcll' project; but it is worth remembering that in 
fact it was a process of extended duration and il 
developed and spread its ideas in diverse ways, 
including seminars, briefings, conference presentations 
and infonnal discussion (Robens, Slocker & Wrathmell 
1993; 1996; Robcrts & Wrathmcl1 1995; 1998; 2000b). 
In effect, it is a continuing process. For an investigative 
fi e ld archaeo logist and researcher essentiall y conducting 
local studies of places and localities, such as myself, its 
efleciS and impacts have been various. 
It provided immediate ly recognisable and 
convincing frameworks for distinctive settlemcnt 
patterns that had been perceived in passing or 
analysed on ly through limited investigation of field 
cvidenee. Examples might be the dispersed patterns 
of the Lindscy coastal marsh land (EWAS(W); cf 
Everson 1983,22) or the hamlet-based dispersion of 
the Liberty of Mueh Wenloek and its surrounding 
region (W5H5P; Everson and Wilson-North 1993). 
In such cases, 'Roberts and Wrathmell' offers a 
perhaps simple but nevertheless effective 
characterisation of the nature of the area's scttlement, 
an indication of its limits and contrast to 
neighbouring areas, and a vocabulary to discuss it. 
It has providcd stimulat ion to thought and a 
requirement to explain. In a study of the castle and 
small town of Ludgershall (Everson et al 1999), the 
background settlement pattern dmwn out in the Atlas 
made il clear what an oddly located and intrusive 
sett lemem this town and castle is, and therefore how 
much its foundation requ ires explanation - in temlS 
of a hunting landscape and the men/alile of 
woodland and waste. 
Because il has a nationa l scope, il provides a 
framework for understanding and a springboard for 
interpretation in localities that are more or lcss 
un fam iliar. A colleague's enquiry concerning 
Bretherton in Lancashire (WLALO) exemplified this 
for me [Figure lj. 
50, too, did our experience at Shenley Brook End in 
Buckinghamshire during the development of thc Milton 
Keynes conurbation. Here, 'Roberts and Wrathmc11' 
thinking had a hand in bringing about a revolution in 
perception. The recent but conventional assessment of 
the settlement remains in terms of deserted nucleation 
and open lownficld cultivation (Croft and Mynard 1993, 
13 1-43) was replaced by a revised view as a form of 
dispersal charaeteriscd not only by thc configuration of 
settlement elements in loosc stragglcs and grouping 
around road junctions, but also by a complexity of road 
system, culti vation within enclosed fields, prescnce of 
woodland resources and so forth (Everson 1995). The 
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pattern extended, too, to the whole of the township and 
not solely the area of detailed survey. 
The arguments al both Bretherton and Shen ley 
exhibit an important trend, to which 'Roberts and 
Wrathmell' has contributed subSllmtial impctus. That 
is the tendency to look at a bundle of characteristics 
that together and in their d isti nctive balance make up 
the charactcr of a pattern of settlement. Not solely 
the settlement element(s), but also (to name severa l 
obvious variables) road patterns, cultivation or field 
arrangements, the naturc and im:idenee of public 
space (greens, commons, waste), and the 
exploitation of other resources. We have seen this 
sort of thinking influencing the progress of the 
Whittlewood project and, presumably, shaping the 
presentation of its results (Jones and Page 2006). 
There is much useful work to be donc here, it might 
be argued, in refining the actual , and most 
significant, characteristics of 'Roberts and 
Wrathmcll' local regions through bottom-up study. 
Arguably, also, 'Roberts and Wrathme11' has raised 
the profile of argument by patteming, having that as 
a common approach with other programmes 
designed to set frameworks, such as Hi storic 
Landscape Characterisation (Turner thi s volumc 
pI9-2l). And this 1001 can be applicd at a numbcr of 
levels. For example, in looking at the hunti ng 
landscape associated with the lordship of Tatters hall 
in Lincolnshire, Oavid 5 tockcr and I fi nd Tattcrshall 
Chase revealed in the landscape by a combination of 
factors - topography and soils, woodland and 
woodland industries, but principal ly (in . Roberts and 
Wrathmell' fashion) by a sett lement panerning of 
moats within the Chase and a ring of nucleated 
settlements outside it (Everson and Stocker 
forthcoming 2007a and b). 
Finally, pcrhaps, in an aspect of the project that is 
both challenging and potentially most fa r-reaching, 
'Robcrts and Wrathmell' is vigorously inqu isitive 
about time-depth and about the origins of the 
pallems they map. One stimulating aspect of this lies 
in the proposition that boundary zones of provinces 
and local regions may conta in evidence, in residual 
non-confonnity of settlement pattcrns, of marginal 
shifts of boundary, of time depth and change. A 
possible example of Ihis - and anyway a pattcrn 
cvidcntly worth study, since apparently at odds with 
the Atlas's mapping - emerged at Quarrendon in the 
Vale of Aylesbury (Everson 200 1). In that parish and 
several neighbours [Figure 2J, settlement elements 
appear to be a combination of ham lets or 'ends' and 
fannsteads rather than the nueleations typical of the 
'Roberts and Wrathmell' region (CEMlD). One 
might think of several causcs for th is anomaly; what 
Figllrc I: Bretherloll, l..ancashire: ex.tractfrom OS 6" sheet LANCASIIIRE /..XXVI.3, sunreyed 1893 pllhli~hed 1894. 
The field pat/ern between North Road and South Road cOl/trasts ~""ith that of enclosed arable strips to their Nand S, 
sllggesling a former greell or cOlllmon with pari of the medieml settlemenl /XII/em comprising plots lining i/ 011 the 
N alld S. Many Oil Ihe N slaml 011 the ends of former plough strips. Naming mul conjiglll'Ulion of routel1'ays reflecl 
the palternillg: straight 'roads' on the commoll', complex of 'lal/es' (some a/xmdolled) away from it, especially to S. 
Over J-/all, Bank Hall (f nd perhaps Ashcrofts are other likely elements of this fO/'1I/ of medieval dispersal: Bank Ila/l 
laaking like a slIbslamial consolidated demesne. 
' Robcrts and Wrathmell' does, very helpfully, is to 
allow the potent ia l inlerest 10 stand out and to inv ite 
its explorm ion. 
A second aspect looks to a greater time depth, by 
mapping SCIS of chronologically olCIer data agai nst 
provi ncial boundaries. Stacker 's recent map of the 
pattern a f forest zones in the East Midlands (2006, 12) is 
inspired by this thinking, and, importamly, carries a 
challenge to consider these zones not - negatively - as 
dead land for settlement. but rather as zones of special, 
valuable resources, whose control and ex ploitation were 
of supreme culturdl and economic signi fi cance, and 
profoundly shaped sctt lement patterns. 
Summary 
If, infonna lly, onc of Engl ish Heritage's object ives with 
the ' Roberts and Wrathmell' project was to stimulate 
medieval sett lement studies - to 'create a few waves' -
then il has clearly done so for me as an individual, and 
in ways that might be relevant to others. It has created a 
framework, set some challenges, stimu lated thought, 
offered (and demanded) general context for specific 
pieces of work. It is a usefu l, helpful , st imulating tool. 
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But I am long-in-the-tooth among silldents of medieval 
settlement. The greatest signi fica nce of ' Roberts and 
Wrathmell' may be if il convinces a next generation of 
young people that medieval sett lement studies is a li vely 
and dynamic topic, with genuine a rchaeologica l 
perspectives, ra ther than one set in histo rically limited 
ways, If it proves to have contributed to that, then the 
estccm in which we hold the projcct and it.<; authors 
should be rc-doubled, 
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Region and Place: some queries 
by Tom WiJliamson 
University of Easl Anglia 
Region and Place and the ALias ofRl/rat Seulement arc 
immensely impressive pieces of work, which fuse 
meticulous scholarship with insightful comment. In 
common with most people working in landscape history, 
I have found them invaluable, as a source both of 
evidence, and of inspiration. But (and there is always a 
but) both works also have a number of drawbacks. and 
these pose particular dangers given that, sponsored as 
they arc by English Heritage. they possess a kind of 
semi-official status within British archaeology. 
I have discussed some of these problems in detail 
elsewhere (Will iamson 2003). Onc is that the various 
'provi nces' and 'sub+prov inccs' arc treated as real 
entities, with hard ph ysical edges, rather than as 
theorctical abstractions; and yet at the same time they 
hang in a kind of environmental and topographic limbo. 
The broad geological structure of England as a whole is 
represented in both volumes in a single, rather schematic 
map. Thcre are no similar maps showing soils or 
drainage eharacteristics, nor is thcre any attempt to show 
local or regional topographic pattcrns, which could be 
compared with the detailed maps of settlements 
presented. The reader thus has little opportunity 10 
assess how far factors like soi l quality or water supply 
might have innuenccd the development of settlement. 
More worrying is the fac t that a single over-arching 
explanat ion is olTered for the essential regional 
dilTerenees in settlement patterns - that is, for the 
division of England into a 'Central Province' (or 
'champion' region) characterised by nucleated 
settlement patterns, and 'South Eastern' and 'Western' 
Provinces (or 'woodland' regions), displaying varying 
degree of settlement dispersion. The 'Central Province' 
is thus said to derive its settlement characteristics mainly 
from the fact that it was the most suitable area of 
England for cereal production, and was thus densely 
settled and extensively cleared even in prehistoric and 
Roman times, and subject to intense demographic 
pressure by the late Saxon period. But a number of maps 
which could easi ly have been included among the many 
reproduced in the two volumes, and which would have 
raised some doubts about such an interpretation, are 
conspicuous by theif absence. We might, fOf example, 
have expected to sce a version of Darby's famous map 
showing the density of the recorded Domesday 
population (Darby 1977). But this would have indicated, 
beyond much doubt, that the most densely settled areas 
of late $axon England were not in fact in the Midlands 
at al l, but in the east of England - and especially in areas 
outside the 'Central Province ', such as East Anglia, 
Essex, and parts of Hertfordshire and Kent. These were, 
and are, the districts best su ited by climate, and to some 
extent by virtue of their soi ls, for the cultivation of 
cereals. This in turn would have been made clear if a 
map had been included showing the patterns of regional 
landuse which developed in England as a fully 
integrated agrarian economy emerged in the course of 
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the eigh teenth and ninetccnth centuries (e.g. Caird 1852, 
i). On this, the Central Province would have stood out as 
an area dominated, not by arable fields, but by grass: and 
for good reason. Far from being ideal for cereal 
cultivation, the heavy pelo-stagnogley soi ls of the region 
were, in the eyes of most post-medieval famJers, best 
laid to pasture. This, of course, is why we have (or had 
until comparati vely recently) so much ev idence for the 
medieval agrarian land scape preserved herc in 
archaeological fonn , as ridge and furrow and the rest. In 
short, the suggestion that the 'Central Prov ince' 
represents some kind of 'core' settlement arca, to which 
the other 'provinces' are peripheral and margi nal, is thus 
sustained in part by careful selection of evidence. 
But another general problem with Region and Place and 
the Atlas needs to be briefly highlighted. Thc maps 
presented, and discussed, in the two vol umes do not of 
eourse show medieval settlement at all, and thcir authors 
make no claim that Ihey do. They are based on the First 
Edition Ordnance Survey I" maps, created in the 1830s, 
many centuries after the end of the middle ages. Yet at 
times this simple fact does become sl ightly obscured, 
and not only the major settlement ' provinccs', but the 
'sub-provinces' and even some of the ' local areas', arc 
discussed as if they represent very ancient entit ies. But 
while the division between the Central Province and its 
neighbours does indeed have mcdieval origins, we 
should not assume that the same is true of these more 
detailed and localised subdivisions of the landscape. 
For settlement did not SlOp developing in 1450. Not only 
did some nucleated villages shrink drastically or 
disappear complctely: so too did a myriad of minor 
settlements. In East Anglia, for example - an area lying 
outside the 'Central Province' - numerous isolated fa nns 
and small green-side settlemcnts continued to disappear 
right through the late medieval and the post-medieval 
period. Such contraction was, to judge from the 
available evidence, a particularly noticeable feature of 
areas in which large estates were increasing their hold on 
the landscape. Large landowners amalgamated farms 
and in some eascs deliberately attempted to limit the 
population in the principal estate parish fOf reasons of 
aesthetics and social control, and from a desire to control 
the poor rates. The familiar if over-worked distinction 
between 'close' and 'open' parishes (Holderness 1977; 
Banks 1988), in other words, affected not simply the 
character of nucleated settlements, but also the extent of 
settlement dispersal. But contraction not only affected 
the number of isolated settlements - the intensity of 
dispersion. It could also influence the character and 
morphology of settlements. In northern East Anglia, for 
example, where most medieval fanns and cottages lay 
on the margins of greens, droves and commons, 
demographic decline might in some cases serve to 
convert what was in effect a nuclcated settlement, 
focussed on a large green, into a scatter of farms thinly 
dispersed around a common edge (Davison 1990). 
What was true of contraclion was also true of expansion, 
and in particular of the emergence of nucleated 
selt lements within areas largely characterised by 
dispersion. In parts of East Anglia it is possible to argue 
that many large nucleated villages, espccially in the 
south of the region, only developed during the fifteenth 
and s ixteenth cen turies, as large-scale textile 
manufacture engendered a significant degree of 
industrialisation. In the north and cast of the region, in 
contrast - in Norfolk and northern and eastern Suffolk -
some village nucleations cmergcd much later, only a few 
decades before the making of the Ordnance Survey I" 
maps. Whcrc, as was oftcn thc case, selllemcnt clustercd 
around a grcen or common, enclosure by parliamentary 
act and division between small proprietors was often 
followed by a phase of building. infilling of the common 
led to the emergence of a nucleated village where nonc 
had been before. Many of the 'villages' in Norfolk 
shown on Roberts and Wrathmell's maps developed in 
this way in the decades around 1800, from what had 
formerly been a loose scatter of fanns 'dispersed ' around 
a common edge. 
All this ensures that the relationship between Ihe form of 
an individual settlement in e.1830, and its form in the 
middle ages, often remains very uncertain. But 
industrialisation, changes in agriculture and ownership, 
enclosure and the rest could also reconfigure th e 
boundaries of entire selllement regions, and change their 
essential charactcr. The 'Sandlings' of east Suffolk is an 
arca of dry, heathy soils which Roberts and Wrathmell 
present as a zone of low dispersion, with a high density 
(for East Anglia) of nucleated villages. And so indeed it 
was by the middle deeades of the nineteenth eentury. But 
the southern part of this area is well endowed with 
seventeenth-century maps, and these show that at this 
time village nucleations were much less in evidence, and 
settlement much more widely dispersed: systematic fie ld 
walking carried out by John Newman has shown that in 
the middle ages it was even more scattered. The reasons 
for this change in settlement are complex, but of 
particular importance was the growth of large landed 
estates, and the amalgamation of holdings inlO larger 
units, although here again the ene losure of greens and 
eommons, and their subsequent infilling, played a part 
(Williamson 2005, 79-84). 
The particular kinds of changes in settlement fonns and 
patterns briefly noted here may be peculiar to East 
Anglia, but the overall message has a widcr relevance. In 
all regions of England settlement changed in the four 
and a half centuries after 1400 at least as much as in the 
four and a half before. Region and Place does not map 
medieval senlement, and the real chaMenge ahead is to 
understand the complex range of social, economic and 
agrarian processes - medieval, but perhaps especially 
post-medieval - which created the constellation of 
nineteenth-century settlement forms so beautifully 
mapped in this seminal volume. 
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Rural Devon: Mapping and Analysing 
Local Historic Landscapes 
by Sam Turner 
Newcastle Un iversity 
Devon has an exceptionally diverse natural and historic 
landscapc, mnging from maritime and estuarine country 
to rolling hills, from the coastal lowlands to the high 
moors. These support a great variety of land uses, 
including pasture, arable, woodland, wetland, heath and 
moorland. Different regions have strong local identities 
derived in largc part from their landscape character. 
Roberts' & Wrathmell 's (2000, 2002) work on regional 
sett lement patterns has touched on similar issues. Recent 
research into Devon's landscape has begun to explore 
how their nationally-scaled analysis of settlemcnt 
patterns can be related to local and regional landscape 
character and history as part of the Devon Historic 
Landscape Characterisation (Devon HLC), a project 
sponsored by English Heritage and Devon County 
Council (Turner 2007). 
The development of sub-regional areas with distinctive 
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social and economic practices in the has been studicd in 
the South West by Harold Fox, and by others elsewhere 
(e.g. Fox 1989, Williamson 2002; 2003; Thirsk 2000). 
Fox has established how aspects of landscape character 
can be reflections of the division of the landscape into 
fanning sub-regions, sometimes called pays, in the 
period AD c. 1400-l750 (Fox 1972; 1995 ). However, 
relatively little work has subsequently been dedicated to 
understanding the origins and nature of thc historic 
landscape in Dcvon. 
The principal aim of the Devon HLC project was to 
create a map that - in a broad sense - brings the historic 
dimension of the modem landscape to the fore. H Le 
attempts to highlight the contribution of past human 
action to every part of the landscape, not just as il is 
represented in individual archaeological sites and 
monuments (Turner 2006a). However, HLC can also be 
helpfu l for understanding aspects of past landscapes, 
such as the distribution of diffcrent resources like arable 
land, meadow, woodland and so on (Turner 2006b). For 
example, the Devon project has underscored just how 
much today's landscape owes to its medieval anlecdents 
(e.g. Turner 2007, fig. 137). 
The Devon HLC examined the whole of Devon, except 
the part within Exmoor National Park (for this, sec 
Aldred 200 1). The resulting spatial database comprises 
around 50,000 records. It foons part of the Devon 
Historic Environment Record (HER), which is 
mai ntai ned and curated by Devon County Council's 
Historic Environment Service, and is easily available in 
a publicly-accessible fonn via their website (DCC 
2007). Interested people are therefore able to explore 
and evaluate the HLC data for themselves. 
As part of the project, ' local historic character areas' 
(abbreviated to ' LHCAs') were identified using GIS (a 
Geographical Infonnation System). Different versions 
of these character areas were constructed for today's 
landscape and for that of the late 19th century (for 
detai ls, see Turner 2007, chapter 5). Within thei r 
boundaries, these areas define regions whose historic 
landscape characters result from distinctive shared 
environmental conditions, social practices and economic 
systems. They help provide a basis for understanding the 
varying origins (and differing subsequent histories) of 
diffe rent parts of Devon's landscape (fig. I). 
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Figure I: Devon 'Local Historic Character Areas '. c. 1890. The LHCAs are asfollows: I West Culm, 2 Central Culm. 
3 Dartmoor, 4 Taw and Torridge. 5 Lower &e, 6 Eastern Valleys, 7 Exe and ClIlm. 8 Upper South Hams, 9 East 
Dartmoor, 10 Taw and Exe, II SOUlh Hams Coast, 12 Middle Teign, 13 Exmoor Borders. 14 Upper Tamar, 15 Denbury, 
16 Tamar Valley, 17 Torbay, 18 Mi(ld/e South Hams, 19 Lower Teign, 20 P/ym, 21 Crediton Bartolls, 22 Whiddon, 23 
West Down and Coasl, 24 Blackdown Borders, 25 Hartland Moors, 26 TorringLOII Moors, 27 Iron Mill, 28 Bovey Basin, 
29 Witheridge, 30 Blackdown Ridges, 31 Exeter, 32 Yealm Coast, 33 Beer and Blackbury, 34 Exmoor Barlons. 35 Cu/m 
Valley, 36 West Dartmoor, 37 KnowslOlle, 38 H /W Torridge Esruary. 39 Cllllrstoll, 40 SE Borders. 4lluon. 42 /la/doli 
lIiJ/s, 43 Wool/bury, 44 7iverton Bartons, 45 Morebarh. 46 Hay tor. 47 Plymollth. 48 Broadbllry, 49 Chardstock, 50 
ROllsdon, 51 Fanvay, 52 South West Dartmoor, 53 Gralld Western. 54 Anstey Commons, 55 Hawkchurch. 
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Comparing these character areas with historians' and 
archaeologists' pay.~ and landscape regions begins to 
reveal interesting patterns. For example. the 2 broad 
landscape types and 4 landscape regions identified by 
Thirsk from early modem fanning records (Thirsk 1967) 
appear to correspond in some ways to the historic 
character areas mapped for the late 19th century. 
Howevcr, the extra detail included in the HLC database 
allows us to view elemcnts of the agricultural landscape 
at a finer resolution. It highlights particular sub-regions 
where detailed archaeological and historical research 
might bring to light localised contrasts in fanning 
practice. 
Robcrts' and Wrathmell's research on settlement 
patterns provided a more detailed picture of regional 
landscapes (2000). Wc mighl expect settlement fonn and 
type 10 relate 10 the historic landscape in some way, and 
indeed there are correspondences between theiT 'local 
regions' and the late 19th century 'local historic character 
areas' in Devon. Most obviously we can pick out 
Dartmoor and Woodbury Common on Roberts' and 
Wrathmell's maps as areas with very low settlement 
densities; they have also been mapped as individual 
character areas from the HLC data. The Ycalm Coast and 
South Hams Coast LHCAs correspond closely to the 
Atlas of Rural Settlements' South Hams (Coast) local 
region. where there were low levels of dispersed 
settlement, large nucleations and (from the HLC) large 
areas of 'barton' fields (for these, see Herring 2006, 63-
6; Turner 2007). Roberts' and Wrathmell's research was 
undertaken at a nationwide scale, but it can still be used 
as a slarting point for the examination of local and 
regional trends. The HLC data collected for Devon 
records a greater number of variables and local 
variations, which makes it a rich quarry for unpicking 
differences in character within and between individual 
counties or regions. 
Of course, maps of 'Local Historic Character Areas' do 
not themselves provide detailed interpretations and 
explanations for how and why any given landscape came 
to look the way it did: this will nonnally require further 
stages of research and interpretation. Nevertheless, the 
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HLC can at least provide a starting point for more 
localised research, and a way to appreciate and 
comprehend the mosaic of each landscape's components 
that has been largely missing until now. 
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Review of Medieval Settlement Research, 1996-2006 
by Mark Gardiner 
The Queen's University Belfas t 
In the decade since the Medieval Settlement Research 
Group published the first version of their policy 
statement numerous pieces of work have been 
undertaken , which have changed our understanding of 
the subject. The review below was prepared as part of 
the process of updating the Group's policy statement. It 
summarises some of the major studies in the medieval 
rural settlement in Britain and draws attention 10 
changes in thinking and research direction which have 
taken place since \996. 
I. Introduction 
1.1 The decade between 1996 and 2006 was a period 
of considerable progress in the study of medieval 
settlement marked by new findings in the field 
through both research- and developer-led projects, 
by publication of research, by new conferences 
and national initiatives and by wider public 
engagement. 
1.2 Excavation has arguably played a less important 
role than in previous years, with a much greater 
emphasis on work driven by development needs 
other than pure research. However, the very large-
scale work in advance of quarrying at Yamton 
(Oxon.) and Lydd (Kent), and before housing at 
Springfield Lyons (Essex), which might have only 
been undertaken as part of a development scheme, 
did provide new iosights into the medieval 
landscape.l 
1.3 Field survey continued to add significantly to 
understanding, though by 1996 many of the larger 
field survey programmes had come 10 an end. 
Excavation and field survey were concluded after 
forty years at Wharram Percy in 1990 (East Yorks.) 
and field survey at Raunds (Northants.) ended in 
1994. Thc Fenland Survey had finished in 1988 
and the additional fieldwork on selectcd sites was 
concluded in 1995. Only al Shapwick (Somerset) 
did thc work Slaned in 1989 still continue.2 It was 
partly to fi ll this gap in research-based, extensive 
field survey t!;lat a five-year programme of field 
and documentary work funded by the Arts and 
Humanities Research Counci l commenced in the 
Whitllewood area (Bucks., Nonhants.) of the east 
Midlands in 2000. Sma!ler rcsearch projects 10 
note during this period were at Puxtoo (Somerset) 
and Scdgeford (Norfolk).) 
1.4 Publication of some of the earlier excavation and 
survey projects was particularly welcome. These 
included a number of volumes arising out of the 
long-running project at Wharram Pcrcy, the 
excavation and survey project on Ovenon Down 
(Wilts.), thc carly medieval site at Catholme dug in 
the 1970s, work in East Anglia, particularly the 
early medieval sites examined as part of the 
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Fenland management project, and the excavations 
of the moated site at Chalgrove (Oxon.).4 
1.5 Our understanding in 1996 of rural settlement in 
Scotland and Wales was much poorer than in 
England. A seminar held in \991 in Edinburgh had 
acknowlcdged the scope of the problem of 
identifying and interpreting MOLRS - Medieva l 
or Later Rural Settlement in Scotland. This 
challenge was taken up with the establishment of 
the Ben Lawers project by che National Trust for 
Scotland to examine historic rural settlement in 
that valley, and by surveys by the Royal 
Commi.ssion, both in the field , as at Mcnstrie Glen, 
and usmg paper records, including the study of 
unroofed settlements recorded on the first -edition 
Ordnance SUlvey maps.5 A review of the problem 
held in 2002 showed a considerable advances in 
knowledge.6 A parallel study of deserted rural 
settlements of medieval and later date took place in 
Wales. The work supported by Cadw (the Welsh 
Assembly's historic environment division) and 
undertaken by the four Welsh trusts began in 1995 
and had largely been compleled by 2001. It took 
the fonn of both field survey and excavation, and 
examined, in particular, the upland areas of the 
principality.7 
1.6 Studics for the purpose of informing the 
management of the historic landscape continued to 
be particularly important in setting the agenda. 
Two major projects during the last ten years have 
been particularly significant. Historic Landscape 
Characterisation , or in Scotland, Historic 
Landscape Assessment, has been developed 
throughout Britain to attempt to classify landscape 
type and identify their key fea tures, but the 
approaches adopted in England, Wales and 
Scotland are subtly dilTerent. In essence, the 
technique seeks to divide the landscape into 
character types which relate to historic land-usage. 
It is primarily a tool to allow heritage managers to 
identify areas with surviving ancient landscape. It 
remains to be seen whether it can be used also as a 
research tool 10 understand and explain the 
evolution of landscape, although work in Devon 
has suggested the possibilities.8 
1.7 The second major project undertaken for the 
purposes of heritage management was the study by 
Robcrts and Wrathmell of the fonns of settlement 
in England. This arose out of the Monument 
Protection Progranune and started with an allempt 
to provide maps of dispersed and nucleated 
settlement. It grew to exceed that brief and became 
a major summary of distributions of various 
cultural features .9 Its impact is reflected in the way 
in which it has raised further research questions. 
2. Medieval landscapes 
2.] The description, classification and explanation of 
medieval landscapes continued to be a focus of 
research. This was reflected in the appearance 
during the period under review of a ncw journal on 
the subject of landscapes, and thc publication of 
two synoptic books providing overviews of 
development of the English landscapcs. The wider 
contincntal European context ofrura] settlement in 
Britain was made more accessible through the 
publication of papers arising from the 'Ruralia' 
conferences. Work continued on a number of 
topics which had interested scholars over many 
years, while thc concern of prehistorians in 
perceptual and imagincd landscapes also began to 
be reflected in the work of medievalists. 10 
2.2 The focus of long-standing interest in the study of 
the organization and management of medieval 
fields shifted to a consideration of thc persistence 
of prehistoric and Roman field patterns. For 
example, thc datc of the origin of thc Scole-
Diekleburgh field pattern in Norfolk has been the 
subject of considerable controversy. t I However, 
evidence began to accumulate from several studies 
in eastern England suggesting that some medieval 
field patterns were influenced by their 
predecessors. 12 Conversely, evidence has also 
been advanced for the large-scale replanning of 
fields in the eighth, ninth or tenth ccnturies. 13 
2.3 Meanwhile, the debate about the origins of open 
fields continued. The case for associating 
communal agriculture with heavier clay soils 
which could only be ploughed on a limited number 
of days of the year has been made again. The 
limited windows of seasonal opportunity required 
that cultivators, who had to contribute draught 
animals to the plough-teams, lived close to one 
another in order to seize the moment. Co-aration -
the joint operation of ploughs - it was argued, 
naturally led to the cultivation of common fields. 
The view that common fields evolved from below, 
rather than by imposition from above was 
reinforced by a study of Cornish fields which 
viewed strip fields in that county as the products of 
coopcmtion amongst households within hamlet. 14 
2.4 The most obvious evidence for medieval 
agriculture is the presence of ridge and furrow, 
particularly in the Midlands. The origins of ridge 
and furrow remain obscure, although Hill 
suggested that the Anglo-Saxon plough was 
capable of lurning the sod and therefore of 
producing ridge and furrow. This type of 
earthwork continued to be produced by ploughing 
well after 1500. The importance and operation of 
the technique for the drainage of medieval fields 
has been diseussed and an attempt made to classify 
earthworks by examining the cross-profiles. The 
destruelion of ridge and furrow, both by post-
medieval agricultural practices and, particularly, 
ploughing in the last decades, led to a survey of its 
survival and call for ils preservation . I S 
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2.5 The archaeological potential of both living trees 
and earth works in woodland had been 
demonstrated in Rackham's book, Ancient 
Woodland, first published in 1980 and reprinled 
and amended in the light of subsequent research in 
2003. Onc of the changes in the second edition 
reflected the work of Vera who had argued that the 
European wildwoods might not have been dense 
jungles, but had a very open appearance due to the 
effects of grazing herbivores. A similar argument 
was presented by Wager suggesting that pannage 
and woodland grazing might have reduced the 
woods of Warwickshire to a similar statc, making 
Ihe final clearance a much easier task than was 
once thought .16 Evidence for large-scale 
systematic division of the woodland of possible 
early medieval date has been identified in the 
Weald. The evolution of late medieval woodlands 
from the much larger tracts which once covered 
the countryside was considered in 
Northamptonshire, while surveys of woodland on 
the North Downs and in Kent showed the wealth of 
evidence which might survive as eart hworks 
beneath the trees. 17 
2.6 Wet lands were a major focus of study in this 
period, although much of the survey work was 
directed towards the waterlogged remains of 
prehistoric date, rather than the surface evidence of 
the medieval landscape . Key studies were 
published on the wet lands bordering the Severn 
Estuary, for the Humber Levels and Romney 
Marsh, together with more general overviews of 
those in southern Britain. 18 Three approaches in 
particular were used. The first was systematic 
fieldwalking of large areas, continuing a method 
which had been applied in the Fens. A second used 
the analysis of landscape morphology to identify 
the phases of embankment and drainage. The 
traditional study of earth works, both those 
produced by embankment and also natural salt 
marsh features formed a third approach. Results 
indicated that though many marshlands were 
utilized before the twelfth century, they were more 
intensively settled from the thirteenth century 
onwards.19 
2. 7 The coast, as distinct from the wetlands behind, 
formed a new area of research. The resources of 
the coast and inshore waters were widely exploited 
throughout the medieval period. A number of 
studies examined the economic importance of 
fishing , both by means of fish-traps on the 
seashore, as well as by boat. Studies were made of 
the archaeological evidence for fish-traps in Essex, 
and also in Wales and Scotland more generally, 
complementing earlier work on the Severn 
estuary.20 A coastal survey of Norfolk led to the 
discovery of possible early medieval fish-tmps at 
Brancaster. Fox showed Ihat permanently occupied 
fishing villages largely came into being in the 
fifteenth century or later, but they were preceded, 
in many cases, by seasonal settlements.2t 
2.8 Meadow land, so important in the medieval 
economy, had received little attention from 
archaeologists or historians until the last decade. 
The significance of this type ofland has now been 
recognised and the origin of the practice of 
artificially irrigating or 'floating' meadows was 
examined in new studies.22 
2.9 Designed landscapes, a subject embracing 
parklands and gardens, were increasingly 
recognised and details of their characteristics were 
revealed through both fieldwork and documentary 
survey. Building on the pioneering work at 
Bodiam castle (Sussex), it was recognised that 
many castles were located in designed landscapes. 
A detailed study of Clarendon considercd the 
palace and park within its wider setting. The 
recognition that the Nonnans introduced into 
England fallow deer and new approaches to 
hunting led to a renewed interest in the creation 
and role of parks during this period.23 
2.10 The use of areas of poor soils also attracted 
attention. The value of the East Anglian Breckland, 
particularly for rabbit warrens, had been signalled 
previously by Bailey. The wider aspects and field 
evidence for warrens has now been investigated, 
while the raising of goats on poorer soils, such as 
in woodlands and moors in the west and north of 
England, was prcviously a little known 
characteristic of these areas.24 
2. 11 The survcy programmes on uplands in the 
Scotland and Wales have alrcady been mentioned. 
Work in England revealed growing evidence for 
cultivation at high altitudes, as well as stock 
enclosures and their associated buildings, both of 
early and later medieval dale.25 Seasonal 
settlement was an important aspect of the usage of 
uplands throughout Britain. The questions 
surrounding seasonal settlement were 
comprehensivcly reviewed by Fox.26 
J. Aspects of medieval settlement 
3. 1 Invasions and migrations, tenns which had largely 
dropped out of the archaeological vocabulary since 
the 1960s, were considered "with fresh interest, 
particularly after DNA analysis began to throw up 
unexpected results. The settlement of the Anglo-
Saxons and Vik'ings were considered again. Hiirke, 
who has a long-standing interest in the subject of 
migration, detccted the swinging back of the 
pendulum from a minimalist view of the number of 
continental settlers into post-Roman Britain. The 
archaeological and linguistic evidence for the 
impact of the Vikings was the subject of a major 
reappraisal, examining the problematic 
distribution of place-names with Scandinavian 
elements. The Nonnan setllement awaits a similar 
treatment, although the impact of the newcomers 
upon the landscape is well attested.27 
3.2 A number of the local surveys mentioned above 
have begun to cast light on the still confused 
picture of the early medieval period. The contrast 
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between the 'mobile' settlements of the fifth to 
eighth centuries and the 'more static ' pattcrn of the 
late medieval period is perhaps less sharp than it 
onee seemed, since it is now clear that, even in the 
period between the eleventh and fourteenth 
century, villages might move sites. The old view of 
the unchanging cluster of manor house, parish 
church and village is not true even for the late 
Middle Ages.28 Nevertheless, we can identify 
differences. The emergence of selllement 
boundaries appears to be a feature of the period 
from the late sixth to ninth centuries. At about the 
same time there was a widespread re-organisation 
in settlement location, the 'mid-Saxon shin', 
which, it is now argued, should be dated to the 
eighth and ninth centuries. 29 
3.3 The question of village origins continues to pre-
oceupy many researchers. Tt is clear from regional 
studies that village fonnation proceeded in a 
number of different ways. Onc of the more 
influential ideas which has emerged in the decade 
under review was the concept of the 'vi llage 
moment', the period between the mid-ninth and 
early thirteenth century when villages might 
originate, at least in those areas prone to 
nucleation. It is widely agreed that there are 
numerous reasons why some area sett lements 
might be prone to village fonnation and others not. 
The survey of rural settlement in England threw up 
some interesting patterns which suggested that 
these might be both cultural and also related to 
environment.JO 
3.4 Historians have long recognized that it is difficult 
to define a clear boundary betwecn villages where 
the great majority of the popu lation was involved 
in agriculture, and towns where a sizeable 
proportion was engaged in commerce and 
craftwork. The pervasive character of commercial 
activity is most clearly revealed by the 
extraordinary number of market charters granted, 
though, of course, not all these places held markets 
and not all markets were commercial sucecsses. 
The history of Pens ford and some of the villages in 
the Weald of Sussex have demonstrated how prior 
commercial activity could lead the development of 
nucleated settlements) I The operation and 
significance of early medieval markets were 
investigated in a major publication, yet what 
emerged most strongly was the diversity of places 
which have been tenned 'productive sites', raising 
the question whether these wcre a distinctive 
category, or simply nonnal, but better studied 
settlement sites.32 
3.5 'Dispersed settlement' is a broad teml which 
covers all settlements which were not villages and 
towns. The type of analytical work undertaken on 
nucleated settlements has yet to be done on 
dispersed patterns which have numerous different 
fonns, including a recently identified type - the 
dispersed settlement fringing an area of 
meadowland. However, before it is possible to 
develop a typology of dispersed settlement, it may 
be useful to undertake further regional surveys of 
the type undertaken in Warwickshire and the 
Cotswolds. One of the classic areas of dispersed 
settlements, south-west England, was considered 
in a number of articles which suggested that the 
evolution of convertible husbandry introduced in 
the seventh or eighth century might underlie the 
origin of the pattcrn of small hamlets and isolated 
fannsteads. However, even in this 'ancient 
countrysidc', furthe r changes wcre wrought by 
developments in the eightecnth and ninetecnth 
centuries.33 
3.6 Many of the excavations undertaken and published 
in the period under review failed to providc 
significant new infonnation on the character of 
medicval settlement. All too often the excavations 
wcre on an insufficient scale to allow useful 
comments about the character of the buildings or 
the lay-out of the sites. Perhaps rather surprisingly, 
the most interesting results came from the 
excavation of moated sites. A moat provided a 
constraint on settlement and a framework within 
which the buildings were organised, and made 
possible an understanding of the restricted areas 
exposed. These excavations have tended to 
confinn that moats were established in the 
thirteenth and fourtccnth centuries, though often 
on sites which were already occupied. 34 
3.7 Useful work was also undertaken in reinterpreting 
earlier excavations, and particularly in considering 
the way in which building remains should be 
understood. This work included for the first time, 
an overview of Scottish medieval buildings.35 It is 
unfortunate Ihat the study of buildings more 
generally continues to be divided between the 
work of archaeologists who dealt with the bclow-
ground remains and the work of buildings 
historians who are concerned with standing 
structures. The problems of the two approaches 
were made clear in the publication of an 
experimental study of Old Abbey Fann, Risley 
(Cheshire) in which separate teams studied these 
aspects of the same building, initially without the 
benefit of infonnation from the other. However, 
some of the most important analyses utilised the 
approaches of both archaeologists and buildings 
historians. exemplified in the studies of two Welsh 
fannsteads at Ty-mawr (Montgomeryshire) and 
Tyddyn Llwydion.J6 
3.8 The maturity of the study of standing buildings 
was marked by thc publication of a number of 
books examining the development of vernacular 
architecture in a various counties, including Kent, 
Shropshire and Hampshire. The routine 
application of dendrochronology allowed 
buildings to be placed in a precise chronological 
eontext.J7 Amongst the achievements of this 
period in the field of buildings study has been the 
identification of detached kitchens and further 
consideration of vernacular buildings of late 
twe1fth- and early thirteenth-century datc.38 
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3.9 The archaeology of churches and monastic sites lie 
outside this review, but the relationship of such 
places to the wider landscape is of relevance. A 
major study of the development of ecclesiastical 
sites in early medieval England was published, 
together with a useful overview of later medieval 
monastic landscapes. The possibility of integrating 
the study ofa monastery and its granges was raised 
by a preliminary report on work at Bordesley 
Abbey, but full details of that work remain to bc 
published.J9 
4. Techniques for studying medieval settlement 
4. 1 The decade up to 2006 was marked by a 
considerable number of innovations in method, 
some introduced from other disciplines and others 
being new tools devised by archaeologists. The 
increasing use of Geographical Positioning 
Systems (Gp,S) and Geographic Infonnation 
Systems (GIS) to locate and map and analyse 
distributions began to make an impact on 
fieldwork and post-fieldwork practice. The authors 
of the Raunds survey noted how the use of modem 
GIS computer programmes, had they been 
available, might have reduced thcir tasks in 
plolting and analysing finds. GIS is increasingly 
emerging in regional synthetic studies by younger 
scholars. One interesting application ofGIS was to 
present data from the Shuttle Radar Topography 
Mission and produce detailed contour maps and 
topographical sections.40 
4.2 The technique of test-pitting to sample pottery 
scatters in pasture land and existing settlements 
was introduced to medieval settlement studies first 
at Shapwick (Somersct) and then used more 
extensivcly in the Whittlcwood survey. The 
methodology and interpretation of results have yet 
to be discussed in detail and further consideration 
needs to be given to the size of the test pits, though 
the results of this technique seem promising.41 
4.3 Th e possibility of extracting more detailed 
infonnation from the evidenec of field-walking 
has been considered by a number of authors, but 
this was a relatively difficult task before the advent 
of GIS programmes. Data collected by fie ld-
walking during the Whittlewood survey has been 
interpreted to allow a more detailed view of 
manuring patterns and may help to elucidate the 
development of open-field fanning.42 
4.4 Phosphate analysis has been widely used for many 
years to identify the location of settlements and to 
identify activity areas within them. The use of 
other heavy metals for a simi lar purpose is 
relatively new. This technique was used at 
Shapwick and has been subsequently employed at 
Puxton (Somerset) Rapid and cheap methods of 
chemical analysis of soils will be requircd before 
this can become a routine application in 
archaeological survey work.43 
4.5 Metal-detected finds reported through the Portable 
Antiquities Scheme promise to revolutionise 
understanding of the artefact distributions, and the 
commercialisation of the economy, Dctails of 
notable finds have becn published in annual 
reports by the PAS in Medieval Archaeology, The 
Viking and Anglo~Saxon Landscape and Economy 
project at the University of York has begun to 
provide a wider perspective on the patterns of 
distribution,44 
5, Conclusions 
S.I Research in the decade si nce 1996 has been 
characterised by a plurality of approaches and 
interests. The subjcct has drawn upon many 
different disciplines - archaeology, geography, 
history, place-name study and building history -
and it has been difficult sometimes to find a 
common perspective on rural settlement which 
might satisfy all. In the absence of many works of 
synthcsis, it may be difficult for non-special ists to 
get a grasp of the current state of rcsearch.45 
However, the use oEGIS is likely to provide a way 
of bringing together and contrast the differcnt 
types of evidence, and it offcrs a way of providing 
a coherent view of medieval settlement. 
S,2 Thc study of medieval settlement in previous years 
had been driven by the discoveries made during 
fi eldwork, but work in the last decade has 
suggested that extensive excavation and survey are 
taking place less and less often, no doubt due to 
expense and to changes in planning policy, Yet, 
without excavations and other survey work on a 
large scale, it will be impossible to answer somc of 
the fundamental questions about medieval sites 
and landscapes.46 
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John Hurst Dissertation Prize 2006 
2006 was the th ird year of the MA Dissertation prize scheme sponsored by the Medieval Seulemelll Research GrollP 
and set up in honour of the latc John HUfSt, who did so much to promote the field of medieval archaeology and in 
particular the study of medieval settlement. To encourage new and young scholars in the field, an annual prize of £200 
is offered 10 graduate students for the best Masters dissertation on any theme in the field of medieval settlement and 
landscape in Britain and Ireland (c. AD 400- 1600). Directors of Masters courses in Archaeology, English Local 
History, Landscape Studies and related fields arc invited to submit high-quality completed dissertations for 
consideration by the MSRG Committcc. Wc arc delighted to present below a summary of the 2006 pri:.te-winning 
dissertation by Tudur Davies, investigating traces of early medieval settlement in a distinctive region of North Wales: 
L1anfor and the Upper Dee Valley: 
An early medieval landscape study 
by Tudur Da vies 
Sheffield University 
Introduction 
The early medieval period in Wales suffers greatly from 
the scarcity of identified archaeological sites. The 
principal aim of Ihis project was to contribute to the 
understanding of the period by approaching the subject 
from a landscape perspective. 
Llanfor, the chosen study area for the project, is located 
near Bala Lake on the edge of Snowdonia National Park 
in North Wales. 11 was selected based on the strength of 
both documentary and archaeological evidence which 
ind icates a continui ty of settlement from prehistory to 
the present day, ineluding the early medieval period. 
Research Context 
Although the early medieval sen1cments known from 
Wales are relatively few, the documentary evidence and 
the large number of early Christian monumenlS located 
tltroughout the country suggest the potential for many 
more to be discovered. There arc, however, several 
limitations, principally the lack of excavations, the small 
number of identifiab le early medieval artefact types 
from excavated sites, and the poor survival of structural 
remains at the identified settlement sites. 
Those settlements that have been investigated are mainly 
characterized as high status, based on the presence of 
imported artefacts from the continent and the 
Mediterranean. They arc often located near the coast and 
have de fensive features or are located on easily 
defendable ground (Edwards 1997, Amold & Davies 
2000). 
Low status sites, although rare, have been found, an 
example being the post and wattle buildings at Trostrey 
Cast le which appear to have simi lar characteristics to 
structures described by Gerald of Wales (Edwards 1997: 
4). The weak archaeological signature left by such sites 
may be indicative of the problems associated with their 
ident ification (Edwards 1997: 4). This is further 
compounded by difficulties in distinguishing between 
prehistoric and early medieval structures, exacerbated 
sti ll by the general lack of artefactual evidence from 
both periods. 
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There is also a bias in the number of excavated monastic, 
as opposed to secular sites, with the exception of those 
with associated burials. This is surprising when onc 
considers Ihat documentary evidence for the period 
denotes the locations of numerous ecclesiastical centres 
(cr. Davis 1978). Cemetery sites have regularly been 
found located in close proximity to prehistoric 
monuments, often reusing enclosures from the later 
prehistoric period (Amold & Davies 200 1, James 1992). 
Unfortunately, however, given the lack of archaeological 
evidence for settlement, the relationship between burial, 
ecclesiastical and secular life remains poorly defined fo r 
early medieval Wales. 
T he Study Area 
Desk based research indicates that L1anfor and Ihe 
surrounding area has high potential for archaeological 
deposits dating 10 the early medieval period. For 
example, a settlement at L1anfor itself is referred to in 
the poetry of Llywarch Hen composed in the 9th century, 
which states that Llywareh gained sanctuary at a 
monastic centre at Uanfor following his exodus from the 
north of Britain in the late sixth cenlury (Wi lliams 
1935). Local tradition also states that L1ywarch later 
settled within the study area at Rhiwaedog (the 'bloody 
brow') (CAA 2005), a hill on which one of his 24 sons 
stood before fighting a battle against the Uoegwyr 
(possibly Mercians - Price 1899). 
The origins of the monastic settlement at Llanfor may lie 
in the Romano-British period, developing from the vicus 
outside the Roman fort located to the south of the 
present-day village (cr. Crew & Crew 1 997a; 1997b). 
The Meironeth Lay Subsidy Roll of 1292 also records 
the presence of a township at L1anfor (Wi lliams-Jones 
1935), suggesting the possibility of continuous 
senlement at the village from its Romano-British or 
monastic roots. 
Archaeological sites of possible early medieval date 
have also been identified within the study area. Two of 
these sites are located in the immediate vicinity of 
Llanfor. One is a defensive earthwork poss ibly 
associated with an administrative centre of the Welsh 
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princes (er. Smith 2001), the second a possible 
fannstead with a rectangular post built building 
identified by geophysical survey (Crew & Crew 1997a; 
1997b). The third site of interest is a cist grave of 
unknown date found during the construction of the 
railway line between Bala and COlWcn (U oyd undated). 
Although a prehistoric date is very possible for the eisl 
grave, the presence of a possible henge at Ty-tan-
dderwcn, 200m from the sile, may indicate an early 
medieval date as is seen with the cemetery ncar the 
Llandegai henge (cf. Lynch & Musson 2004). 
The area of 'Tre'r L1an' located east of Uanfor was an 
additional area of interest for, the project (Peter Crew, 
pcrs, comm.). The meaning of Tre'r L1an is highly 
significant; thc word "Trc', meaning town, indicatcs the 
presence of a !'uhstantial settlement, whilst the word 
'Uan', meaning parish, church or monastery may 
indicate that the settlement would have been in 
occupation in the historical period subsequent to the 
establishment of the parish of Uanfor and be associated 
with early monastic use. 
Methodology 
In addition to the sources previously discussed, the 
background research for the project also included a 
review of maps and documents from the Meironydd 
County archive and the Gwynedd HER, as well as a 
review of aerial photographs and discussion with land 
owners within the study area. 
The main fieldwork component of the project was a 
geophysical survey at seven locations within the parish 
• 
-
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of Llanfor using both magnetometer and resistivity 
meters. Additional fieldwork undertaken for the project 
involved an examination of a routeway identified as a 
possible Roman Road (HopewelJ 2004) which passes 
through the study area; Ihis was undertaken in order to 
verify the date of the road, and assess how possible latcr 
features within the landscape may respect this trackway. 
As the proposed route of the road was uncertain across 
the valley of the Dee itself, an attempt was also made to 
identifY its direction. 
Prcvious use of geophysical survey which has attempted 
to identify early medieval settlement sites has had mixed 
success. Ewan Campbcll and Alan Lane have questioned 
the use of geophysical prospection due to the failure to 
identify archaeological features at the site of Longbury 
Bank (Campbell & Lane 1993). Other investigations 
have had better results; namely the site of Llanbedrgoch 
on Anglesey (Rcdknap 1994) and the possible early 
fannstead located near Llanfor (Crew & Crew 1997). 
The successful identification of these sites were aided by 
thc presence of enclosure ditches creating very clear 
high magnctic signatures; enabling, in the case of 
Lianfor, targeted survey at increased resolution within 
the enclosure, which identified the posts of a rectangular 
structure. 
In light of the success of these projects, the choice of 
geophysical survey as a prospection method was 
considered valid and appropriate for the aims of this 
study. Although securing dating evidence for the sites 
investigated is problematic, the principal aim of this 
study was to identify sites with potential for further 
Fig.2: Gravelled hol/oway along the possible rollte of a Roman road across the Dee Valley, north-west facing 
research. It is important to note that the resolution of 
survey work is crucial to the detection of varying site 
types, especially when attempting to identify 'low 
status' settlements that may have less identifiable 
archaeological features. Whenever feasible, the 
geophysical survey work undertaken fo r the project was 
carried out at as fine a resolution as possible (0.5 x 
O.25m) to enable the detection of more discrete features 
such as postholes or drip gullies. 
Results and Discussion 
Mixed results were achieved by the fieldwork for the 
project. The walkover along the route of the possible 
Roman road fa iled to confirm its Roman origin due to a 
lack of definite Roman attributes in the fonn of ditches 
or metalled surfaces. This does not negate the possibility 
of its Roman origin; such features may no longer survive 
or may not even have originally existed. Waddelove 
(1999) indicates that many Roman roads through 
sparsely populated districts would be maintained less 
frequently and may not have been fully completed. 
The examination of historic maps for the study area 
identified a possible route fo r the road across the Dee 
Valley. The alignment of which confonns with the route 
taken over the Berwyn mountains, towards the location 
of a natural ford of the river Dee. Walkover survey 
identified deep holloways along this route (sce Fig.2). 
Resistivity survey further to the north also located a high 
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resistance feature possibly belonging to a gravelled or 
compacted surface. The location of the high resistance 
feature also corresponds with a pathway identified on 
the 1846 Uanfor parish map. Unfortunately, however, as 
with the walkover survey of the route across the 
Berwyn, a Roman origin cannot be assigned for this 
route due to the lack of identifiable Roman attributes. 
The results of aerial photographic analysis revealed 
parch marks related to possible settlement enclosures 
within two of the areas examined by geophysical survey. 
However, these features were not visible in either 
resistivity or magnetometer surveys of these areas. 
Reassessment of the features originally seen on aerial 
photographs in comparison to the results of the 
geophysics, detennined that the possible enclosures are 
the results of distortion of varying episodes of ploughing 
due to different ial parching within the fields. 
Wal kover survey in the area surrounding Garlh 
Rhiwaedog identified platforms that were viable 
locations fo r habitation associated with Llywarch Hen's 
alleged settlement in the area. Unfortunately, no traces 
of archaeological features could be found by the 
geophysics. 
More successful geophysical results were found in other 
locations. For ex.ample, the magnetometer survey 
between the defensive earthwork and the Church at 
Llanfor revealed a number of linear anomalies. These 
may represent linear ditches ali gned with the boundaries 
of the present day house plots. None of these features 
were visible on historical maps of the area; it is therefore 
argued that these features represent subdivision 
boundaries that may date back to the medieval layout of 
Llanfor village. Excavation to determine the dale of 
these features may also provide valuable information to 
the early development of the village. 
A survey undertaken at Tre'r Llan identified a number of 
possible archaeological features with weakly positive 
magnetic signatures; among which were possible 
enclosures, eireular features possibly associated with 
drip gullies, and possibly a four posted rectangular 
structure. 11 is highly possible of course that the 
magnetic anomalies identified have a prehistoric or 
Romano-British date, but the place-name evidence for 
this location makes it a good candidate to hold early 
medieval archaeological deposits. 
Geophysical survey in the field adjacent to the undated 
eist grave did not identify features related to additional 
burial or obviously related to the cist grave itself. 
Resistivi ty survey at this location did, however verify 
the presence of a triangular shaped low resistance 
feature corresponding to one seen on an aeria l 
photograph of the area. A line of linear features seen on 
the aerial photograph was unfortunately outside the 
survey grid. This area was, however, re-examined at 
higher resolution after the complelion of the dissertation. 
The second survey con finned the presence of the 
circular features to the rear of the triangular feature. The 
features identified show a distinct regularity, suggesting 
that they are cut archaeological features as opposed to 
natural geological variation, the appearance of which 
bears a striking resemblance to the wooden theatre 
building fo und at Yeavering (sce Fig.3). 
Scale (m): 
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Without supporting dating evidence, a prehistoric date 
must be considered for the triangular feature discussed 
above, especially given the proximity of the nearby cist 
grave and possible henge. If, however, these features do 
represent features dating to the early medieval period, 
emulation of the Yeavering theatre is entirely possible, 
especially given the evidence fo r migration from the 
north of Britain in the 61h century, as suggested by the 
poetry of Uywarch hen (sce above); it may also have 
been emulated following the campaign of Cadwallon of 
Powys and Penda of Mereia into Northumberland in 
632-633 (Hope-Taylor 1977: 277). 
Conclusion 
Overall it is felt that this project has achieved many of 
the aims and objectives initially set out. It must be noted 
that the lack of direct dating evidence has hampered 
attempts to draw firm conclusions in relation to the date 
and function of those sites investigated; however, it was 
always acknowledged that this would be a problem. 
Nevertheless, the project has been successful in firstly 
demonstrating significant documcntary evidence 
indicating settlement during the period in the Llanfor 
area and, secondl y, in achieving its principal aim of 
identifying sites worthy of further research that may 
contribute towards the understanding of early medieval 
Wales. 
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The Archaeology of Historic/Medieval Village Cores: 
Evidence from Leicestershire and Rutland 
by J ohn Thomas 
Un iversity of Leicester Archaeologica l Services 
This paper is intended to introduce a new project that 
will attempllO synthesise the results of developer funded 
archaeological work to date within historic village cores 
in the counties of Leicestershire and Rutland. The two 
counties contain a variety of rural settlement types 
which occupy a range of different landscapes (Lcwis et 
al 2001, 60-61) and it is hoped that the project results 
can add important infonnation to aid the study of 
medieval rural settlement in this part of the East 
Midlands. 
Traditionally, research into medieval rural settlement has 
tended 10 favour the remains of nucleated villages that 
arc now deserted above those that remain inhabited, and 
this has until recently been very much the case in 
Leicestershire and Rutland (Liddle 2000). Since the 
introduction ofPPGl6 in 1990 however, archaeological 
work in response to development within occupied 
villages has begun 10 redress this imbalance, as 
archaeologists are offered acccss to areas with 
previously limited research potential. In recent years 
government housing policy has also influenced a rise in 
'village infi ll ' devc\opment, enabling largcr areas to be 
examined archaeologically. In Leicestersh ire and 
Rutland, for example, over fifty sites of varying scale, 
from watching briefs to area excavations, have revealed 
evidence of the development and growth of occupation 
in rural villages. 
Admittedly the infonnation gathered from village core 
~ites is not without problems; the location of each site 
and the level of recording undertaken is entirely 
dependent on the seale and nature of each new 
development. Nevertheless the research potential of 
archaeological remains from beneath currently occupied 
villages has rightly been highlighted (Lewis 2006a, 212 
and see Review of Medieval Settlement Research 1996-
2002, this volume, p37-44). Recent research projects 
that have involved tcst-pitting within village cores have 
also indicated the significant contribution to knowledge 
that work in these areas can offer (Aston and Gerrard 
1999, Lewis 2005b, Cooper and Score 2006, Jones and 
Page 2006). A big problem however, lies in the general 
lack of publication of individual sites or synthesised 
results for wider areas. Unfortunately the nature of much 
of this work, often being small-scale and piecemcal, has 
not lent itself very easily to meaningful publication on a 
site by site basis. Inevitably much infonnation lies in 
unpublished grey literature reports and is not readily 
available to researchers or crucially, to contract 
archaeologists working in unfamiliar areas whose work 
would benefi t from somc background knowledge of 
previous work. 
The broad aim of the Lciccstershire and Rutland village 
cores project will be to synthesise the evidence from the 
various strands of work to provide both an accessible 
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'overview' of the evidence and also a usable framework 
for analysis, interpretation and comparison. Of the fifty 
or so sites that have been investigated to date, 
approximately fifteen can be given 'case study' status, 
based on the size of area examined and the 
archaeological infonnation thcy have produced. For 
example excavations within the historic village core at 
Anstey, Leicestershire (Figure I) have revealed well-
preserved toft and croft rcmains, dcfined by ditchcd 
boundaries, dating from the 12th_13th century (Browning 
and Higgins 2003). Within the boundaries evidence for 
several buildings, surviving yard surfaces and a scatter 
of pits and post holes provided an impression of thc 
early organisation oflhis pan of the village at this lime. 
Overlying features also indicatcd later reorganisation 
that was thought to possibly be related to a change in 
fanning practices. 
A similar pattcrn of plot boundaries was revealed at 
Glaslon, Rutland (Figure 2), although in contrast, the 
fonnation of these features was earlier, indicated by the 
presence of Stamford Ware pottery in the boundary 
features suggesting a lOth_11th century date (Thomas 
2002). As with Anstey, evidence for reorganisation at 
Glaston provided some suggestion of changing use of 
space within the plots over time, with occupation of this 
part of the village continuing into the 13th century. 
It is intended that these larger sites fonn the basis of the 
synthesis using the evidence from smaller pieces of 
work for comparison and to augment the resul ts of the 
detailed case studies. As well as providing good 
evidence for the range of archacological features that 
together characterise early nucleated settlement, the 
larger sites have produced good assemblages of pottery, 
animal bonc and environmental remains. Thc evidcnee 
will be presented thematically and may lend itself to 
such headings as 'ToftlCroft organisation' , 'Buildings ', 
'Boundaries', ' Finds' ' Economy and Trade' etc. As the 
potential of the collated evidence becomes clearer it may 
also enable wider themes to be considered such as 
nueleated village origins, organisation over time and 
settlement shiftJdeeline. Thc geographical scope of the 
project may also identify sub-regional differcnces, 
perhaps reflecting alternative developmcnts according to 
location on specific geologies and topographies, or in 
relation to particular production centres. 
Given the range of archaeological work that will be 
assessed as part of the project, consideration of the 
effectiveness of our methodologies in village core 
contexts will be undertaken. Many of the sites in the 
study area have revcaled how fragile and insubstantial 
early settlement remains can be and it is of great 
importance that archaeological methods are sympathetic 
to this in order to gct the most from them when they arc 
threatened. 
Remnants cl <:ObIling 
=~-,~ 
Figure 1: Medieval settlement feattlres revealed during excavation at Anstey, Leicestershire (after Browning and 
Higgins 2003) 
Work on the project will be undertaken later in the year 
and it is envisaged that the results will be presented at 
the forthcoming ' Medieval Leicestershire' conference, 
planned for April 2008. A paper detailing the resul ts of 
the work will also be produced for the conference 
proceedings and in addition, summary articles will also 
be presented to the Transactions of the Leicestershire 
Archaeological and Historical Society and the Annual 
Report of the MSRG. 
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Test pit excavation within currently occupied 
rural settlement in East Anglia - Results of the 
HEFA CORS project in 2006 
by Carenza Lcwis 
Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge 
This paper reports on the second year of the University 
of Cambridge Higher Education Field Academy (HEFA) 
project which combines education and oulrcach with the 
archaeological investigation of currently occupied rural 
selllemcnts (CORS). As reported in the last MSRG 
Annual Report (Lewis 2006a). this project commenced 
in 2005 with the aim of (a) raising the educationAl 
aspirations of teenagers (most ly from non-university-
educated backgrounds) by enabling them to excavate, 
record and write up Iheirown test pit (under professional 
archaeological supervision), thereby developing a range 
of new transferable organisational, interpersonal and 
academic skills and bu ild their academic self-
confidence; and (b) increasing the number of occupied 
villages and hamlets to have scen proactive rescarch-
oriented archaeological investigation. After a success ful 
pilot year in 2005 whcn test pits were dug in fou r 
different settlements (ibid.) fundi ng was secured for the 
continuation and expansion of the HEFA programme in 
2006-8. In 2006 a total of 12 Field Academies were 
carried out across four counties in eastern England (fig 
I), plus onc in Yorkshire. These involved more than 350 
young people digging scores of test pits and in the 
process raising the numbers interested in going to 
university by more than 60% (Lcwis 2006b). This repon 
will provide a preliminary summary of the HEFA 
archaeological interventions in 2006. Archive repons 
have been prepared for each scttlement investigated in 
2006, while those investigated in both 2005 and 2006, 
from which enough evidence has been recovered to 
a llow some preliminary consideration of the 
implications of the results, are discussed in more detai l 
elsewhere (Lewis 2007). Fuller formal publication will 
take place at a later stage in the project. 
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Coxwold, North Yorkshire (NGR SE 535771) 
The fi rst settlement to be investigated as part of the 
HEFA CORS project in 2006 was Coxwold, e. 12 km 
south of Thirsk in North Yorkshire (Dean 2007). This 
lies well beyond the main East Angl ian geographica l 
focus of the mai n HEJ-A CORS projcct, as the Coxwold 
Field Academy was conducted as a pilot to examine the 
potential for organisations in other arcas to run schemes 
using the HEFA model. It was carried out in partnership 
wi th Creative Minds, the :York Archaeological Trust and 
the North York Moors National Park . 11 test pi ts were 
excavated in Coxwold. all on the non h s ide of the High 
Street. five within private gardens and the rest in a 
pasture fie ld containing earthwork features considered 
likely to be the remains of buildings shown on a map of 
1605. 
The II tesl pits produced just ovcr 4 ,000 sherds of 
pottery. a remarkably large quantity. The majority of 
these were wasters of Ryedale-Iype ware, a transitional 
period ware dating to the 16th century AD which is 
found extensively around Hull and York and was 
produced at a number of kiln sites exploiting seams of 
Lias clays outcropping a long the edge of the Hambleton 
and Tabular hills (Jenner 2007, 11-1 2). The evidence 
from the HEFA test pitting in Coxwold points to the 
presence of onc or more Ryedale-typc ware kiln sites in 
the vi llage. Differential concentrations of wasters 
suggest that the likely zone for pottery production at 
Coxwold was within the village behind the street 
frontage: test pits COX06J1 and 2 (on the northern 
extremity of the village) produced very few wasters, as 
did COX06!3, 4 and 5, sited 30-IOOm to the south in the 
earthwork fie ld close to the street. On the other hand. 
COX06I6,7, 10 and 11 , all sited between 25 and 45m 
back from the street frontage, all produced very large 
quantities. with the top IOcm spit in COX06/ 10 alone 
producing 800 sherds weighing a total of 18,350g 
(Jenner 2007, 17-18). Test pits 3, 4 and 5 revealed 
occupational debris, poss ibly including remains of 
structures contemporary with the ceramic production 
deposits, which must correspond to the buildings shown 
on the 1605 map (Dean 2007, 20-22). A general absence 
of earlier cer.tmie materia l suggests that this part of 
Coxwold may have comprised a late med ieval 
expansion of the sett lement associated with the 
development of the pottery industry there. It is 
fu thermore plausible that the later decline of this 
industry may have been a facto r in the contraction of the 
settlement in the post-medieva l period. 
HEFA in East AngliQ in 2006 
II EFA investigation in East Anglia. the primary regional 
focus of the project, extended across four counties in 
2006, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex (fig 
1). 
Ufford , Ca mbridgeshire (NGR TF 094040) 
Nine test pits were excavated in Ufford in 2006, 
continuing investigations started in 2005 (Lewis 2006a, 
12-13) and bringing the total over two years to 23 (fig 2). 
Particular attention was directed in 2006 to the centre of 
the presenl village, which test pitting in 2005 indicated 
might be largely unoccupied prior to the eighteenth 
century, and its northern end where late Anglo-Saxon 
pottery was rather unexpectedly discovered in 2005. As 
in 2005, no test pits in the cenlre of the village, either 
side of Ufford Hall, produced any finds pre-dating c. 
1700: with 10 test pits now excavated in this part of the 
settlement all showing this same pattern, it is reasonable 
to surmise that it is very unlikely that this part of the 
settlement was in existence during the medieval period, 
and that the planned linear nucleated village we can see 
today is an artefact of relatively recent development. The 
discovery, as in 2005 , of Roman and late Anglo-Saxon 
material in the area south-east of the church, and in the 
garden of Ufford Farm at the far northern end of the 
village adds weight to the suggestion that settlemenl at 
Ufford may have comprised two separate nodes during 
both the Roman period and the later Anglo-Saxonlearly 
Norman period. A paucity of pottery dat ing to between 
1100 - I 450AD, when pottery was widely used and 
taphonomically durable, from the Ufford Fann area, 
may be significant and might be interpreted as evidence 
of very much less intensive use, possibly even 
abandonment, of this area in the high medieval period. 
This contrasts with the area around the church, which 
seems 10 experience consolidation, even expansion, in 
this period. A solidly constructed wall (fig 3) revealed in 
Q 
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2006 test pit 0 
Figure 1: Uffard. Cambridgeshire (Peterborough UnilaryAluhoriry). 
showing l()C(Jtions and lIumbers of HEFA test pits excQ,·oll!d in 1005 
(white) and 1006 (shaded) 
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Figure J: UjJom. Cambridgeshire (Pell!rborough Unitary Awhoriry). 
showing SlOne wall discovered in UFF06/I. 
test pit UFF061l at Ufford Farm, built of local slone with 
at least two courses and one right-angled turn surviving 
appears to predate the present fann buildings, was 
provisionally interpreted as the remains of either a 
building or a boundary wall of late Anglo-Saxon or late 
medieval date 
Houghton and Wyton, Ca mbridgeshire (NGR TL 
281271) 
Eight test pits were excavated in the conjoined villages 
Houghton and Wyton in 2006, the majority of which 
were located in Wyton (complementing 2005 HEFA 
investigations which were mainly focussed on Houghton 
(Lewis 2oo6a, 13-14» , bringing the total number of test 
pi ts excavated over both years to 19 (fig 4). Small 
quantit ies of pottery of Roman date were found in pits 
HAW06/ 1 and 06/6 (complementing the evidence from 
Figure 4: HaughlOn and H)·tOIl Cambridgeshire. shawillg approximate 
IOCQtions of HEFA leSt pits excQvated in 1005 ( ..... hite) alld 1006 
(shaded). 
HAWOS/4 and OS}P in 200S). Roman activity In 
Houghton and Wyton thus seems to favour the edge of 
the nood plain in Houghton and along the Huntingdon 
Road. Pottery of later Anglo-Saxon date was found in 
pits HAW0612, 06/3 and 06/8, bringing the number of 
sites over the two years producing material of this date 
to five, derived from four sites close to the churches of 
both villages, and from a site adjacent to the road which 
currently links them, which may suggest that both 
settlements were in ex istence around their respectivc 
churches before the Nonnan Conquest, but that the area 
between them may also have been used for some 
purpose by this dale. 
Nearly alllhe test pits in both 2006 and 200S ( 14 oul of 
19) produced pottery of C l2th-C l4th date, hinting at 
substant ial occupation, and probably expansion, of both 
sen lements in this period. Much less material ofCISth-
C l6th dale was found anywhere in the village, which 
may hin! at some degree of shrinkage at this date, while 
a similar paucity of finds from the C17th and C l8th 
suggests that stagnation may have lasted for some time. 
Notably, this later period is the only one when the 
pottery distribution seems to indicate 11 clear separation 
between the two villages, with no finds ofpo~ t medieval 
pottery from any of the pits along lIuntingdon Road. 
Examination of the sections ofHAW06/S and 4, north of 
Huntingdon Road, neither of which produced any pre-
19th century pottery. indicated the presence of arabfe 
soils immediately beneath the topsoil suggesting this 
area was not settled unti l the early modem period. 
Wisbech SI Ma ry, Cambridgeshire (NG R T I>' 
420081 ) 
Located just south of the Fen land town of Wisbceh, 
Wisbech St Mary is today a small village mostly 
arranged in a linear fashion along two southwest-
northeast oriented slreets with a further perpendicular 
road runn ing to the rai lway station. Wisbech St Mary is 
surrounded by fen, and lies just 2m above sea level at its 
western end, rising a little to nearly 3m OD on its eastern 
side where the fe n land peat meets clay deposits . Very 
liltle historical or archaeological research has been 
carried out within the village in the past. 
Seven test pits were excavated in Wisbech St Mary in 
2006 (fig 5), including onc dug by staff and children at 
the village primary school. Two of the pits (WSM06/S 
and 06/6) were sited on slightly raised ground cast of the 
Figure 5: Wisbech SI A/ary. Cambridgeshire. showing approximale 
{ocalions of HEFA I<,sl pits excavtlleci in 2006. 
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village at the suggestion of the landowncr who has noted 
sherds ofpollery while ploughing. Both of these test pits 
produced middle Iron Age scored ware and briquetage, 
indicating that the location was used for salt-making at 
this time. An assemblage of nearly 100 Roman sherds 
from these two pits (ineluding five sherds of S~mian 
ware), arc considered likcly to derive from earlier 
Roman settlemcnt in the vicini ty. No post-Roman 
material was recovered from this area. Within the 
prcsent village, four sherds of Roman pottery from test 
pits WSM06/ 1, 06/2 and 06/S, onc from an apparently 
undisturbed level with no later finds, suggest that 
Roman activity of some sort also took place in the 
vici nity of the later church. However, no ceramic 
matcrial dating to the period between c. 400AD and 
1400AO was found in any of the test pits dug in 2006. 
and it is only from c. 1700 thal pottery was recovered in 
any significant quantity. Further test pining will be 
carried out in 2007 to examine whether th is apparent 
dearth of activity in the period before the Black Death is 
replicated elsewhere. 
Thor ncy, Ca mbridgeshire (NG R TF 283042) 
Thorney today is another small fen land vi llage, 
dominated by its great abbey, located on a small island 
in the fens which rises to a maximum height of c. 7.lm 
OD. South of the church the land fa lls away to e. 4.2m 
OD at a crossroads around which most of the Victorian 
and early C20th settlement is arranged, with more 
modcm development extendi ng along Wisbech Road to 
the cast where the land surface continucs to drop gently 
onto the fen. Much of the present sen lement on the nonh 
of Wisbech Road comprises unifonn rows of south-
facing terraced cottages constructed as a model village 
for the Duke of Bedford in the Cl8th. Larger houses, 
mostly recent, are sited south of the Wisbech Road, 
while a densely-packed cluster of bui ldings occupies the 
area immediately north of the abbey church, which was 
itsclfretained after the Dissolution for use as the parish 
church. The area south of the abbey church is today 
occupied by a small close of large post-med ieval houses 
arranged around a small green, with other buildings 
associated with the Duke of Bedford's estate to the west. 
Historical research by the local history society suggests 
that Thomey was always a small and very remote 
settlement. Archaeological excavation by the University 
of Leicester immediately north of the Abbey church 
revealed medieval and other activity probably associated 
with the Dissolution (Thomas 2006), whi le a community 
Figure 6: Thomey. Combridge.rhire. showing appro;rimate {ocalio"s of 
HEFA lesl piLf 1!X,;aval~d in 2006. 
excavation in the pasture fie lds west of the abbey church 
is planned to investigate this area considered likely to 
have lain within the medieval abbey precinct. 
Nine test pits were dug by HEFA in Thomey in 2006 (fig 
6). Test pits TH00617, 06/8 and 06/9, sited in the cast of 
the present village at c. 3.4m OD, were all devoid of any 
pre-modem fi nds. Although excavation was only able to 
proceed to a depth of 20cm in THOO617 as the water 
table was reached at this point, this in itsel f suggested 
the likely reason for the rejection of this low-lying part 
of the present village for occupation in the Anglo-Saxon 
and medieval period. However, in TH006/8 a layer of 
charcoal withi n the clay subsoi l was noted c. 60cm 
below the surface, which was tentatively interpreted as 
of possible prehistoric origi n. Further west, around the 
church, tcst pits TH006l2 , 06/3 and 06/4 all produced 
small quanti ties of pottery dating to 1200-1400 AD, with 
06/4 producing tbe on ly evidence for pre-Conqucst 
activity in the fonn of a single sherd of Stamford ware. 
All six test pits in the western part of the village (nearer 
the abbey church) showed a marked rise in activity, as 
represented by the quantity of pottery sherds, in the 
immcdiate post-Dissolution period: this was particularly 
marked in the weSlemmost two pits (TH006/1 and 
06/2). 
Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire (NGR TL 458518) 
This large village lies immediately south-west of 
Cambridge at e. 88m OD on the east side of the river 
Cam. It has seen much growth over the last ISO years 
and now extends for more than a mile along a road 
linking adjacent city satell ite settlements around the 
periphery of Cambridge. Several Roman and prehistoric 
sites and extensive remains of ficld systems have been 
recorded around the village (SC DC 2003 , 4-S). The 
church and many of the older houses are located on the 
western edge of the present settlement near the river, 
while the tithe map provides evidence for a largc green 
occupying the triangular area between Woollards Lane, 
the High Street and Tunwells Lane, and extendi ng north 
to encompass High Green (Taylor undated; SCDC 2003, 
4). Prior to HEFA, the earliest areas of settlement at 
Great Shelfo rd were thought \0 lie west of the church 
and around Granham 's manor, beyond the north east 
limits of the present vi llage, . with late medieval 
expansion colonising the margi ns of High Grccn (ibid.). 
IS tcst pits were excavated by HEFA pupils and 
university studentS in Great Shclford in 2006 (fig 7). 
Two of thesc (GTS06/2 and 10) produccd pottcry of 1st 
to 2nd century AD date. This can tentatively be used to 
suggest that that activity in the early Roman period may 
have focussed in this area, near the later church. The 
same area produced pottery of late Anglo-Saxon dale. In 
addi tion, GTS06/ 13, within the area of High Green, also 
produced late Anglo-Saxon pottery including two largc 
adjoining sherds of thc Thetford ware 90cm below the 
surface in undisturbed levels with no latcr material. 
Pottery of I1 th to 16th century date was derived 
excl usively from pits along, and north of, the High 
Street, near Buristcad Road (where the association of 
this name with 11th century shelly wares is possibly of 
interest), with an absence of material from intervening 
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Figure 7: Greal She/forfi. Cambridgeshire. showing approximale 
localions of HEFA resl pits exr:o\'Ufed in 2006. 
pits (GTS06/3 and 4) perhaps hinting at the prcsence of 
2 separate nodes of activity at this time. The Buristead 
Road area produced no finds for the later period (post c 
1400), with pottery of this date derived instead from pits 
furthcr south, including GTS06/3 and 06/4, perhaps 
suggesting the appearance, or coalescence, of a more 
nucleated settlement extending east from the church 
area. A picture of gradual late medieval expansion east is 
given some support by the presence of post-medicval 
pottery in this area. 
Tcrrington SI C lement, Norfolk (NGR TF 552204) 
Seven test pits were excavated in Terrington St Clement 
in 2006 (fig 8), adding to the nine excavated in 200S 
(Lewis 2006a, 11-12). In this large sprawling settlement, 
the 2006 test pits were able \0 investigate several new 
areas, including thc sitc of a C 14th brick kiln (TSC06/S), 
previously thought to be much later in date. Pottery of 
Anglo-Saxon and medieval date from TSC06/4 
suggested that the saltem mound on top of which the test 
pit was sited was in use then, possibly for dairying, 
before being abandoncd c. 1400AD unli l the mid C20th. 
TSC06/2, sited in an isolated small, square, di tched fi eld 
c. 2S0m south east of the church and considered by some 
local residents to be a moated site, revealed a substantial 
Figure 8: TerringlOn SI Clemenl. Nor/olk. sllawing approximale 
localiallS 0/ H£FA lesl pits exr:avated in 2005 (whil") and 2006 
Mwded) . 
Figure 9: Terringwn SI Clement. Norfollc, .fhowing HEFA pupils 
recording a 14th century Iciln sile uncovered in TSC06/5. 
quantity of animal bone and late Anglo-Saxon and 
medieval pottery suggesting a pcriod of occupation 
spanning AD 950-1200. Further south, two test pits at 
Lovell's Hall produced trace evidence for Anglo-Saxon 
and medieval activity. Combined with the evidence from 
2005 , there is now plausible evidence that much of the 
area occupied by the present settlement of Terrington St 
Clement was, from the late Anglo-Saxon period, highly 
dispersed, with separate nodes of occupation which 
included areas north and south of, but possibly not 
always immediately adjacent to, the church. 
Wiveton. Norfolk (NGR TG 043428) 
Wiveton lies c. 4km east of Blakeney on the north 
Norfolk coast, on boulder clay and fluvial deposits at 
between Srn and !Om OD, and is today a small, quiet 
nucleated village of brick- and pebble-built houses 
extending north from the church along two winding 
lanes which intersect to form an elongated figure of 
eight. These lanes run parallel with the nearby river 
Glaven whose floodplain, previously a tidal inlet, the 
village mostly overlooks. Wiveton Hall lies a mile to the 
north of the present village, on the seaward side of the 
east-west oriented road between Blakeney and Cley-
next-the-Sea. Previous archaeological investigation 
including metal detecting has revealed finds of all 
periods in the parish of Wiveton, but little from within 
the village itself. 
With members of the local history society and primary 
schoolchildren from Blakeney working with HEFA 
pupi ls, 14 test pits were excavated in Wiveton in 2006 
(fig 9; Lewis 2007b). Evidence for Roman occupation, 
previously noted by the property owner, was confirmed 
in WIV0612, and Roman pottery was also recovered 
from WIV061l, 3 and 4, all in the northern part of the 
present vi llage. This may suggest that activity at 
Wiveton in the Roman period focusscd in this area, 
rather than further south. Anglo-Saxon pottery was 
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recovered in small amounts from two test pits (WIV061l 
and 6), In neither case were these from undisturbed 
levels, and it is impossible to say with any certainty what 
level of activity they might represent. Nonetheless, it 
may be signifi cant that these two pits are more Ihan 
1000m apart which may possibly hinl at two separate 
nodes of activity al Wivelon in the late Anglo-Saxon 
period, one in the soulh, near the church, the other in the 
north near Wiveton Hall . 
A considerable expansion of activity at Wiveton is 
hinted at by the wide distribution of Cllth-Cl4th 
pottery, which was fou nd in all bar two of the test pits. It 
is notable that the distribution of Grimston Ware seems 
10 favour the sites nearer the river Glaven, much more so 
than other contemporary wares (Lewis 2007), which 
may relate to a trade in Grimston ware to Norway from 
wharfs at Wiveton. In contrast, just five pits (test pits 
WIV06/4, 5, 9, 11 and 13), all sited close together in the 
lower-lying centre of the present village, produced 
pottery dating to the post-Black Death period, plausibly 
suggestive of contraction at this time perhaps with the 
focus of activity restricted to the floodplain edge/wharf 
area. This contraction, if it did happen, seems to have 
been short-lived as pottery of post-medieval date was 
much more widespread: it was found in all of the 
excavated test pits, with large numbers of sherds of 
Gennan stoneware probably attesting to a renewed 
vigour in maritime trade at Wiveton. 
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Figure 10: Wil't.'lOn. Norfollc, showing approximate locolio,ts of HE FA 
lesl pits excavated ill }OO6. 
BcsseH, Suffolk (NG R TL 936618) 
Hessetl today is a sma ll rurdl village located c. 10km 
south-cast of Bury SI Edmunds at 64-69m OD. The 
nonhern, lower-lying, end of the present (and 19th 
century) villagc takes the fonn of a linear settlemenl 
along a single central north-soulh-oriented street with a 
church in the centre on the cast sidc. Thc southern end of 
the village is around Sill higher and arrangcd around a 
fonner small rectangular green (bisected by the road) 
whose lines are clearly visible on the first edition 
Ordnance Survey 6" map, and survive today as sharply 
cut ditches. There aTC scveral fanns of at \cast pre-
Victorian datc in, or within 500m of, the vi!lage, some of 
which are associated with moats. Two other deserted 
moated sites also lie within 500m of the main village 
street. 
Nine test pits were dug in Hessell in 2006 (fig 10), most 
of which were sited in the northern end of the present 
villagc. Just a single small (3g) very abraded sherd of 
Roman pottery was found. in test pit HES06/8 in the 
south of thc vil lage on the edge of the green. On its own, 
this cannot be of any significance, although the absence 
generally of Roman pottery from Hcssett to date is 
perhaps more interesting to note. Poucry of late Anglo-
Saxon date came from two test pits near the church 
(HES06/2 and 5). These pits also revealed ponery of Il lh 
to 14lh century date, and the latter was also found at 
HES06/4 (Elm's Fann) and HES06/6 (Malting Faml), 
possible hinting that medieval settlemcnt away from the 
area around Hessett church at this date may have takcn 
the form of a scatter of discrete farmsteads. Neither of 
the test pits around Hessell Green produced any material 
predating the 19th century. although more work clearly 
needs to be done in this part of the settlement, which will 
take place in 2007. 
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Figm'l! 11: Hes.lell. Suffolk. sho"'illg opproximute locotiOl's of UEFA 
",SI pits excavuted in 1006. 
Coddcnham, Suffolk (NG R TM 133542) 
Coddenham is a small vi llage IOkm north of Ipswich 
mostly lyi ng on the cast side of a small stream valley 
between 25 and 45m OD. The sett lement today is 
arranged along School Road and Church Road both 
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Figure. 12: Coddenham. SrifJolk. sho>n",rg approximate /ocaliotu of 
IIEFA re.'1 pits e.xcol"Oled in 2(}()(j. 
running along the stream valley and a third route (High 
Street) which leads cast and steeply upwards out of the 
valley and the present vi llage. The church lies c. lOOm 
south-west of the point where these three roads meel, on 
the southern edge ofthc present settlement. Much of the 
housing north of COOO6/6 has been built within the last 
100 years. Excavation by a local group has produced 
substantial evidence for Iron Age and Roman activity 
nearby, but mueh less is known about the village itself. 
10 test pits were dug in Coddenham in 2006 in the 
gardens of properties along Church Road and School 
Road. Unusually, one of the test pits (C000617) 
contained a sherd of late Iron Age pottery, while perhaps 
more unexpectedly, given the proximity of known 
Roman occupation, no Roman pottery was found in any 
of the excavated test pits. Coddenham also revealed the 
only example of early/middle Anglo-Saxon pottery from 
the lIEFA 2006 excavations, from C0006/9, on the 
southern edge of the prescnt village immediately 
opposite the church. Pottery of late Anglo-Sa}lon date 
was found extensively, in C0006/4, 7, 8, 9 and 10, all in 
the area immediately north of the present church. Il lh_ 
141h century pottery was found in this same area (with 
the exception of C00 06/8 and the addition of 
C000611), and also in C00 0612 and 5. The latter 
however produced only a single sherd each and must 
therefore be considered unl ikely to be evidence for a 
northward expansion of sett lement in this period. In 
contrast with the extent of 10lh _14lh century pottcry 
recovered, on ly two test pits (COOO6/ 1 and 4) contained 
any pottery of ISlh _161h century date. This could 
possibly be interpreted as evidence for marked 
contraction at th is date. Further test pitting in 2007 will 
aim to look further at the southern part of the present 
village, and also along the High Street. 
Figure I J: Chediston. Suffolk. llppro:r;imlltelOCQlions of UEFA test pits 
crcuvated in 1006. 
Chediston. Suffolk (NGR TM 358778) 
Chediston is located c. 2km west of Haleswonh In 
eastern Suffolk, and lies on clay and alluvial deposits 
between 19m and 46m OD. The settlement today 
comprises two quite separate e lements. Onc cluster of 
properties surrounds the church whieh lies on the nonh 
sidc of the valley of a small tributary of the River Blyth 
while, half a kilometre to the north-west on higher 
ground away from the stream valley, Chediston Green 
consists of a string of properties on the edge ofa former 
green. The present houses are mostly on the north side of 
the road through the green, and arc set well back from it 
marking the fanner edge of the green, now bisected 
along its length by the road. Several outlying farnls are 
located within 500m of these two main settlement foci, 
with others further away within the parish. A Roman 
settlement site, has been excavated immediately beyond 
the eastern limits of the present settlement around the 
church and numerous finds of prehistoric and Roman 
date have been recovered by field-walking and metal 
detecting in the parish. A late ISth century AD kiln site 
was excavated in Chediston Green, ncar the site of 
HEFA test pit C HE06/ 1O, otherwise little archaeological 
work has been carried out in the currently inhabited parts 
of the village. 
12 test pits were excavated by HEFA in 2006, most in 
the area around the church. Roman pottery, associated 
with a light industrial wastc tip, was found in the 
easternmost of these (CH E0617): this was unsurprising 
given the known presence of Roman occupation nearby, 
but it is perhaps surprising that this was the only test pit 
excavated in Chediston in 2006 IQ produce any Roman 
material. Although only one test pit (CHE06/2) 
produced any pottery of Anglo-Saxon date, these four 
sherds ofThetford Ware camc from an undisturbed level 
which also contained burnt daub (tentatively interpreted 
as part of an oven or possibly a burnt bui lding) and lay 
directly on top of a floor surface cut by a post hole. This, 
it seems, was the site of a structure of some sort near the 
church in the late Anglo-Saxon period. From the post-
Conquest period, the evidence from this part of the 
present settlement is very limited, perhaps indicating 
I 111I_[6Ih century settlement here to have been of limited 
extent. Only two of the test pits in this part of the present 
village (CHE06!1 and 4) revealed any mid I IILmid 141h 
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century pottery, and on ly one (CHE0617) produced 
pottery from c. 1400-1550. At Chediston Green, by way 
of contrast, three test pits produced I IlL 141h century 
pottery (CHE06/8, [0 and 11), with. CHE06/8 and 10 
both revealing more of material of this date than any of 
the pits in the area around the church both (CHE06/8, at 
Ash Farm, contained 33 sherds of early medieval sandy 
ware between 0.4m-0.8m below the surface in 
apparently undisturbed layers containing no later 
material). This activity predates the producti on of 
pottery in this part of the settlement by at least a century 
or so. CHE06/9, 10 and I I all produced ISIh_16Ih 
century pottery, mostly in smat! amounts, contemporary 
with production at the nearby kiln site adjacem to 
CHE06/ 10, although notably no pottery from this period 
was recovered from the test pit at Ash Farm. 
West Mersea. Essex (NGR TM 009125) 
West Mersea today occupies more than 2.S sq km of the 
south-western part of Mer sea Island (just off Essex coast 
c. 8 km south of Colchester) at 3-l2m OD, but the fi rst 
edition Ordnance Survey map shows most of the area of 
the presem village to be devoid of seltlement, with 
occupation limited to the areas around WME06/1 (near 
the church) and WME06/6, and a scatter of other 
outlying fanns. A Roman tessellated pavement was 
revealed during recent garden landscaping, otherwise 
little archaeological investigation has been carried out in 
the vi llage. Six test pits were dug in West Mersea in 
2006, which produced no Anglo-Saxon material and a 
tota l of just five small sherds of pre-1400 AD medieval 
pottery. Further excavation in 2007 will seek to examine 
whether this dearth of Anglo-Saxon and medieval 
material is replicated elsewhere in Wcst Mersea. In 
contrast, five of the excavated pits (the exception bcing 
WME06/4) contained pottery of mid 161h_ late 181h 
century date. 
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f'igllre 14: West Mer-sea. Essex. showing appro:r:imate IQCaliolls of 
ffEFA test pits crc(ll'afed in 1006. 
Thorrington, Essex (NGR TM 099196) 
The village of Thorrington lies e. 10km south east or 
Colchester and is today arranged in mostly ribbon form 
along three roads which intersect 10 form a sinuous 
approximately equilateral 1 km Iriangle , at approx-
imately 27m OD. The medieval church lies adjacent 10 
Thorrington Hall to the south east of the village but these 
are now isolated from the present vi llage by more than 
SOOm. The first edition Ordnance Survey map shows 
much of the present settlement to be of recent origin, 
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Figure 15; Thorrington. Essex. showing IlpproximOle /XaI;OflS of 
HEFA lesl pits exca~aled in 2006. 
with Thorrington in the 19th century comprising a dozen 
or so scattered ranns and a few small isolated clusters of 
cottages. 
Eight lest pits were excavated during the 2006 HEFA. 
Roman pottery was revealed in just one of these 
(TTN06f l) , adjacent to the church. None of the pits 
produced any post-Roman material pre-dating the 12th 
ccnrury, but three (lTN06/1 . 5, and 8) contained pottery 
of 12th to [4lh century date. The location of these in the 
north-west, centre and south-cast of the present large, 
straggling settlement could possibly suggest that the 
settlement pattern at this time was highly dispersed as a 
series of scattered nodes, each perhaps no morc than a 
single farm. Only Gold Farm (TTN06/1 and 7) produced 
any finds of 15th to 16th century date, which might 
possibly suggest that not all of these nodes were 
continuously occupied throughout the medieval period. 
In contrast, every single on of the excavated pits 
contained pottery dating to"the mid 16th to late 18th 
century. 
Conclusion 
HEFA test pining in 2006, excavating 125 test pits in 13 
settlements, has continued and expanded investigations 
into currently occupied rural settlement begun in 2005. 
Detailed consideration of the further implications of the 
results arc beyond the scope of this paper and would in 
any case be premature in the case of those sites where 
few test pits have so far been excavatcd. Some sites have 
been published in more detail elsewhere (Lewis 2007a, 
2007b). The archive including reports is held by the 
University of Cambridge and details of the HEFA 2006 
test pit sites and the pottery reports for each site are 
available on www.arch.cam.ac.uklacalfatpfi.cvidcncc. 
hIm!. Investigation in most of the 2006 settlements will 
be ongoing in 2007, with the possible addition of up to 
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three new settlements, drawn into the HEFA project in 
response to demand in particular areas. The result of 
these test pit excavations will be reported in the next 
MSRG Annual Report. 
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Aspects of Early Medieval Industry in Burwell, 
Cambridgeshire 
by Mo Muldowney 
CAM ARC 
Following an evaluation by trial trenching in November 
2006, Cambridgeshire County Council's CAM ARC 
(fonnerly the Archaeological Field Unit) carried out an 
excavation on land south of Isaacson Road, Burwell, 
ahead of a residential development by Upware Marina 
Limited. 
The excavation ran throughout March and uncovered an 
area of extensive archaeology that initially appeared 10 
confinn the findings of the evaluation. which had 
suggested the presence of chalk extraction pits, possible 
wells and iron-working activity. What came to light over 
the following few weeks was much more interesting. 
Five limekilns and three associated stoke holes and a 
windmill were revealed - dated to between the late 12th 
and 13th century (full analysis of the finds assemblage is 
currently ongoing). There were also chalk extraction pits 
concentrated in the south-east corner of the excavated 
area. In addition, approximately forty-six postholes were 
excavated, some of which may have formcd ancillary 
structures to the windmill and/or limekilns, although as 
yet only one putative structure has been identified. This 
structurc was located at the fa r west edge of site and was 
probably a six-post building measuring approximately 
3.5m by 8.5m. 
Pre-medieval 
The earliest activity on site is prehistoric. Three 
postholes contained pottery dating to the early to middle 
Iron Age, although a number of other undated examples 
are probably also of this date. The presence of Iron Age 
posthotes is not unusual in this Fen-edge environment; 
other examples have been identified a few hundred 
metres to the north-cast, at Newmarket Road (Bailey 
wilh Popescu 2006) and at Fordham (Mortimer 2005). 
The significance of the subject site 's poslholes is as yet 
unknown, as no buildings (roundhouses or otherwise) 
can be detennined but they do suggest possible activity 
on the Fcn-edgc. 
Although no features of Saxon date were encountered 
during the excavation, two artefacts suggest that there is 
concurrcnt activity occurring in the vicinity: a single 
sherd of Buttermarket type Ipswich ware (AD 725-850) 
(Blinkhom in Muldowney forthcoming) and a bone pin 
beatcr (9th century) (Crummy In Muldowney 
forthcoming). Certainly, the village of Burwell was 
alrcady well cstablished by this time and the main 
settlement is thought to have extended northwards from 
lsaacson Road (Franklin 2005, 17). 
Post-conqu est (c 1066 to 1200) 
In the early ycars of thc medicval period, the southern 
end of Burwell appears to havc bccome a centre for 
industrial activity, in panicular, chalk extraction and 
lime production. Therc were at least five limekilns on 
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the site, four of which were excavated. The kilns ranged 
in size from 2m (0 4m in diameter and the largest was 
approximately 2.7m deep. All were circular in shape and 
tapered toward the bases, which were flat (Plate I). In 
two instances it was possible to identifY and excavate the 
associated stoke holes. Both were positioned to the west 
of the ki ln and retained the distinctive sooting on the 
roof of the flue tunnel (Plate 2). Interestingly, the stoke 
hole of the smal1est kiln (1.45m long by 1.25m wide) 
was square in plan, not oval like the other two examples. 
It is not known whether this is characteristic of early 
kilns or just unique tp this feature - or perhaps even the 
person that dug it! 
Chalk for firing in the kilns was extracted on site from a 
series of pits of varying shapes and sizes. Although the 
smaller, narrow pits were located separately from the 
larger, wider pits, all were quarried throughout the 12th 
century. The difference in size probably relates to the 
quantity of raw chalk required for each firing; the chalk 
extracted from the larger pits in the south-east corner of 
the excavated area, for example, was almost certainly 
fired in thc large (4m diameter by 2.7m deep) kiln 
immediately to the east. 
The method used to convert chalk into lime in these 
kilns was a simple process. The raw material was 
excavated from the extraction pits and broken into 
smaller pieces; it was then layered with brushwood in 
the tapering kiln until it formed a mound. Turf, 
presumably to trap heat within the kiln, was then laid 
over the mound. The stoke hole, or draw hole, appears to 
have had al least three functions. Firstly, it provided an 
access point via which the brushwood at the base of the 
kiln was lit; sccondly, it acted as a flue, drawing smoke 
from the kiln and thirdly, it provided an access point 
through which to draw out the ash and lime (Goodbody 
1992). After lighting, the kiln was left to bu m 
continuously at 900" C (Snow 2002) for up to two 
weeks, although this probably varied depending on the 
size of the kiln - the large kiln in the south-cast corner 
of the excavated area may wel1 have taken thrce weeks 
to fire. It would also have produced a large quantity of 
lime: a rough calculation suggests that this kiln could 
have produced around 15,000 litres of limc per firing. 
Despite being a relatively simple industrial activity, the 
process of lime production was extremely hazardous. 
During firing, the burning chalk released noxious carbon 
dioxide gases into the atmosphere, creating a high risk of 
asphyxiation, not just to the limebumers, but also 10 
vagrants, who wcre known to have gathered round the 
warm kilns in winter months. A fier firing, a second 
danger was from the lime itself. Quicklime is a 
chemically unstable substancc which, when combined 
with water (to produce slaked lime) releases heal. Bums 
were probably a common side effect of the job, as were 
Plate 1: A fully excavated limekiln 
fires - the slaked lime could cause the carts it was 
transported in to catch alight. Although the risk 
presented by lime production was high, the end product 
was in great demand and has been since Roman times, 
where it was used as the main ingredient in mortars, 
concretes, plasters, renders and washes. It is not clear 
what the lime produced at lsaacson Road was for, but it 
is likely that some was used locally, whi lst the rest was 
tmnsported to other towns and villages without access to 
chalk. Perhaps the most obvious recipient of the 
Isaacson Road lime was Burwell Castle (I 140s), where 
the lime may have been used in the mortar for the walls 
discovered during Mr T C Lethbridge's 'excavations' in 
the 1930s (Fmnklin 2005, 12·14). As the castle was 
never completed, however, it appears much more likely 
that the kilns were producing lime for the expanding 
village and probably other settlements too. 
Medieval (c 1200 to 1400) 
After lime production ceased at the Burwell site in the 
late 12th century, a new industry was introduced -
milling. The distinctive cross·shaped trestle foundation 
trench and C·shaped ditch of a 13th century post mill 
were identified in the north·east corner of the site. Prior 
to excavation commencing, there was no indication that 
a windmill existed in this location, so this discovery was 
a surprise. 
The ditch had an internal diameter of 16m and was Srn 
to 6m wide by 1.2m deep and located centrally within its 
arc was the mill foundation trench, which had a 7m 
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cross·shape fonn (Plate 2). At the base of the foundation 
cut, chalk packing for the (presumed) timber trestle was 
still ill situ. Its largely intact nature and very loose 
backfill demonstrates that the timbers were not removed 
but left to decay. lnterestingly, the foundation trench 
contained a large quantity (2. 16kg) of iron slag, not seen 
elsewhere in the excavated area. The significance, ifnny, 
of this is unclear. A flat iron object (SFII) was also 
found in the windmill foundation, which is currently 
thought to be a fixing. 
Although no super·structure was identified, the shape of 
the foundat ion trench and the packing material suggest 
that the windmill was probably similar to that excavated 
at Great Linford in 1977 (Milton Keynes Council 2002) 
(illustrated in Blair and Ramsey 200 [, [06). No mound 
evidence was identified either above the fou ndation 
trench or in the ditch backfill, nor was there any 
evidence to suggests the presence of a tail pole. This 
raises questions about the ditch: why was it dug? Where 
was the displacedlupcast material taken? It is hoped that 
examination of the Burwell evidence and other similar 
examples can provide the answers to these questions. 
There is a reference in the Victoria County History that 
Tiptofts manor had, by [298 a windmill, probably the 
Tibotots Mill, which in 1308 stood near a 'milnway' 
(Wareham and Wright 2002, 353). The location of the 
mi ll is thought to be in Mill, or East Field, although there 
is a difference of opinion as to its position. Frankl in 
suggests that the Tibotots Mill is located to the east of 
the village at the corner of Mill Lane and Newmarket 
Plate 2: Windmill/DIll/dation trench showing in situ chalk packil/g 
Road (Frank!in 2005, 88). A map of 1879 does indeed 
refer to a mill at that location, but it seems unlikely that 
a mill thought to have been built in the late 13th century 
would have survived into the 19 th century. With this in 
mind, it is more likely that the mill found al Isaacson 
Road is the Tibotots Mill. 
Later medieval to post-medieval (14th - 17th century) 
After the windmill had gone out of use, probably in the 
early 14th century (Blinkbom peTS. comm.), activity on 
the site was much reduced. Only a single pit, a wide 
possible trackway and ditch post-dated the windmill. 
The trackway was located in the south-east corner of the 
site and aligned north-west to south-east. It was over 6m 
wide and comprised a series of concreted repair and 
levelling layers overlying ruts. The same feature was 
seen during the evaluation, continu ing in a soulh-
easterly direction for at least IOm. Interestingly, it 
appears to be aligned with Mill Lane, which runs 
parallel with North Street. Based on its stratigraphic 
position, the trackway was probably in use sometime 
after the 14th century. 
With the exception of the trackway, very little activity 
occurred between the 14th century and the later medieval 
period, when a shallow boundary ditch (16th to J 7th 
century) was installed (oriented north-east to south-
west). The east tenninus of the ditch is located just under 
8m from the trackway, suggesting that the latter may 
well have been extant at that time. 
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Conclusions 
The medieval industrial remains identified at Isaacson 
Road are of both regional and local importance. Whilst 
windmills are well documented in the east of England 
and East Anglia - for example, there are sixty references 
to windmills in Essex in the period 1200 to 1350 (Clarke 
1996, 74) - only a small number have been excavated, 
such as al Mucking (Jones 1980, 42) and Boreham 
Airfield (Clarke 1996). 
Limekilns are also a rare find, particularly in such 
numbers and most medieval examples have been found 
in urban, rather than rural contexts (Snow 2002), such as 
Colchester (Nina Crummy pers. comm.), making the 
discovery at Burwell all the more interesting. Clearly 
there was a reasonably long-lived and busy lime 
production centre in the south of the vi llage in the 12\h 
century, probably producing building material for the 
rapidly expanding settlement. 
The site at Isaacson Road has produced unexpectedly 
interesting archaeological remains, which through 
further analysis, should shed light on the early medieval 
industrial history of Burwell, windmill construction and 
lime production. 
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Excavation in Trelech 2005-6 
by Ray HoweU 
University of Wales Newport 
A second season in the field described in the M.S.R.O., 
19,2004 (Scc Fig. 1) targeted features revealed during 
excavations conducted in the previous year. Geophysical 
survey in 2002 had indicated a road running north south 
through the eastern side of the field. Subsequent 
ex.cavation confmllcd this road with metalling of tightly 
packed cobbles and wheel ruts; a well-defined ditch ran 
along its west side. The most extensive section of road 
surface was exposed in the north cnd of the field . A 
sequence of stone horizons probably best interpreted as 
working surfaces were adjacent; concentrations of 13tll 
century ceramics were associated. 
In the southern half of the fie ld test pitting revealed 
linear stone features with associated medieval ceramics 
and iron slag; these provided the focus for work in 2004. 
A 12m x 6m (See Fig. 2) area was excavated, rc-opening 
and expanding an investigation trench from the previous 
year. Compacted linear stone and cut features ran 
north/south. The uppennost of these (01 4) was a 
disturbed stone wall with up 10 five courses present in 
places. A late medievaV early modem jug was crushed 
T relech 2005 
medieval roads _ 
~~Ishng '<>ad, (with prol>able 
medieval ilmecedems) 
Figure I: Localion map. 10 An"e Leaver 
lion field-
,ite of 2005 
eltCavatlons 
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under the wall (040) which was associated with a 
roughly cobbled area to the soulh (015) and an area of 
compacted iron slag (021). Concentrations of decayed 
mortar were also found in this horizon. 
The earlier stone features were thin, generally a single 
layer of flat sandstones (i.e. 03} ), but were coherent and 
clearly defined (Sec Fig. 3). A poslhole (008) near one of 
these features was associated with a small area of 
apparent flooring (029), much beller constructed than 
the overlying cobbled surface described above (see also 
004/014). A possible interpretation is that these features 
indicate a sequence of timber frame buildings with al 
least one slot placed on a stone base near a roadside 
ditch which is discussed more fully below. 
Underlying these horizons was a cut slot (016/048) 
which appears to represent the earliest phase on the site. 
Both the slot and the stone features were parallel to the 
road which dictated the orientation of all phases. 
Near the road, and running parallel to it, was a ditch (See 
Fig. 4) which waS both larger and deeper than the ditch 
found in the 2004 excavations. The top of this flat 
bottomed ditch, began at approximately 0.5m below 
current ground level. The ditch (042) ran across the 
excavation with a step down at Ihe south end of the 
excavalion which fed into an apparent widened sump 
reaching a depth of 1.05 m below present ground level. 
A number of large unabraded thirteenth century pot 
sherds were recovered from the ditch fill, all from north 
of the step. 
The west end of the excavation, the area fartheSI from 
the road, revealed evidence of industrial activity. A slag 
horizon (02 1), made up of smelting slags, appears to 
have been a dump: this spread partially overlay a 
shallow v-shaped linear feature (015) which might 
represent a drip gulley. A possible post setting (039) was 
found in line to the east. Particular ly important was a 
bright red/orange burnt layer (012) found in association 
with two large fl at stones and an offset burnt black layer 
(01 1). This part of the site represenls a good example of 
iron roasting which helps to completc the picture of 
iron working in Trelech where both smelting and 
smithing on a large scale have been demonstrated in 
numerous excavations. The roasting may rclate 10 
smelting activity previously seen on Trelech Fann to the 
south during excavations preceding construction of a 
modem housing development. 
Near to this industrial activity, a copper alloy coin 
weight for a gold half royal of Edward IV (Besley, peTS. 
comm.) was recovered. 
This site, whieh appears to indicate four or more phases 
of activity with workshops and a variety of working 
surfaces, adds to our understanding of the decayed urban 
site of Trelech and, in particular, given the iron roasti ng 
activity on the site, 10 the economic activity which 
underpinned it. 
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Figure 3: A linear stolle feature (031). olle of several roughly parallel stone and cut features found al right angles to 
the road surface excavated in 2004. 10 Ray HOIVell 
Figure 4: A ditch near to the road which contained a number of large and unabraded thirteenth century pot sherds. 
e Ray HOIVell 
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TRELECH, the Croft (SO 500 054) 
In May continuation of long-standing University of 
Wales Newport research excavations in Trelech led to 
the opening of a 2 metre by 7 metre trench near the 
northeast corner of a small fie ld located between the 
Church Field West and castle bailey precinct. The 
purpose of the trench, subsequently extended to 2 metres 
by 9 metres, was to investigate the association between 
a complex stone lined drainage system noted in previous 
excavations and a north-south road which runs from the 
castle through Church Field West. 
In the north of the trench, compacted stone indicated a 
possible wall running parallel to the road. Below this 
feature, the well-made stone drain was partially covered 
by large flat stone slabs. The western end of the drain, 
below the stone capping, splayed to a width of over a 
metre. Thirteenth century cooking pot sherds were 
associated. To the southwest, a small second stone drain 
was found running roughly parallel. 
At the edge of the road, a small orthostat restricted water 
flow creating a sump. The fall of the drain was reversed 
at this point, emphasising the intent to create the sump. 
The purpose of this feature is unclear but re-deposited 
slag and furnace base fragments, along with evidence 
Figure 5: Parallel drains in the Croft Field, Trelech 
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from previous excavations, makes an industrial fu nction 
a possible explanation for the drainage system. Well 
stratified thirteenth century ceramic material was found 
in and around the sump. 
At the south end of the trench a possible robbed-out wall 
was found running east-west. When this feature was 
removed, a posthole with large lumps of slag associated 
was found. A pit, possibly a building slot, ran from the 
post to the southern edge of the excavation. Ceramics 
sealed in this feature included a green glazed strap 
handle, probably thirteenth century in date. 
The ceramic assemblage included 56 sherds of coarse 
black "cooking pot" with quartz inclusions; local 
manufacture is likely. A total of 36 sherds were 
identified as Monnow Valley Ware, type AS/ASB. Forty 
sherds of Bristol RedclifT wares, mainly 
thirteenth/fourteenth century in date, included a strap 
handle and two large "pie crust" decorated bases. Five 
pieces of identifiable Saintonge ware were recovered. 
iI is hoped that work will continue in the decayed 
medieval town of Trelech, but with the demise of 
archaeology at University of Wales Newport, it is 
unclear how subsequent fieldwork/excavation will 
proceed. 
, 
The Dim Eistean Archaeology Project and the Ness 
Archaeological Landscape Survey 
by Chris Barrowman and Rachel Barrowman 
GUARD/Glasgow University Archaeology Department 
Dun Eistcan (NB 5355 6501) is a fortified island site in 
the Western Isles of Scotland, situated on the north cast 
coast of the Isle of Lewis, in the district of Ness (figures 
1 and 2). It is recorded in oral tradition as the stronghold 
of the Clan Morrison, and fieldwork at the site, ongoing 
since 2000, has been discovering exciting archaeological 
evidence of the site 's troubled and turbulent past. After 
initial survey and trial trench assessment undertaken by 
GUARD in 2000 and 200 I and funded by the Clan 
Morrison Society, a committee that combined the 
interests oftbe Clan Morrison, the local community and 
the Western Isles Archaeology SClVice initiated the Dun 
Eistean Archaeology Proj ect (DEAP) and its sister 
project, the Ness Archaeological Landscape Survey 
(NALS), in 2002. In 2003 the DEAP committee 
succeeded in securing funding for both projects for five 
years and in 2005 the first season of DEAP excavations 
and NALS survey was underway. 
Three seasons of NALS survey fieldwork in 
March/April 2005 - 7 has recorded a rich diversity of 
sites, from prehistoric standing stones, to WW2 remains. 
The project has surveyed over 60 square kilometres in 
the north cnd of Ness, and recorded over 1300 features, 
using a differential GPS system. In addition to this, 
selected sites have been covered by geophysical survey. 
Medieval and later settlement remains have been 
recorded on the coastal areas, and further inland where 
the machair meets the modem croft land, and through 
the survey, it has been possible to begin to identity the 
medieval landscape of Ness, and to put the fortified si te 
of Dun Eistean in its landscape context. Cultivation 
systems, pre-crofting track ways, chapel sites and 
settlement mounds have been identified on croft land 
and around the township areas, and in the moor land the 
remains of shielings, turf walls and the monumental 
Garadh duM, the ancient boundary of Ness, have bccn 
recordcd. Rcmains that are recorded in oral tradition and 
place-names have also bcen ploned, such as thc housc of 
the Morrison brieves, the Taigh Mar, which is situated 
on machair land in an area rich in settlement remains 
(scc figure 2). 
All the recorded sites are linked into a GlS-database Ihal 
demonstrates the inter-relationsh ip of sites and, Ihrough 
the archaeological sites, the changes Ihat have occurred 
in the Ness landscape through time. NALS is now 
embarking on two years of analysis and publ ication. 
After this, the GlS-database interface wi l1 be publ icly 
accessible in the Comunn Eachdraidh Nis (Ness 
Historical Society) in Habost in Lewis, as well as being 
linked to Ihe Westcrn Isles SMR. In the final fieldwork 
season in April 2007, photographer Angus Mackintosh 
was funded by Highland 2007, Comhair1c nan Ei lean 
Siar and Western Isles Enterprise 10 work along side the 
archaeological team and to take pholographs during the 
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survey, of the surveyors in the fi eld, the landscape and 
the local people working in the landscape. An exhibition 
of his work in the Ness Historical Society (later moving 
to the An Lanntair Arts Centre in Stornoway) coincided 
with the final season of cxcavations on Dun Eistean. 
! ... UI.II1 u,," ,Jlr. 
Figure I : Maps showing location afllle Isle of Lewis 
and D'ln Eistean 
Figllre 2: Dun Eistean 
The survey and excavations on Dun Eistean (figure 3) 
have identified five groups of buildings, a ruined tower, 
and a small lochan, enclosed on the landward side by a 
perimetcr wall bu ilt from turf with slOne facing. 
Excavations at the site have demonstrated that thcse 
ruins date to the 15th 10 17th centurics when Lewis 
underwent a period of unrest and lawlessness following 
thc demisc of Norse political control of the Hebrides. At 
this time influential clans competed for control with 
each other, and the Scottish Crown, and Dun Eistcan is 
one of several defensive island and dun sites around the 
Western Isles that are linked in local tradition to this 
volatile and often violent period in Lewis' history. In 
Ness, the MacLeods had come 10 domi nate, and 
appointed the Morrisons as the 'brieves' or j udges fo r 
Lewis. Local tradition records that the Morrisons would 
withdraw 10 Dun Eistean during these violent struggles. 
Excavations on Dun Eistean by GUARD in 2001-2 and 
2005-6 have uncovered evidence for everyday life, and 
al so conflict, on this fascinating site. Peat hearths, 
broken pottery, pistol shot and coins dating to the 16th_ 
17th centuries have been found in the interconnecting 
turf and stone buildings (see front cover), which were 
used as dwellings and for storage. One complex of 
structures on the west side of the island may have acted 
as a gatehouse, controlling access onto the site, as they 
are situated between two entrance points up the cliffs 
and onto the island. Ongoi ng excavations to the east of 
these bui ldings are investigating a second complex of 
structures bui lt against the outer peri meter wall. 
Imported pottery of 16th_17 th century date has been 
found in these buildings, and there is some evidence for 
domestic metalworking. North of these structures, at the 
highest point of the island, the ruins of a small stone and 
clay-bonded tower have been excavated (figure 4). This 
building commanded a view of the busy seaways from 
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the Butt of Lewis in the west, to Cape Wrath to the north, 
and east across to the Scollish mainland and the clan 
territories on the other side of the Minch. Dun Eistean 
was ideally placed, naturally fortified refuge in ti mes of 
trouble, but also as a symbol of power, dominating the 
north Lewis coastli ne from the sea. 
This summer the final season of DEAP excavations on 
Dun Eistean will investigate the evidence for 
metalworking on the site, the repair and re-use of some 
of the buildings, and the different floor layers and 
hearths in one particularly upstanding stone and turf 
building that has not yet been investigated. The results of 
soils and environmental analysis will be combined with 
radiocarbon dating to investigate the suggestion that the 
site was only occupied for short periods of time, as and 
when needed. The unusual construction of the tower, and 
suggestions that it may have been deliberately slighted 
will also be investigated further. 
The local community were responsible for the inception 
of the DEAP and NA LS projects, and are a vital element 
in its success. There are opportunities for volunteers to 
become involved in all aspects of the projects, incl uding 
the excavations and survey work during the spring and 
summer. To learn more about the NA LS survey and 
DEAr excavations, visit our website at 
www.duneistean.org. The Ness Remai ns exhibi tion 
(www.highland2007,cQIU) will be on al the Comunn 
Eachdraidh Nis in Habost, Ness as part of High land 
2007 in July. The excavations at Dun Eislean this year 
run from the 251h June to the 3rd AUgust. 
DEAP and NALS are funded by a partnership of the 
Heritage Lottery Fund, Historic Scotland, the Clan 
Morrison Society, Comunn Eachdraidh Nis (Ness 
Historical Society), Glasgow Un iversity and the 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council). 
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Figure 4: D(m l isteal! excavations 2006 and structllre G, a small stone alld c1ay-bollded tower 
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The Archaeology of the Medieval Village 
in Southern Apulia, Italy 
by Paul Arthur 
University of Lecce, Italy 
Southern Italy can boast no great tradition in the 
archaeology of the medieval village, and only today is 
the subject beginning to receive some attention. First 
steps in the fie ld were taken by John Bradford with his 
splendid aerial photographs of the Tavoliere of north em 
Apuiia, shot during the war years from 1943 to 1945. 
They revealed plans of sites, often with associated roads 
and fields. Nonetheless, onc had to await the latc 1960s 
for David White house of the British School al Rome to 
dig S. Maria d' Anglona and SatTiano in Basilicala, and 
the Polish Academy of Science together with the 
University of Salcmo to excavate the hilltop site of 
Capaccio Vecchia (SA), above classical Paeslllm. In 
1972 the Ecofe Frallqaise de Rome with Jean-Marie 
Pcsez began work at Brucato in Sicily, whilst later 
Ghislaine Noyi: oflhe French CNRS was responsible for 
the excavation of Nonnan sites at Vaccarizza in Apulia, 
Torre di Mare in Basilicara, and ScribJa in Calabria. 
Recent ly. Gioia Bertelli has conducted further 
cxcavations at TOlTc di Marc, Basilicata, as well as 
starting new excavations at the site of Seppanibale, 
Fasano, wh ilst Giuliano Volpe has began excavating San 
Lorenzo " in Canniano", near Foggia, one of Bradford's 
original sites. Unfortunately, though, Ihe only typc of 
medieval village that has attracted continued attention 
since the nineteenth century is that of the cave 
sett lement, common in southem italy, which has 
witnessed studies by art historians, architects and 
historians, but rarely by archaeologists. 
Since tbe early 1990's the Laboratory for Medieval 
Archaeology of the Un iversity of Lecce has been 
investigating medieval remains in the provinces of 
Brindisi, Taranto and Lecce (the 'heel' of Italy). 
Panicularly in the last province, some 550 medieval 
sites and associated evidence have been recorded. Of the 
370 village sites now known, a number have been 
excavated, including three deserted viHages, and a 
further one that developed into a planned small town in 
the fifteenth century. This last site, Muro Leccese, has 
become the foc us of intensive work that has been carried 
out since 1999, hand in hand with urban development, 
and has witnessed the creation of the first museum 
specifically dedicated to Ihe Middle Ages and modem 
times in southern Italy (see www.museomuro.it). Fixing 
the chronology of archaeological events has been greatly 
aided over the last few years by the creation of a ceramic 
typology that embraces the Middle Ages, linked to a 
substantia l number of radiocarbon (AMS) dates. 
A synthesis of the results so far obtained suggests that 
the classical period settlement and landscape was 
substantially disrupted during the course of the sixth 
century, with many sites being abandoned prior to the 
close of the war that saw the Byzantine emperor 
Justinian retaking Italy from the Ostrogoths. Despite a 
sign ifican t degree of toponymic (and possibly 
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demographic) survival, the seventh century saw a new 
order being gradually established, with the foundation of 
forts or castra and the appearance of new nucleated rural 
settlements. One of the earliest so far identified has been 
excavated near the town of Supersano, where various 
Grubenhiiuser dating to the seventh century have been 
brought to light. Dating of the earl iest phases of other 
excavated villages suggest that they appeared by the 
later seventh (Apigliano, Martano) and eighth (Quatlro 
Macine, Giuggianello) centuries. Population growth or 
nucleation in Salento also seems to be indicated by 
increasing commercial contacts and the abundant 
references to Saracen attacks on local towns and villages 
for the procurement of slave labour from the eighth 
century. Striking evidence of their presence is the unique 
discovery in the lown of Cannole of a copper coin or fals 
struck in Jerusalem between about 740-750. The 
following centuries of Byzantine ru le were marked by 
the increasing development of villages and the gradual 
appearance of frescoed churches, built either of stone or 
of earth, or cut as cave-churches into the rock. By the 
end of the millennium the area appears 10 have 
participated in a revived Byzantine commerc ial network, 
yielding ceramics and Olhcr artefacts common to Butrint 
on the Albanian coast, and Corinth and Aegina in 
Greece, and sometimes coming from as fa r as 
Constantinople. The Nonnan conqucst of the later 
clevcnth century apparently did little to d isrupt village 
settlement, though a few sites were abandoned, a few 
others were founded (including a scatter of eanhen 
mottes), and Latin saints, together with the appearance 
of Benedictine monasteries, gradually made inroads into 
Byzantine religious culture. Excavation suggests that the 
dead were being buried increasingly within vi llage 
cemeteries, whilst earlier they appear to have been 
interred in burial sites located at some distance from the 
settlements. Contacts with the Greek east were 
maintained, and even strengthened under Emperor 
Frederick n and the later Angevin kings in the thirteenth 
century, when large parts of Greece were subjected to 
western lords. This is clearly seen not only through the 
textual sources, but through an intensification of 
exchange, with local polychrome glazed pottery (RM R 
and protomaioliea) from Salento appearing in Greece 
(Corinth, Isthmia, Merbaka), and abundant base silver 
coins from Athens, Clarentia and Thebes, circulaling in 
Apulia. Nonetheless, rural Slone architecture does not 
appear to have become at all common until towards the 
close of the Middle Ages, in hand with a revolUlion in 
economic and social patteming. 
Following the criscs of the fourtee nth century, about a 
third of the villages were abandoned. They gave way, 
particularly during the course oflhe fifteenth century, to 
the redesign of the surviving villages, newly equipped 
with defensive walls and moats, castles and subterranean 
olive presses. Quite rapidly, open cemeteries were 
abandoned in favour of large crypts located beneath the 
new monumental Baroque churches, in an almost 
definitive supremacy of the Latin over the Greek 
Church, ratified by the Council of Trent (1545-1563). 
The growing quantity of data is being managed through 
a GIS and a related database. together with 
environmental infonnation, field systems, boundaries, 
portable finds and much more. This has very recently led 
10 Ihe observation that some modem municipal 
boundaries are of medieval date, as their alignments 
onen neatly coincide with hypothetical boundaries 
created around deserted medieval villages through the 
use of weighted Thiessen polygons. Tn a couple of cases 
they also coincide with axes of the Roman centuriation 
system and surviving drystone walls which may be of 
medieval date if not earlier. This will clearly be an 
important line of enquiry, particularly as such evidence 
is rapidly being destroyed through modem agriculture 
and a local reticence towards conservation. 
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Roots and Origins: Archaeology and Wharram 
An Interview with John G. Hurst 
by Pamela Jane Smith 
(edited by Carenza Lewis) 
John Hurst, one of the founders of medieval archaeology 
in Britain and lifelong supporter of the MSRG. was 
interviewed by Pamela Smith on 20 July 2000, recorded 
at Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology. Parts of that extensive and widely 
discursive interview aTC published below, edited to 
include those sections likely to be of greatest interest to 
members of MSRG. Some sections of the original 
transcript of the interview have been omitted in their 
entirety, but otherwise editing has been restricted to the 
few minor alterations necessary to ensure correct sense 
can be made of edited sections. 11 provides a fascinating 
professional and personal insight into a private man, to 
whom everyone involved with the study of rural 
medieval settlement owes a huge debt. 
flow did yQu becQme interested in archaeology? 
I was born in Cambridge in 1927, where my father was 
a Fellow-Commoner at Trinity; he was a pioneer 
geneticist, and my mother also was a botanist. When I 
was quite young, in fact about five , J think, J was taken 
out for walks, I suppose in a push-chair, to the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, which was really quite elose to our 
home in Brookside; and I became fascinated in the 
collections there, particularly the lower galleries with 
their hundreds of objects, which my mother tells me I 
wanted to go back to again and again. How I first got 
into the Fitzwilliam, I don't know. J expect my mother, 
just out of general interest (because neither of my 
parents were interested in archaeology), just took me to 
the Museum for something to do, but I became so 
fascinated that I wanted to go back again and again, and 
I have never real ly looked back since Ihat time. 
In 1936, we moved to Leicester and that was the time 
that I first visited various ancient monuments, and also 
the Museum, which fascinated me. In the 1930s, of 
course, the most popular subject was Egypt, with the 
recent discovery of TUlankhamen. I was fasc inated, and 
there were Egyptian collections in both the Fitzwilliam 
and the Leicester Museum. Not very much happened 
during the War, when I was at school at Harrow, because 
it was very di fficult to get around; but in 1945, just after 
the War. I did my National Service, and this took place 
in the Middle East and I was in Palestine, Egypt and 
Greece, and of course that doubled my interest in 
archaeology, and I was very lucky being able 10 travel 
about quite a lot, as the War was over and it was easier 
to get about. 
I left the Anny in the summer of 1948, and I came up to 
Cambridge, to Trinity, to read archaeology. At that time, 
I was interested in prehistoric archaeology of Europe. I 
am not quite sure why I changed, because I could have 
done either Classical or Mediterranean archaeology 
here. But J chose prehistoric archaeology, and I was 
forced to specialise in the Palaeolithic under Dorothy 
Garrocl. At that time, in the late 1940s, there were very 
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few students. There were, in fact, almost as many 
studencs as there were lecturers. Grahame Clark, who 
was my Supervisor, recommended that I took the 
Palaeolithic course under Dorothy Garrod. It was rather 
a difficult course, because Dorolhy Garrod was a very 
shy person, and I am a very shy person myself, so it was 
difficult for us 10 get on with each other. 
The other point about Cambridge was that, in the 1940s, 
there was actually no practical work at all here, no 
teaching of excavation techniques, no fieldwork , and 
very little on objects. In fact, those of us who wanted to 
do excavation had to" teach ourselves, and even so we 
had to go to the Engineering Department to learn how to 
survey. In my case, the reason I got interested in 
medieval archaeology was that, together with Harry 
Norris - who is now, or was until he retired, in the 
School of Oriental and African Studies - we paired 
together, and as he lived at Harrow in Middlesex, we 
chose a medieval moated manor site at NOrlholt, only a 
few miles from his home and easy reach of London, 
where wc started a trial excavation, really teaching 
ourselves how to excavate; and, in fact, I went on with 
that for 20 years until 1970, and we fully excavated the 
central part of the Manor House. It was at that time, in 
1950-1951 , we were producing large quantities of 
medieval pottery from this Manor House, and of course 
something I knew very little about, as [ specialised in 
prehistoric archaeology. 
I contacted Gerald Dunning, who was the pottery expert, 
the only person who had worked on medieval pollery 
throughout the 1930s and 1940s, and he came oul to see 
my pottery and he encouraged me to do more work on 
pottery; and when I finished my degree, when I gradu-
ated in 1951 , he persuaded me to do postgraduate work 
for a Ph.D on Saxo-Norman pottery in East Angl ia, that 
is to say, pottery from the late Saxon period going 
Ihrough to the 12th century. I worked on that for some 
years, but nOI as a Ph.D, because at that time one had to 
have residence, not like nowadays when you can do it 
more generally. It was through Gerald Dunning I got my 
first job. He persuaded me to apply for a post as an 
Assistant Inspector of Ancient Monuments in the then 
Ministry of Works. J was lucky to get this post and my 
responsibility was to help Gerald, who at that time, with 
the surge of rebuilding activity and increased agriculture 
after the War, was responsible for rescue excavations -
excavations on sites which were going to be destroyed 
by various activities. I was his assistant, and when we 
expanded a year or two later, the work was divided. 
There were four of us: Samia Butcher who looked after 
Roman excavations, Robertson-Mackay prehistoric, I 
was allocated 10 medieval excavations, and therefore for 
most of my working life, certai nly at teast the next 20 
years, I was responsible for organising rescue 
excavations on medieval sites. 
My interest in pottery was very much to the fore in these 
activities, and during those years I tried to see all the 
medieval pottery being found all over the eountry, 
something of course not possible now, with so many 
excavations taking place. The other aspect of my work 
was deserted villages; pottery and medieval settlement 
generally were my two main interests. It was through 
Jack Golson that I slightly changed direction, although I 
always kept up pottery. Jack Oolson was reading history 
at Peterhouse under Prof. Postan, and he was interested 
in archaeology and he came to the Faculty of 
Archaeology and Anthropolgy in his final year, about 
1950- 51. He was extremely interested in getting 
excavation work going on the deserted vi llages. Prof. 
Postan had tried to start this off in 1948 when he called 
a very important meeting in Cambridge including 
medieval historians, Professor Grahame Clark, of 
course, leading it from Peterhouse; and they brought in 
William Hoskins, who had been working on deserted 
villages in the Midlands, and Maurice Beresford, 
working on Yorkshire deserted villages, and other 
economic historians and geographers. They went out to 
visit sites in Leicestershire, and the most important 
person in that party really was Axe! Steensberg, from 
Denmark, who had been working through the 1940s on 
deserted villages in Denmark at a time when nothing like 
that was happening in this country. He had been working 
under Prof Gudmund Hatt, who in the 1920s had 
pioneered the open-area excavation which was 
necessary on the medieval sites. Over most of Europe in 
the 1920s and 1930s, exeavations were carried out either 
by trenches or by grid method with baulks in between, a 
method particularly associated with Mortimer Wheeler 
on Roman sites in this country, but really universal 
through most of Western Europe; and on these sites in 
Denmark where you have peasant houses of the 
medieval period, which were very flimsy and therefore 
if you put a trench across it you really find nothing at all. 
It would just be the odd posthole where posts had been 
put or various marks in the soil. 
Professor Halt developed this method of clearing the 
whole site layer by layer, and planning it, and planning 
all the finds , to get a general picture which would not be 
possible from all these small grids and baulks, which 
were of course all right for a aoman villa with stone 
foundat ions. His student in the 1930s was Axel 
Steensberg, and Axel became interested in medieval -
I'm not quite sure, why, but like myself he changed from 
prehistoric to medieval, partly 1 think because he was 
interested in fanns. He was himself the son ofa fanner, 
and this was very important for his whole career, 
because he understood harvesting implements, which he 
particularly worked on, were found, he knew what they 
all were and how they worked, from his personal 
experience as a fanner in the early part of the century. 
He was on the fann for the first 25 years before he went 
to the university. 
Jack Golson and I met Axel Steensberg in August 195 1, 
at the Edinburgh meeting of the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science. r, of course, was interested 
in pollery at that time, as I said, and Jack Golson was 
interested in the excavation of villages themselves. So it 
must have been between 1951 , when I graduated, and 
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1952 that we got together and suggested that he would 
excavate medieval villages in this country and I would 
hclp him by looking at the pottery. This was all changed 
by chance, in fact the whole of this business has been 
chance I think, because Golson went over to Denmark 
and spent six months excavating with Axel Steensberg, 
leaving me here in England still working on pottery. 
Donald Harden (Museum of London), who I had also 
known through the BritishAssociation, asked me to give 
a talk on deserted villages to the British Association at 
Belfast in 1952, and I had to look up a lot of the work 
that Golson had done because I was not fam iliar with the 
li terature. I had a lot of help from Jack Oolson. I gave 
this lecture in Bclfast in 1952, and Jack Golson came 
back that same autumn from Denmark, and we managed 
to get as many experts on medieval settlement as 
possible; and we fanned the interdisciplinary Deserted 
Medieval Village Research Group in October 1952, with 
the aim of coordinating work on medieval rural 
settlement, a subject that was entirely new. 
Before the War and back into the 19111 century, all work 
on the medieval period was concerned with the upper 
classes, with churches, abbeys, castles and manor 
houses, and even there it was mainly architectural. They 
were interested in the surviving buildings, not in the 
excavation. There was some very early pioneer work in 
the middle of the 19th century, the time when the 
Romanticism of the 181h century was changing to the 
scientific foundations in the second quarter of the 19111 
century, with the understanding of the principles of 
geology and basic science coming into the fore, leading 
up to Darwin in the middle of the century. In the 1840s, 
there was a great surge of archaeological interest. 
Archaeological societies were fonned all over the 
country as part of this general process, and very much 
increased by the building of the railways, which made it 
practical for people to attend meetings at some distance; 
that is to say, the Society of Antiquaries of London had 
always held weekly meetings in London, but in the 
18405, the Archaeological Institute and the British 
Archaeological Association were both founded, with 
monthly meetings, and with the railways people were 
able to come from all over the country to London for 
these meetings, and there was a great surge of archae-
ology generally and particularly excavations; and it was 
at that time, that the first excavations were carried in a 
very primitive way on deserted villages, particularly at 
Woodbury in Oxford, by Reverend Wilson of Trinity; 
but then suddenly the whole thing seemed to change, 
and throughout the second half of the 19th century there 
was no interest in medieval rural settlement. Interest 
seemed to be entirely concerned with the upper classes, 
as I said, with the castles, abbeys and churches. 
It wasn't until the 1930s that medieval archaeology 
really took off, and this happened in Oxford with several 
undergraduates who graduated in the 1930s. There was 
Rupert Bruce Mitford, who carried out the fi rst urban 
excavation in Oxford on the Bodleian site, or at least he 
didn 't excavate so much as watch the building of the 
new Bodleian site, and he fonned a sequence of pottery 
for the Oxford region which still stands today. It was 
remarkable as a piece of work. And then there was 
Martyn Jope, who was a chemist. There were no 
archaeology degrees at that time. All these people did 
other subjects. There was Martyn Jope, who was also 
interested in pottery. It was he who excavated onc of the 
first medieval peasant houses in 1938, at Great Seere in 
Devon. Then Ihere was John Ward Perkins, who was 
interested in objects, and he worked on these, 
particu larly material in the London Museum, and 
published the famous London Museum catalogue in 
1940. and this was the first assessment of archaeological 
fi nds from the medieval period. 
The War years prevented any more work from 
happening. It was in 1948. which was really a most 
remarkable ycar and the founding of medieval 
archaeology, not only with this meeting of Postan's, but 
Rupert Sruce-Mitford made a plea in the Archaeological 
Newsleuer. the popular periodical of the time for 
medieval archaeology, and suggested that it was time to 
pay attention to how the ordinary people lived, and not 
j ust the upper classes; and it was also thc samc ycar that 
Or St Joseph, here in Cambridge, startcd his acrial 
flights, taking aerial photographs. And it's really aerial 
photographs, together with the historical work by 
Maurice Beresford and William Hoskins, that really 
made it possible for the Deserted Medieval Village 
Research Group to work on medieval settlement, 
because the historical evidence showed that there were 
thesc dcscrted vi llages which, incredibly, dcspite the 
large number of earthworks on the ground, had been 
denied by historians. In fact, only in the 1940s, there was 
an economic history of England which stressed thatlhis 
was all El izabethan propaganda, that there weren't any 
deserted medieval vi llages. When Mauriee Beresford 
produced his Losr ViI/ages o/England in 1954, a 101 of 
people did not really believe that there wcrc as many as 
1500 deserted vi llages in this country. The historians had 
never gOI out onto the ground. It was really Or St Joseph 
with his remarkable oblique air photographs showing up 
the rcgular nature of these earth works. You could walk 
over these sitcs and thcy are rcally just humps and 
bumps in the ground. It's really only when you get up in 
the air that you can see the layout of these villages. 
So, the Deserted Medieval Village Research Group 
spent a large number of years visiting these sites, 
particularly Mauriee Beresford and myself. Over a 
period of 20 years we visitcd some 2000 of these sites, 
3000 are now recognised. That was onc part of the work, 
but perhaps the most crucial work was the excavations 
which we carricd out. When I first met Maurice 
Beresford at the end of 195 1, he had been doing some 
trial excavations at Wharram Percy, in the East Riding of 
Yorkshire, on thc chalk wolds, and he asked me to come 
and have a look, and this I did in Apri l 1952. 1·le was 
excavating on house 5 (the eanhworks had been planned 
and the various eanhworks given numbers), and he had 
dug around thc chalk walls of the late medieval peasant 
house, The vi llage was abandoned about 1500, but he 
had no expertise in archaeology, and what I did was to 
excavate a square in thc corner of the house, and we dug 
down below the standing chal k walls and we found a 
wa ll underneath on a different alignment, and 
underneath that a pit which turned out to be a chalk 
quarry; the chalk providing the building stone for the 
peasant houses. So on that very first weekend when I 
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joined Beresford, we had shown that there were three 
different periods on this site at Wharram, and because of 
facilitics on the site, thcre were some cottages which had 
been abandoned, labourers' cottages, and because of the 
fact thal the site belonged to Lord Middlcton who was 
very sympathetic to archaeology, the DMVRG decided 
that they should carry out cxcavations at this chalk site 
of Wharram Percy and also to try a site in the Midlands 
at Wolfhamcote. Warwickshire. Clay sites were very 
difficult in that time. You can't see where the peasant 
houses arc, because they were built of timber which had 
decayed, and therefore you have a 200-foot square 
enclosure with no idea of where to find the housc. It was 
a vcry hot summcr indeed in 1954 when we started there 
with my wife, and unfortunately we didn't fi nd any 
structures at all. But at Wharram Percy we had found a 
tremendous amount of evidence on house 10, the area 
wc had decided to excavate, and we therefore suggested 
that wc should concentrate our efforts al this one site at 
Wharram Percy. 
It was not possible to do more, because at that time there 
was very lillle money for research, and Maurice 
Beresford and myself each took time off without any 
financial help, and wc relied on volunteer students 
coming to help. In the 1950s, students were happy to 
come on excavations and offered to pay for themselves. 
We were also very lucky in the fact that Professor Darby, 
Professor of Geography in London, and of course 
geography is a very important aspect of the deserted 
villages, contributed his geography students to the 
Wharram project, and over the first 20 years or so we 
had about 30 students excavating at Wharram. Not just 
history, but others from all over the country and from 
abroad, from America, Canada and elscwhere. We were 
only able to excavate one site at a time for three weeks 
each July. Threc weeks was the longest time that either 
Maurice Beresford or myself could take leave fro m our 
work . During this first period in the 19505, we 
completely excavated the area 10 peasant house and we 
found a whole scqucnce of periods which was very 
difficult to understand. Wc had very flimsy remains, and 
therefore we fonned the idea that the peasant houses 
were rebuilt about every generation. 
It wasn't really until the 1980s that Stuart Wrathmell 
suggested that in fact we had more solid peasant houses 
than we had supposed, and the houses were in fact crock 
buildings, that is to say, the main structure with two 
curving timbers joined together at the top. which fonned 
the superstructure, and in between there were just very 
flimsy walls, not any solid load-bearing walls, and 
therefore what we found were these fl imsy in-fillings 
between the major timber structures which have to be 
renewed every generation. So the actual houses survived 
over a longer period of time. But nevertheless we sti11 
had two or three major periods during the 131h, 14lh and 
15th centuries when these peasant houses were rebuilt, 
and we therefore learned a great deal about how the 
medieval peasant lived, something entirely new. The 
typical type of house, the long-house, in which the 
people livcd at onc cnd of the house, a cross·passagc at 
the middle and thcn al the lowcr end, the byrc where the 
cattle were stalled with their drain; al l part of the system, 
everybody living together. The general heat generated 
was very beneficial for the English climate. We went on 
in the 1960s again with the small number of volunteers 
to excavate another peasant house, area 6. 
Then the situation completely changed in 1970, when J 
managed to persuade the Department of Environment, as 
it then was, having gone through various different 
bodies from the Ministry of Works in the 19405, to take 
guardianship of the site. Again, we were very lucky that 
Lord Middlcton was willing for this to take place, and 
therefore between 1970 and 1990, we had a 20-year 
programme looking at as many different aspects of the 
village as possible. We had already quite by chance 
found the undercrofl of a 12th_century manor house 
underneath the peasant bui ldings in area 10, but we went 
on to completely excavate the church, to excavate the 
site of the medieval mill and thcnlook at the houndarics 
of the vi llage as well, wh ich showed that the village had 
been laid out in latc $axon times on the Roman fields of 
an earlier Iron Age and Roman settlement. This was one 
of the most important developments, which had also 
been found elsewhere in the country. 1 persuaded the 
Ministry of Works, in my function as rescue coordinator, 
to look at individual peasant houses in the medieval 
villages which were being destroyed through agriculture 
in the 1950s. We excavated a number of single peasant 
houses in different parts of the country to get an idea of 
how these varied. with the idea thal Wharram Percy 
wou ld be the main excavation whcre large-scale 
excavation would take place. 
Concurrently with the excavations, the work going on in 
other parts of the country, and gradually it developed 
that the whole understanding of medieval sell \ement had 
been wrong. Hi storians had assumed that when the 
Saxons came over in the 5th century, they laid out these 
villages, and in fact they cut many of them out of the 
primeval forest wh ich had not been cleared; but work of 
prehistorians had already shown by 1970s that certainly 
by Roman times, the whole country had been cleared of 
forests and was vcry fully settled. Our work on the 
medieval settlements showed that none of these nucle-
ated sett lements were earlier than the 8th or 9th cenruries, 
and the Saxons had come over here and lived in 
scattered farms, very much the same as throughout the 
prehistoric and Roman p~riod. I think that was the most 
fundamental discovety of the work of the DMVRG at 
Wharram Percy and corroborated by all these other 
excavations all around the country, which showed lhat 
the Romano-British and Prehistoric scattered settlement 
remained throughout the early $axon period, and it 
wasn 't until the 9th and lOth Century that most nucleated 
sett lements were fonned. These, of course, were what 
we had been excavating, and it was the further 
development that we learnt a great deal about how these 
people lived and about how the medieval peasant lived, 
as well as the upper classes. 
Would you be willing to discuss some of the other 
personalities involved, such as McKenny HlIghes and 
Lady Fox? 
McKenny Hughes was a very remarkable Victorian who 
was in many ways a pioneer of medieval archaeology, 
although he had wider interests in the Romans and in 
prehistory. He was Professor of Geology here at 
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Cambridge, and in the I 880s and going on into the 20th 
century, he watched a great deal of building work in 
Cambridge, and I think it is fair to say that it was the 
only town in the country whcrc this sort of work was 
going on at that time; and he also carried out a limited 
amount of excavations, trying to determine the line of 
the city ditch. He took noticc of the stratified levels, 
which or course was very earl y for this type of 
technique, which was being pioneered by Piu Rivers at 
the same time in the I 880s, and this was the first time it 
was applied to an urban situation. [ came across his work 
when [ was doing my thesis on Saxo-Norman pollety in 
East Anglia. The first thing 1 did was to go through all 
the collections here in the Museum in Cambridge, and it 
was remarkable what a pioneer he was, because after the 
early part of the 20th century, no more work was done on 
this material until I came along in 1951. The most 
incredible thing of all was that the boxes were sti ll 
packed in [contemporaryJ newspapers and it was clear 
that nobody had looked al the material si nce McKenny 
Hughes had packed it away. He was certainly a very im-
portant early pioneer for both medieval archaeology and 
urban archaeology, although of course [ never knew him 
- I th ink he died during the First World War [1917]. 
Sir Cyrit Fox was a very important pioneer here in 
Cambridge with his survey of the Cambridge region, one 
of the first archaeological surveys of an area, and his 
wife was Ailcen Fox; and in the 1930s they did carry out, 
at Gelligacr Common in Glamorgan, onc of the fil1>t 
excavations of a medieval peasant house, at the same 
time that Manyn Jope was working from Oxford. I came 
to know the Foxes in 1952, when Jack Golson and I were 
making a list of people interested in medieval selllemenl 
to join the Committee of the DMVRG, and of course Sir 
Cyril Fox was one of the first people 10 come 10 mind, 
because of his early work, and we brought him on to the 
Committee and he was extremely helpful and friendly. 
Lady Fox was mainly working on Roman Exeter, after 
the bombing, but she was of course still interested in 
medieval settlement. J arranged an excavation for her at 
Dean Moor on Dartmoor, of a medieval fa nn which was 
being threatened at that time, part of my arranging of 
rescue excavations in ditTerent parts of the country. 
At Cambridge, two important people were Miles Burk itt 
and GeotTrey Bushncll. Geoffrey Bushnell was the 
Curator here in the Museum, and of course mainly an 
American archaeologist. He was interested in a very 
wide range of materials, and when [ started my research 
on medieval pottery here in the Museum, he worked 
with me on a special type of pollety made here in Cam-
bridgeshire, sgraffito ware, in which the decoration was 
scratched through the pottery. We did an article together 
on this, and he was really most helpful in all my research 
here, getting the pottery out for me and helping me on 
my research , which led 10 three articles in the 
Proceeding!>' of lhe Cambridge AnliqllGrian Sociely. 
Miles Burkill was doubly known 10 me by the fact that 
he was a leading member of the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science, which my parents had 
attended in the 1920s and in the 1930s. I went to BA for 
the first time in 1936 when J was on ly nine, but 1 was 
just taken along there. It was the earliest time they 
thought I could go. I am not quite sure what I did at that 
time, but I next went, or tried to go, in 1939; but that was 
eancelled because of the War. But from 1948 I was a 
regular attender, and I knew Miles and Peggy very well 
from the British Association , mueh more socially than I 
did here at the University, when 1 was just being lectured 
to by Miles. He was a very jovial, outgoing person who 
always wore an overcoat when he was lecturing. r am 
not sure if he did this through the summer, but my 
impression was that he was always wearing this 
overcoat. He gave general archaeological background 
lectures and I found these fascinating. He was very 
much a synthesizer. He has been criticized. I mean, his 
book on Africa, for example, people say he just went 
down there and sort of wrote up everybody else's work. 
That may be the case, but I think that Ihey are very 
bri ll iant syntheses, of course out of date now, but the se-
ries of books he wrote based on his lectures here were 
certainly ideal for university students and the best way 
of getting the infonnation to them. I think he was very 
good in that way. 
Can you comment on how revolutiollary the opell·area 
excavation techniques were? 
It was certainly a very remarkable development, because 
there is no way thatlhe medieval peasant house, with its 
fli msy foundat ions, could have been understood by 
digging the grids and trenches of the Mortimer Wheeler 
school. By opcning the whole site at once and seeing 
each period in ils enlirety, and then peeling off to the 
next, il was possible to understand these very slight 
foundations of medieval buildings; and this has now 
become the standard method of excavation throughout 
England and, in fact, most of Europe. It is now applied 
not only to rural sites, but also urban sites and other sites 
in general, because it has come 10 be understood that 
looking at the entire level of anyone period, whatever 
the circumstances, is a much better way of doing things 
than digging trenches or opening up small squares, the 
great faull of wh ich has always been that you excavate 
onc square while the other square, two feet away, is 
totally different and bears no relation to the previous 
one. This is fine for major Roman stone buildings, but is 
really useless for these slight traces in the soil, just 
different colour marks in the soil, which are of course 
usual on the peasant house, which without the major 
bu ilding stone and architectural fragments of the castles 
and abbeys which had been previously studied before. 
Tell us more about Berm 5 work. 
Indeed, the same sort of technique was being developed 
in Gennany. The excavators at the Neolithic site at Koln 
Linderthal, near Cologne, were doing this during the 
1930s, and again Bersu was obviously a part of this 
Gennan school and he came over here. He excavated 
Litt le Woodbury, Wiltshire, which first brought open-
area excavation to this country in the prehistoric period 
and then during the War he was interned. He dug a very 
important site at Vowlam in the Isle of Man, where he 
had a site which was entirely different marks of the soil 
without any stone at all, a site of the Viking period. This 
he excavated in a very remarkable way. Really, the 
whole process of archaeology has been changed by this 
method of open area excavation, which has enabled 
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excavators in the second half of the 20th century to 
produce very much more remarkable resul ts than was 
possible in the earlier time. 
Does it also permit better pollen and soil studies and 
other types of scientific enquiry? 
1 am not sure it does in that way because you really nced 
sections for pollen and that sort of analysis. Thc ma in 
trouble with medieval sites is that you very rarely get 
any pollen or ecological samples at all. Wharram Percy 
was on the chalk; of course nothing survives there, 
although we do have some deposits in the valley bottom, 
underneath the mi ll dam. It is one of the main needs for 
the future of medieval rural archaeology. We do need to 
try 10 find a water-logged site which will give us better 
evidence. The surviving materials, the pottery and the 
bone, are only a very small aspect of medieval life. Wc 
have lost all the basketry and the leather and all the other 
things which don't"survive. 
Blit it did allow you to think abollt the economic 
arrangement of hOllses? 
Well, yes and no. The animal bones arc the most 
important find that you get, after pottery, and to a lesser 
extent metalwork. Wc have done a lot of studies on the 
animal bones. We have rather different evidence from 
different sites. At Wharram, the largest number of bones 
are sheep and slightly less cattle, but because of the size 
of cattle it is likely that the cattle provided the larger 
proportion of the meat diet than the sheep. We have very 
few pig, which is surprising, even from the Manor 
House, because it is supposed that in medieval times the 
upper classes ate a lot of pigs. In the later medieval 
period we get quite a lot of old sheep, that is to say, that 
they were not killed for eating but kept for a long lime 
for wool, and this is onc of the major changes in the later 
medieval period; that people, or rather lords, found it 
much more economical to increase the numbers of sheep 
and cut down on the arable land, because the price of 
wool was very much higher than the price of corn. With 
this great export, England was famous for its exporting 
wool to the Continent. 
It was because of Ihis very fundamental economic 
change in the second half of the 15th century that some 
1500 of our 3000 deserted villages were destroyed, with 
this changeover. The landlord found it much more 
profitable to have a single shepherd and his family 
looking after sheep over 1000 acres, rather than having 
some 30 famities growing corn, which would not bring 
him quite so much profit. This is the main reason for the 
desertion of villages like Wharmm Percy, which was 
deserted about 1500 AD. Quite a large number were 
deserted at other times, going right back to the 12th 
century, when the Cistercian Monks came over and they 
wanted to put their abbeys in solitude and qu ite a few 
times they had to clear away villages for this. During the 
141h century there was an economic decl ine and a lot of 
marginal land was abandoned . Only half-a-dozen 
villages out of the whole large number were destroyed 
by the Black Death. It is a popular fa llacy that the Black 
Death was che main cause of the deserted villages. If a 
village was decimated by the Black Death, it still 
survived, because people came in from other sites. from 
the marginal land, and this is quite clear from the 
medieval tax rerums. When you compare 1334 AD to 
1377 AD, you find as many people in these villages as 
there were before the Black Death, despite Ihe large 
numbers of deaths, because thcse people come in from 
elsewhere. It wasn'l until later in the 14th and 
particularly in the 15Th century you get Ihese Olher 
economic changes which caused the desertion of 
villages. Finally in the 18th century, you have the 
clearance of villages to creale the 18th-century parks 
around the great country houses of the period. In 
medieval times, as al Wharram Percy, the Manor House 
would be in the middle of the village. In the 18th century 
Romantic situation, they wanted to clear all the nasty 
vi llages away and jusl look over their lawns to their 
Capabi lity Brown parks. 
Perhaps you call offer some concluding remw'ks? It does 
strike me that this is all interdisciplinary approach, 
IIsing historiallS. as well as economists, as well as 
archaeologists. 
Yes, indeed, that was the main reason for the fonning of 
the DMVRG. It was basically eomprised of historians 
and archaeologists, and also particularly geographers, 
because of their importance in doing this, in particular 
Profcssor Darby, because his impressivc volumes on the 
Domcsday which linked in the carly part of the evidencc 
that the historians had. We always had very close 
contacts with other people. The physical 
anthropologists, fo r examplc, we haven't mentioned 
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that, we excavated sample areas at the Wharram Percy 
church. We excavated some 200 burials north of the 
church and a similar number from the west. Simon Mays 
has some very exciting results, with the examination of 
these burials producing a lot of evidence on disease. For 
example, he has completely debunked the modem idea 
that osteoporosis in women is due to the modem life-
style with smoking and things like that, because quitc a 
large proportion of the Wharram medieval peasants also 
had this disease, so it can't have anyth ing to do with the 
modem way of life. Other interesting things he has 
found out is that there are more men than Ihere are 
women, while if you go to York, you have more women 
than men, and this confirms the historical suggestions 
that pcasants werc not completely confincd to thei r 
village but the womcn, or quite a lot of the women, went 
to the towns to do menial work, and therefore you get 
this larger proponion of men in the countryside and a 
larger proportion of women in the town. Other 
interesting things have been found out from this work, 
which has been going on for a number of years and slill 
is not published. I hope it will come to fru ition in the 
next two or threc years. We are in the process of 
publishing a large number of monographs on Wharram 
Percy. The eighth volume has come out, on some of the 
Saxon occupation, and another volume is nearly in the 
press, and then we have three or four other volumes to 
complete the work. 
Thank you. Mr Hurst. 
Discovery and Excavations in 2006 
BERKSHIRE 
Colnbrook, land east of Horlon Road (TQ 0165 
7650) 
Sieve Ford for Thames Valley Archaeological Services 
excavated 522 evaluation trenches which, hardly 
surprisingly, revealed features of a range of dates. 
Medieval evidence consisted of a concentration of 
ditches, pits and what are probably quarries at the 
southern end of the site (close to Berkyn Manor and the 
village of Horton). These represent an area of 
occupation, with paddocks and a zone used for rubbish 
disposal. Isolated sherds of medieval pottery throughoUl 
the site presumably resulted from manuring. Only some 
S6 sherds of medieval pottery were present, mostly plain 
domestic jars in a variety of fabrics, equating with 
Newbury fabrics A-C and early Surrey sandy wares. 
Three fragments of Niedennendig lava quems are 
probably also to be assigned to this datc, as Roman 
material was otherwisc almost completely abscnt. 
Kintbury, 2 T he C roft, C hurch Street (SU 3816 
6692) 
Simon Cass fo r Thames Valley Archaeological Services 
opened three evaluation trenches on a site in the historic 
core of thc village, revealing no features earlier than 
modem, al though some residual pottery of Saxon and 
medieval dates was recovered. While the areas 
cxamined had been thoroughly disturbcd by modem 
activity, there is still potential for medieval or Saxon 
archaeology in arcas not affected by the current 
devclopmenl. 
Old Windsor, T he Manor (SU993 747) 
Danielle Mi lbank and Jo Pine maintained a watching 
brief for Thames Valley Archaeological Services on the 
construction of a new nursing home and revealed just a 
single archaeological feature, a mass grave or charnel 
pit, containing a minimum of three adult and two sub-
adult burials. It is possible there were originally several 
separate graves which had later been disturbed, but it 
appears morc likcly they were all in onc cut. No dating 
evidence came from this featurc itsclf, but pottery from 
nearby spoi l which also contained human bone included 
five sherds of medieval shelly ware and sandy ware 
dating from the 11th to 11th centuries. 
Sonning, Old Walls, Sonnin g L.ane (SU 7562 7536) 
Two slight gullies, one containing just three sherds of 
Ilth_ to 13th-century pottery, were revealed by 
evaluation tTenching byAndy Taylor for Thames Valley 
Archaeological Services. 
Tbatcbam, 12-14 Chu rch Gate (SU5 162 6715) 
Evaluation trenching by Danielle Milbank for Thames 
Valley Archaeological Services revealed just a single pit 
dated by eight sherds of Newbury A and C wares to the 
12th/13th century. 
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BUC KINGHA MSH IRE 
Akeley, Village Hall (SP 70953765) 
A watching brief was maintained during groundworks 
associated wilh a new Village Hall development. No 
evidence was revealed 10 suggest that this part of the 
village had ever been used for other than agricultural 
purposes. No indications were fou nd of any pre+ 
medieval use of the site. Slight remains of possible 
cultivation ridges and furrows were noted. A possible 
ditch was also idcntified during monitoring of a service 
trench. This fealure is of uncertain date but might relate 
to the northern boundary of an area of old inclosures, 
named New Close on the 1794 enclosure map. 
Bow Br ickhill, C rossroads I-'arm (SP 89378 33779) 
Archaeological investigations were carried out during 
the groundworks associated with a small extension. No 
evidence was revealed to suggest that th is small 
Development Site had ever been used for other than 
garden and agricultural purposes. No indicat ions were 
found of any prc-medieval use offhe site. Two small pi ts 
containing the skcletal remains of young sheep were 
found; one certainly modem and the other probably so. 
Buckingbam, Manor Fa rm (SP 699 349) 
Oxford Archaeology carried out a fie ld evaluation at 
Manor Fann, Moreton Road, Buckingham on behalf of 
Bellway Homes and Taylor Woodrow. Medieval and 
post-medieval ditches and plough furrows were 
revealed, concentrated at the north cnd ofthc site. 
L.eckh antpstead, Middle End Barn (SP 7279 3761) 
An archaeological strip and record excavation, by Ti m 
Upson-Smith of Northamptonshire Archaeology, carried 
out during the groundworks for the construction of a 
new stable on land at Middle End Barn, Leekhampstead. 
found a pond and a small pit. Finds from the pond 
included pottery dated from the 12th to 17th centuries and 
part ofa 'bunsen- ' type pewtcr cand le holder dated to the 
late 15th_ late 16th century. The pil was also post-
medieval in date. 
Ludgersha ll, Wootcn End, nea r Brooklands Fa rm 
(SP 6654 1716) 
David Gilbert and John Moore for John Moore Heritage 
Services conducted an archaeological evaluation in 2004 
as part of a consideration of a planning application for 
the construction of a detached house and garaging with 
an access track. The site was considered to lie wi thi n the 
envelope of the medieval village of Ludgershall. Further 
to the results of the evaluation additional archaeological 
investigation was required as a condition of the planning 
consent. This further work comprised the excavation of 
two trenches; one within the paddock to be developed 
with the new house and the other in the field to the south 
where the access track was proposed. This second trench 
extended the previous trench in the area. Also a 
watching brief was then carried out on all intrusive 
ground works associated with the area of the new 
buildi ng in 2006. 
A quantity of later medieval pottery of 131h+161h eentury 
date was found in both trenches. Aerial photographs 
indieate ploughed out ridge and furrow in the paddock 
only slight traces wcre found during the watching brief. 
The trench in the field to the south sectioned the extant 
ridge and furrow and confimled the earlier layout of 
strips located in 2004. A walk over survey of the 
immediate area con finned that mu ltiple phases of ridge 
and furrow are present in the area. 
Olney, land to the rear of 13+1 7 High Street 
(S P 888 15 51430) 
An archaeological evaluation consisting of 50m of trial 
trenches was carried out on beha lf of Archaeologiea Ltd, 
in advance of a housing development. The poorly 
preserved and heavi ly robbed remains of a pitched stone 
surface and a separate wall foundation were identified, 
along with an abandoned stonc-lined well. It is thought 
li ke ly that these are all of re latively recent date. No 
evidence of certain pre 19th-century deposits was 
identi fi ed. Extensive evidence of 19Th-century and later 
rubbish pits, etc. was revealed. 
CAM BRIDGES HIRE 
C hatteris, London Road (TL 3904 8486) 
On behalf of Persimmon Homes, M. Peachey of 
Archaeologica l Project Services supervised an 
evaluation aI the southern edge of Chatteris, an area 
where prehistoric and Roman remains had previously 
been identified. Post-medieva l quarry pits were 
identified and medieval and later pottery was recovered. 
Mark Peachey 
Farce!, Ma in Street (TL 2023 9463) 
Archaeological Project Services carricd out an 
evaluation, for Hercward Homes Ltd, in the centre of 
Farcet, directly opposite the Nonnan parish church. A pit 
containing 13th century pottery was revealed and a pair 
of boundary ditches, probably dating from the 16th_17th 
centuries but recorded on a ltne 19th century map, were 
also recorded. A gully and pit, undated but probably 
post-medieval, wcre also identified. 
Gary Taylor 
March, Chu rch Lane (TL 4153 9524) 
Construction of an extension to the chureh hall , 
alongside the medieval church of SI. Wendreda, was 
observed by C. Moulis of Archaeological Project 
Serviees for Brand Associates and the PCc. Pits and 
occupation deposits of the 12th_13th centuries were 
identifi ed, togcther with dumps of medieval and later 
date. Additionally, a post-medieval burial in a brick-built 
vault was revealed and Iron Age artefacts were 
recovered. 
Victoria Mel ior 
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Peterborough, Ox ney Grange near Eye (TF 2245 
0135) 
This site lies on a gravel promontory just to the north of 
Flag Fen. Significant remains relating to the medieval 
monastic sitc ofOxney Grange, incl ude graves, pits and 
some vcry substantial ditchcs dating to thc 13th to thc 
14!h century. The graves were on an east 10 west 
alignment and had no grave-goods. They were therefore 
interpreted as Christian burials. The ditches were 
presumably contemporary with the medieval moat that 
is still faintly visible in the fields surrounding the site 
and may have divided the site into different specialised 
areas. 
Spencer Cooper 
Ramsey, Ailwyn Community School (TL 2948 8489 
and 2958 8492) 
Three ditched boundaries and a few small quarry pits 
were recorded, some of which relate to Ramsey Abbcy. 
Cartographic evidence suggests that the ditches span the 
medieval (or late medieval), post-medieval and modcrn 
periods. The earliest boundary markcr (a wide, curving 
ditch) can be linked to aerial photographic and map 
evidence, enhancing previous plans of the Abbey 
Precinct. The latter appears 10 have been ovatc, 
measuring some 800m north to south and 550m cast 10 
west and enclosing an area of roughly 35 hectares. There 
is evidence fo r a TOad or trackway that circumnavigates 
the precinct boundary. Reviscd suggestions can also be 
made about the location of the Abbey's docking fac ilities 
and the lode that fed them. 
Richard Mortimer 
SI. Ives, T he Granary, Nos 30-32 West Street 
(TL 31149 71542) 
This site lies on the northern fringes of the town's 
historic core and is located close to an excavation at the 
fonner Pennanex site, where 13 th_14th century plot 
boundaries, rubbish pits and a 17th_century cock-
fighting pit wcre uncovered. 
The recent work found a mass of quarry pits at a depth 
of c.0.7m below ground level, indicating ex tensive 
gravel extraction during the 12th_14th centuries. No 
remains of frontage buildings or boundary plots were 
found. These may have been removed by quarrying, or 
the sitc may have been located on the immed iate fringes 
of the planncd town. The pits were scalcd beneath 
sevcral post-medicval cultivation layers and modcm 
rubble/construction deposits. Cartographic evidence 
indicates that the development area lay within a large 
parcel of land stretching back to North Road, which 
seems 10 have remained largcly clear of buildings. The 
plot may have been an orchard in the latter part of the 
19Th ecntury; no buildings are shown on the West Street 
frontage until the construction of the factory/warehouse 
in the 20th century 
Rachel Clarke 
St. Nwts, land to the Rear of Nos 33 to 
35 New Street (TL 18306045) 
A large medieval ditch may have formed part of a 
precinct boundary relating to the town's Benedictine 
Priory (established c.972-5, dissolved 1539), which lies 
c.1OOm to the south-west of the New Street development 
area. 
David Brown 
St. Neots, Potton Lane (TL 1865 5820 - TL 1975 
5740) 
Investigati ons were undertaken, by Archaeological 
Project Services on behalf of Anglian Water Services 
Ltd, in an area of prehistoric and Roman remains on the 
southern outskirts of SI. Neots. Furrows of the medieval 
field system were revea led and a small quantity of 
medieval and later ceramics was recovered. Several 
gullies, a parallel pair probably representing a trackway, 
were also exposed but were undated. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Sawston, Sawston Ha ll (TL 4884 491 2) 
Early medieval features may represent fi eld ditches or 
perhaps relate to the adjacent medieval manor house. A 
large moat ditch was found within the walled garden 
immediately behind the hall. This may form part of the 
original 12th_ to 13lh-century manor and was baekfilled 
in the late medieval period. Upstanding remains from 
the 1940's occupation of the hall were also recorded. 
Richard Mortimer 
WhitUtsfo rd, Chu rch of St Ma~ and St Andrew 
(TL47374859) 
Several complete and incomplete human burials were 
excavated and handed immediately to the church in 
preparation for reburial, with the exception of onc burial 
which appeared to pre-date the church . A number of 
shallow, truncated features contained Early Saxon 
ponery. Other finds included a medieval Gennan jenon 
from the 16th century and a large loom or thatch weight. 
Recording also took place when a previously blocked 
doorway on the northern side of the church was 
unblocked. A wooden door of possible 13th-century 
origin was found. 
Taleyna Fletcher 
DERBYS HIR E 
Melbourne, Scallywags Nurse~, Castle Lane 
(SK 389 253) 
K. Murphy of Archaeological Project SClvices carried 
out a watching brief, for Scallywags Nursery, during 
groundwork immediately north of the remains of 
medieval Melboume Castle. However, on ly undated 
levelling deposits were revealed. 
Jennifer Kitch 
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Sawley-Long [aton, river (rent left bank flood 
alleviation scheme (SK 471 315) 
On behalf of the Environment Agency and Black and 
Veatch Ltd, Archaeological Project Scrvices and Trent & 
Peak Archaeological Unit Archaeological jointly carried 
out an evaluation in advance of proposals to improve the 
River Trent flood defences. These investi gations 
extended from Sawley in Derbyshirc to Colwick on the 
east side of Nottingham. In the grounds of the 
Harrington Anns public house at Sawley an alignment of 
postholes, perhaps from a fence, yielded CiSlercian ware 
pottery of I 5th• 16th century date. Remains of a brick 
building of probable Georgian date were revealed and 
two inter-culting b'llllies containing 19th_20th century 
pottery and glass were also identified. medieval and 
early post-medieval pottery was also recovered at this 
location . Nearby, a trench examined ridge and furrow 
earth works of probable medieval date and recovered a 
small amount of .late medieval and post-medieval 
pottery. 
Thomas Bradley-Lovekin, Archaeological Project 
Services, and David Walker, Trent & Peak 
Archaeological Unit 
GLOUCESTE RSHI RE 
Lcchlade, Pigeo Close, Burford Street (SU 2136 
9965) 
Jo Pine for Thames Valley Arehaeological Services: 
Evaluation trenching established that deposits daling 
from the 13th century (and later) survived on the site. 
Although the earlier fea tures are truncated to a degree, 
they arc still well-de fined and reasonably well 
preserved. Pits, post holes and probably ditches were 
present, with a modest col!ection of medieval and early 
post-medieval pottery and animal bone. Medieval 
pottcry deposition seems to have been more or less 
continuous from the 13th century onwards with a range 
of fabrics present. 
HAM PSHI RE 
Petersfield, 6 St Peter 's Road (SU 7472 2319) 
Danielle Milbank for Thames Valley Archaeological 
Services opened three evaluation trenches. The only 
feature of interest was a shallow scoop (or base of a pit) 
containing a single sherd of a Laverstock type jug ( 13th 
century). 
Old Basing, 14-16 Mil kingpen Lane (SU 6675 5302) 
Jcnnifer Lowe and Sean Wallis maintained a watching 
brief for Thames Valley Archaeological Services during 
new construction works. A number of features dating 
from the 131h century were recorded, including pits, 
ditches and a tile-built structure set into a 2.8m square, 
O.35m deep cut. It extended to only five courses of flat-
laid tiles and does not appear cver to have been deeper 
nor to have been floored. A single course of bricks 
subdivided the interior into two unequal halves. Its 
function is enigmatic. perhaps a small sub-floor storage 
space. Over two hundred sherds of pottery (Newbury A 
and Bentley wares predominant) suggest a 13lh'century 
date for the bulk of the fea tures. including the ti le 
structure. 
HERTfORDSHIRE 
Ware, Tesco Service Yard, West Street (TL 3578 
1442) 
Stephen Hammond maintained a watching brief for 
Thames Vallcy Archaeological Services on the extension 
of a service yard area, and revealed only post-medieval 
and modem features and disturbance. A handful of 
medieval pottery was all unstratificd. 
HUMBE RSIDE - NO RTH EAST 
LINCOLNSHIRE UA 
Brigsley, Church La ne (TA 2547 0172) 
Development groundwork in the historic core of 
Brigsley was monitored by B. Martin of Archaeological 
Project Services for Jonathon Hendry Architects. The 
investigation revealed several pits and ditches dated to 
the Middle Saxon period and containing Ipswich-type 
ware and Maxey ware, these ceramics indicating the 
proximity of relatively high status settlement of the 
period. A medieval pit was also revealed, together with 
two further pits Ihat, although undated, may also be 
medieval. 
Jennifer Kitch 
LEICESTERSHIRE 
Barrow upon Soa r, Catsick Hill (SK 5740 1838) 
Archaeological excavation was carried out by Danny 
McArec of Northamptonshire Archaeology on 14ha of 
land off Cotes Road, on behalf of David Wilson Homes 
Ltd (East Midlands) and Miller Homes Lld (East 
Midlands). There was survival of medieval ridge and 
furrow cultivation across the fields. The substantial part 
of the excavation comprised the recording of the 
limekilns associated with the lime quarrying and lime 
burning in Barrow since AD 1396. 
Eight clamp kilns up to 2m in diameter were exposed. 
All survived only as subcircular areas of bright 
orange/red burnt or vitrified lime and clay from the base 
of the kilns. Archaeomagnetic analysis from the bases of 
three of these kilns gave the date oflast firing to between 
AD 1490-1510, 15iO-154()"and 1570-1600. 
There were nine 'pye' kilns. These were rectangular, up 
to 5m long and 0.75-lm wide. Each was located within 
a distinctive area of bright orangcfred burnt lime and 
clay surface forming the base of the kiln. 
Archaeomagnetic analysis of samples from four of the 
'pye' kilns gave dates in the ranges AD 1475, 1490, 
1515-1535 and 1540. 
Brick-lined kilns of post-medieval date wcre also 
investigated, and lime burning continued on this site 
until the early 20tll century. 
Barrowden, Tippings Lane (SK 9473 0012) 
A watching brief, by staff of Archaeological Project 
Services for Mr R. Jones, was undertaken in the historic 
vi llage core, close to known medieval remains. A 
medieval pit containing numerous dog bones, probably 
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an animal burial, was revealed. This was sealed beneath 
dumped deposits of probable late medieval or early post-
medieval date that had been laid down to ereate a terracc 
on the natural slope. Cut into these terrace deposits was 
an undated but probably post-medieval pit. Overlyin~ 
this pit were subsoil and topsoil deposits of 18th_20tfi 
century date. 
Gary l aylor 
Bellon, Bellon Baptist Church (SK 4455 2042) 
On behalf of the Baptist Union, Archaeological Project 
Services carried out recording of all the graveyard 
memorials at the Baptist Church, founded in 1815. Over 
a hundred memorials were recorded, ranging in date 
between 1877 and 2005. 
lennifer Kitch 
Bisbrooke, Village Farm (SP 8856 9955) 
Proposals for redevelopment in the centre of Bisbrooke 
were examined by a programme of desk-based study and 
building survey by stafT of Archaeological Projcct 
Services for C. T. Breakspeare Chartered Architect. The 
desk-based research indicated that the site was in the 
medieval core of the village and in proximity to 
prehistoric remains. Place-name evidcnce indicated 
there was a brick or tile kiln at the site, and a rabbit 
warren adjacent, no later than the 18th century. Building 
survey revealed an 18th century stone-built threshing 
barn incorporatcd into 19t1l century and later fann 
structures. Three sides of the barn survived and there 
was evidence it had been shortened in the 19t1l century 
and the opposed threshing doors substantially infi lled. 
Katie Murphy 
Eato n, SI. Denys' Church (SK 7975 2910) 
Excavations of drains at the medieval church were 
monitored for Eaton PCC by M. Nugent of 
Archaeological Project Services. A graveyard soil, 
probably in fonnation since about the 13th century, was 
revealed. 
Paul Cope-faulkncr 
Edith Weston, Weston Road (SK 924 054) 
Staff of Archaeological Project Services carried out a 
watching brief, for the James Richardson Design 
Consultancy and Mr & Mrs Makey, during development 
at the western edge of Edith Weston and near to previous 
discoveries of Roman burials. However, no 
archaeological remains were revealed. 
Paul Copc-Faulkner 
Empingham, Beckworth Grove (SK 951089) 
On behalf of Westleigh Developments, staff of 
Archaeological Project Services carried out a watching 
brief on the northern edge of the village, but no 
archaeological remains were revealed. 
Mark Peachey 
Empingham, Loves Lane (SK 9526 0881) 
A watcning brief, by B. Martin of Archaeological Project 
Serviccs for A. & J. Nelson Fanning, was undertaken in 
the historic core of the vi llage and near to previous 
di scoveries of medieval remains. However, no 
archaeological remains were revealed. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Essendine, Bourne Road (TF 0474 1267) 
Dcvelopment elose to the historic core of Essendine was 
monitored by staff of Archaeological Project Services 
for Mr & Mrs Delve. A pit was revealed beneath the 
subsoi l and although undatcd is probably ancient. 
Artefacts of 19th_20th century date were recovered. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Garthorpe. SI. Mary's Church (SK 832 209) 
Service trcnches at the 13th century church were 
monitored by Archaeological Project Serviccs for Tim 
Radcliffe Associates and the Churches Conservation 
Trust. The foundations for the medieval church tower 
wcrc revealed, togcther with the graveyard soil. 
Michael Wood 
Great Dalby, Nether End (SK 7459 1449) 
On behalf of Polebrook Estates Ltd, staff of 
Archaeological Project Services carried out a watching 
brief and building rccording within thc medieval core of 
the village. No archaeological remains were identified 
during the watching brief. The building recording 
established that the surveyed structures were stables. 
Remnants of a probable 18tll century ironstone barn had 
been substantiall y refurbished with brick in the 19th 
century. Further stabling in brick was also added in the 
19th century. 
Paul Copc-Faulkncr 
Harby, Walsons Lane (SK 7455 3 105) 
Although close to medieval remains, a watching briefby 
Archaeological Project Services for A. M. Geeson 
(Sudden;) Ltd did not reveal any archaeological 
remains. 
Paul Copc-Faulkner 
Ketton, Bull Lane (SK 9820 0466) 
R. Hall of Archaeological Project Services carried out a 
watching brief and building recording, for Boss Stone 
Masonry Ltd, during development close to Ihe medieval 
hcart of Ketton. The site is occupied by a li sted late 17th 
to early 18th century cottage. The watching brief did not 
reveal any archaeological remains. However, the 
building survey provided a record of the 17111 _18 th 
century building and showed il to comprise three 
principal phases, the laller two both of the 19th century. 
The original mullioned windows survived in the lower 
front elevation and blocked doors and windows wcrc 
also recorded. 
Paul Copc-Faulkner 
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Ketton, The Green (SK 9794 0437) 
Construction close to the medieval core of Kellon was 
monitored for the Richard Oakley Partnership by B. 
Martin of Archaeological Project Scrviees. Howcver, the 
only remains revealcd were of 19th_20th century date and 
included a posthole, wall and drainage culvert. Artefacts 
of 18th_20th century date were retrieved. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Loughborough, Dishley Mill, Derby Road (S K 5 166 
2104) 
An evaluation, supervised by M. Peachey of 
Archaeological Project Services for Mr R. Morley, was 
undertakcn at the post-medieval milt which might be on 
the site of a medieval mill. A fo~nner watercourse, the 
Black Brook, was revealed. This was reeordcd on the 
1886 OS map but is thought to have been ducted through 
a culvert in the 1970s. 
Paul Copc-Faulkner 
Market Overton, Main Street (SK 8893 1624) 
Development at the southern edge of Market Overton 
and near to previous discoveries of Roman remains was 
the subject of a watching brief, carried out by B. Martin 
of Archaeological Project Services for Boss Stone 
Masonry Ltd. However, no archaeological remains were 
identified. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Melton Mowbray, Leicester Road (SK 743 189) 
Development on the west side of Melton Mowbray and 
near to previous discoveries of prehistoric and later 
remains was the subject of a watching brief, carried out 
by Archaeological Proj ect Services for Barratt East 
Midlands. An undated quarry or ditch terminus was 
revealed and a small collection of medieval and later 
artefacts was recovered. 
Tobin Rayner 
Oakham, Knight 's Yard, Gaol Street (SK 8596 0870) 
T. Bradley-Lovekin of Archaeological Project Services 
carried out a watching brief for Rutland Planning, during 
development on the southern edge of the historic core of 
Oakham. Two medieval pits containing pottery of mid 
12th century date were rcvealed. Addi tionally, a ditch 
and pit, both of post-medieval date, were identified and 
contai ned slag and iron objects indicating a smithy in the 
arca. 
Gary Taylor 
Owston, Main Street (SK 7765 0777) 
On behalf of Ciive Breakspearc Chartered Architect, 
staff of Archaeological Project Services carried out an 
evaluation in the historic core of Owston. Drainage and 
boundary ditches of post-medieval date were revealed, 
together with spreads of demolition rubble from a 
fonner cottage that was located al the street frontage. 
Pottery of 17th_18th century date was recovered from the 
demolition debris, together with a single redeposited 
medieval sherd. 
Gary Taylor 
Sapcote, Rear of Methodist C hurch, Leicester Road 
(SP 490 933) 
Trial trenching and observation on a site within the 
medieval village in May-June 2006 on behalf of The 
Breson Partnership Lld revealed single fragments of 
Roman pottery and tile. Medieval features recorded 
included postholes and a small ditch overlaid by a rubble 
yard surface containing 12th/13th-century pottery. To the 
east a larger boundary ditch contained 13thJI4tlLcentury 
pottery, as did the layer over the surface. 
In June 2006 observation of groundworks for extensions 
to the Methodist Church to the north, on behalf of 
Sapcote Methodist Church Counci l, revealed a large 
ditch, probably the continuation of the boundary 
recorded to the south. Brick foundations of the east wall 
of the earlier, 19th-century Methodist Chapel were also 
recorded. 
Caroline Rann and Catherine Coutts, 
Warwickshire Museum 
Waltoo 00 the Wolds, Rose Villa Farm (SK 5945 
1975) 
On beha l f of Mr J. Bacon, M. Wood of Archaeological 
Project Services carried out a watching brief in the 
medieval core of the village. A single pit containing a 
dog burial and a quantity of pottery of 17th_19th century 
date was revealed. 
Victoria Melior 
Wymondham, Spring Farm, Spring Lane (SK 849 
186) 
Building recording and a watching brief were 
undertaken by Archaeological Proj ect Services for Mr P. 
Mitehel l. The site is at the southwestern edge of the 
vi llage in an area of earthworks of the shrunken 
settlement, and close to a Roman villa. Monitoring of 
devclopment revealed an ironstone wall and adjacent 
mortar spread, perhaps a floor, though these were 
undated. Building recording of two barns revealed them 
to comprise two major phases of construction, the earlier 
being a former threshing bam perhaps of 18th century 
origin. The second barn, perhaps added in the mid 19th 
century, may have been a stable or for storage but had 
been extensively altered, removing any fixtures or 
fittings indicative of its original use. 
RaehacJ Hall ' 
LI NCOLNS HIRE 
Addlethorpe, Northern Bypass (TF 533 686 - TF 555 
694) 
Construction of a bypass through an area of prehistoric 
and later remains near the east coast of Lincolnshire was 
accompan ied by archaeological investigations, 
supervised by F. Walker of Archaeological Project 
Services fo r the Highways and Planning Directorate of 
Lincolnshire County Council. Ditches and pits of 
medieval dale were revealed some distance to the west 
of Addlethorpe. Although some of the ditches may be 
field boundaries, pottery of 13th_15 th centuries occurred 
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fairly abundantly and probably signi fies the fonne r 
location of a subsidiary sett lement. Post-medieval 
ditches were identified in the same area while ridge and 
furrow earthworks of the medieval field system were 
recorded directly north of Addlethorpe. Iron Age and 
Roman remains were also revealed. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Boston, Red Lion Street (TF 3279 4434) 
P. Cope-FauLkner of Archaeological Project Services 
supervised an evaluation close to the historic core of 
Boston for Gifford on behalf of Texas Group plc. 
Medieval dumped deposits, probably located in the rear 
yards of properties fronting nearby Bargate, were 
revealed, together with a mortar floor of a building. In 
the early post-medieval period the area appears to have 
been marshy, with evidence of dumping and garden soil 
formation. Extensive dumping occurred across the site 
in the later post-medieval period, preparatory to 
construction of various buildings including non-
conformist chapels. A small amount of medieval, 13th_ 
151h century, was recovered though much of the large 
artefact assemblage was dated to the 18th_19th centuries. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Bourne, Eastgate (TF 1021 1985) 
Although in an area of Roman and medieval remains at 
Boume, no archaeological evidence was revealed in a 
watching brief by Archaeological Project Services for 
Copland Bui lding Contractors. 
Mark Peaehey 
Bourne, South Road (TF 1037 1904) 
Development to the south of Bourne and in an area of 
known Roman remains was monitored for F. E. Peacock 
Construction Lld by Archaeological Project Services. A 
quantity of locally-made medieval and early post-
medieval pottery was recovered and a post-medieval 
gravel pit was identified. Roman remains were also 
recorded. 
Mark Peaehey 
Bourne, Spalding Road (TF 10372005) 
A watching brief, by Archaeological Project Services for 
Persimmon Homes (East Midlands) Ltd, was undertaken 
near to previous discoveries of Roman and later remains. 
A medieval pit, probably originally a quarry, was 
backfilled with a substantial amount of locally-made 
12th_14th century pottery, including wasters. The 
ceramie assemblage indicates pottery making in close 
proximity to the site during the medieval period. 
Thomas Bradley- Lovekin 
Crowland, West Street(TF 238210 19) 
Development in the centre of Crow land was monitored 
by C. Moulis of Archaeological Project Services for 
Miss Jinks and Mr Wright. A quantity of Late Saxon 
ceramics indicate activity of this date in the proximity of 
the site and occupation of the investigation area in the 
13th. 14th cenlUries was recognised. Numerous floor 
surfaces and a stone hearth base suggest a building of 
Ihis period at the site and fragments of masonry were 
recovered. though the walls of the structure were not 
present in the invcstigated area. Fewer remains of 15th_ 
16th century date were revealed, perhaps indicating that 
occupation was relocated or that the site was 
subsequently truncated. Walls of post-medieval 
buildings that can be correlated wi th strueturcs depictcd 
on early maps of the village were also exposed. In 
addition to a large quantity of pottery artefacts of other 
matcrials, including a bone knife handle and skate, both 
probably medieval, were retrieved. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Fleet, l1 a l1gate (TF 3894 2360) 
An evaluation, supervised by M. Peachey of 
Archaeological Project Services for H. Waltham & Co., 
was undertaken in an area of Saxon and later remains. A 
roadside ditch. backfillcd in the post-medieval period 
but probably medieval in origin, was encountered. 
Several pits, mostly modem but one of 15th_17th century 
date, were also revealed. Artcfacts of lom century and 
later date were plentiful. 
Mark Peachey 
Gedney, Lowgate (TF 4106 245 1) 
Archaeological Project Services undertook a watching 
brief close to a medieval chapel si te for Keni 
Developments Ltd. A wall and demolition deposit, both 
undated but probably post-medieval were revea led but 
no artefacts were retrieved. 
Paul Cope-FauUmer 
Grantham, Welham Street (SK 9 17 358) 
Land close to the centre of Gmntham and in an area of 
previous discoveries of medicval and later remains was 
the subject of an evaluation, supervised by M. Wood of 
Archaeological Project Services for Intcrkonsult and 
South Kcsteven District Council. Early modem dumpcd 
and levelling dcposits occurred extensively. However, 
beneath these was a metalled yard surface of 14th_15th 
century datc, upon which was a dump of bone waste that 
may rcpresent a butchery or tannery in the vicin ity. 
Michael Wood 
Haydor. Oasby, Mill Lan e (TF 0030 3889) 
On behalf of Anglian Water Scrvices Ltd, M. Peacheyof 
Archaeological Project Services superv ised an 
evaluation at the southern edge of Oasby hamlet and 
near to known prehistoric remains. Ditches containing 
pottery of Early-M iddle Saxon datc were revealed, 
together with undated postholes and small quarry pits. 
Prehistoric remains werc also identified. 
Mark Peachey 
7 1 
Horbling, 8 i11ingborough Road (TF 117635 12) 
An evaluation, supervised by T. Bradley·Lovekin of 
Archaeological Project Services on behalf of Broadgate 
Homcs Ltd, was undertakcn on land adjacent 10 previous 
discoveries of Late Saxon and medieval remains. Pits 
and ditches of both Latc Saxon and medieval date were 
revealed and other similar features were probably 
broadly of these phases. though lacked dating evidence. 
Several post-medieval pits that contained slag and 
hearth lining associated with iron smithing wcre also 
encountered. The compamtively small assemblage of 
Late Saxon and medieval material, and its poor 
condition, suggests the features relate to agricultural 
activity in proximity to sett lement, rather than actual 
occupation. 
Thomas Bradley-Lovekin 
Kirton. Wash Road (TF 3090 3780) 
Investigations revealed extensive Late Saxon to post-
medieval archaeological remai ns. The Late Saxon 
period is characterized by possible smithing activity and 
potentially, relting. The later medieval evidence may 
includc a moat and other ditches associated with the 
manor of Bozon Hall and the castern limit of the 
settlement of Kirton. 
Rob Atkins and Mo Muldowney 
Old Leake, C hurch Road (TF 4060 5042) 
Development in an area where medieval and later 
remains had previously been identified was monitorcd 
by Archaeological Project Services for KMB and The 
Gi les School. A Late Saxon pit that contained fired clay 
and pottery of the period was revealed. This truncated 
another pit that was largely fi lled with mussel shells that 
although undated is unlikely to be significantly earlier 
than the Latc Saxon feature. 
Mark Peachey 
Old Leake, The C ites Sc hool (TF 4078 50 10) 
Development in an area where medieval and later 
remains had previously becn identified was monitored 
by Archaeological Project Scrvices for KMB and Thc 
Gi les School. A Late Saxon pit that contained fircd clay 
and pottery of the perio<l was revcaled. Thi s truncated 
another pi t that was largely fill ed with mussel shells that 
although undated is unlikely to be significantly earl ier 
than the Late Saxon featu re. 
Mark Peachey 
Sleaford, 1I0ldingh am, Li ncoln Road (TF 0595 4730) 
On behalf of NCHA Ltd, P. Cope-Fau lkner of 
Archaeological Projcct Serv ices supervised an 
evaluation alongside known Saxon settlement remains at 
Holdingham. Pits, postholes, gullies and ditches of 5th_ 
8th century date expand the area of known Saxon 
settlement eastward. Concentrations of domestic refuse 
were noted on the east side of the investigation area 
where structural remains were encountercd. These 
included rectangular and circular post-built structures. 
Envi ronmenta l evidence indicated that the Saxon 
senlement was indicated in an area of open grassland 
with wheat, barley and oats grown. Pastoral fanning 
concentrated on sheep and cattle, though pig, horse, 
goose, duck and fish were also consumed. Iron smithing 
was undertaken at the site while annular loomweights 
indicate the weaving of cloth and quems signity food 
processing, probably domestic. Variations in artefact 
distributions suggest some relocation of settlement 
between the Early and Middle Saxon periods, while 
abandonment of the area occurred by the Late Saxon 
period. Reoccupation happened in the 12th century when 
a medieval stone building, perhaps a watennill, was 
located alongside Holdingham Beck. Near to this 
building were two quarry pits. also medieval in date. 
Otherwise. activity of medieval and post-medieval date 
was scarce. A small quantity of prehistoric and Roman 
artefacts were recovered as well. 
Pau l Cope-Faulkner 
Sleaford, Navigation Yard, Carre Street (TF 0693 
4577) 
A borehole survey was undertaken close to the historic 
core of Sleaford by M. Peachey of Archaeological 
Project Services for Westleigh Developments. Most of 
the boreholes revealed post-medieval deposits probably 
assoc iated with the establishment of the Navigation Yard 
complex in the 18th_19th centuries. However, close to the 
street frontage were earlier deposits that yielded 
artefacts of Middle Saxon and medieval date. 
Mark Peachey 
Sleaford, St. Giles Aven ue (TF 0772 4592) 
Land in an area of known Iron Age and Roman remains 
and directly south of the site of medieval SI. Giles' 
church was the subject of an evaluation, supervised by 
M. Wood of Archaeological Project Services for 
Westleigh Developments. SI. Giles', previously All 
Saints, church was probably a Late Saxon foundation 
and went out of use in the 16th century and the site lost 
until it was rc-identified during archaeological 
investigations in the 1960s. Burials within the medieval 
graveyard were revealed, the graves laid out in east-west 
rows. A foundation wall of medieval date was also 
exposed and probably relates to the church, perhaps a 
parsonage. A small quantity of medieval artefacts was 
recovered. Roman remains were also identified. 
Michael Wood 
Spalding, Wygate Park (TF 2400 2320) 
An excavation, supervised by K. Murphy of 
Archaeological Project Services, was undertaken on 
behalf of AlIison Homes plc in an area were previous 
investigations had suggested remains suggestive of 
medieval settlement. A series of ditches, gullies and 
dylings, or predominantly medicval date, was recorded 
but represents agricultural land use rather than 
settlement. 
Katie Murphy 
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Sutterton, St. Mary the Blessed Virgin Church (TF 
285 355) 
Drainage works at the Nonnan and latcr church were 
monitored on behalf of the PCC by Archaeological 
Project Services. Beneath the medieval church 
foundations were make-up deposits, while there was 
evidence that the churchyard had been landscaped in the 
post-medieval period. resulting in disturbance of earlier 
burials. 
Gary Taylor 
Tallington, Red House Paddock (TF 0938 0803) 
Development where earlier investigations had revealed 
remains of Late Saxon and medieval settlement was the 
subject of a watching brief, carried out by 
Archaeological Project Services for Hereward Homes 
Ltd. Further ditches and pits containing Late Saxon, 
medieval and post-medieval ceramics and clearly part of 
the occupation zone previously recognised were 
investigated. 
Michael Wood 
Whaplode, St. Mary's C hu rc h (TF 3235 2401) 
On behalf of the pee, staff of Archaeological Project 
Services carried out a watching brief at the 12th century 
church. The lower levels of the wal ls of the 14th century 
porch were revealed and therc was a substantial make-up 
deposit associatcd with a 17th century rcstoration of the 
church. Stone coffin lids of medicval datc, onc carved 
with a floriate cross, were found, together with pottery 
and glazed floor tiles, some of them decorated. 
Gary Taylor 
Woodhall Spa, Witham Road (TF 1785 6215) 
T. Bradley-Lovekin of Archacological Project Services 
supervised an evaluation, for Mr O. Sheiton, close to 
prehistoric remains and medieval Kirkstcad Abbey. Pits 
and a ditch of early post-medieval date were revealed 
and contained wasters of locally-made 16th_17th century 
pottery, implying the proximity of a kiln. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
NORFOLK 
Beeston St Andrew (TG 255 140) 
This vcry small parish has all the appearance of 
desertion and yet remains as a distinct entity. A 
field walking survey has been completed with negligible 
results. Three widely-dispersed areas of medieva l 
activity were found, one of them mainly from slight 
documentary evidence, and all of them close to parish 
boundaries. One, close to the fornler church site, yielded 
a few sherds of probable Ipswich Ware and Thetford-
type Ware. A faint scatter of Romano-British sherds in 
the north of thc parish suggests a site beyond the 
boundary but it may aCCOUR[ for the presence of four 
scatters of iron smelting slag, one of them very large. 
The post-medieval pattern of finds is completely 
confused by large quantities of 'night soil' from 
Norwich. 
Domesday entries indicate communities within the 
parish but linked to manors in neighbouring villages, 
probably explai ning the peripheral clusters. With 27 tax· 
payers in 1327 and 23 in 1332, Beeston appears to have 
held its own; 28 people were listed in 1379, 22 of them 
paying the Poll Tax. A large decline in taxation allowed 
in 1449 and few listed as paying in 1524/25 suggest late 
medieval decline. In 1543 the churches of Beeston and 
Sprowston were united on the grounds of insufficient 
population 10 warrant both. In the early 16th century the 
Corbet fami ly became lords and it is possible that this 
saw the building of the first hall in a central position. A 
map of 1722 (Norfolk Record Office BR 2761110523) 
shows an early version of the park, later expanded in the 
19th century. It may enshrine earlier features; field 
names nearby point 10 the possible existence of a rabbit 
warren. 
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King's lynn to Wisbech (TF 455 137 - TF 723 164) 
R. Hall of Archaeological Project Services supervised a 
programme of fieldwalking, for Capita Symonds and 
Groundwork Archaeology Ltd on behalf of National 
Grid, Previous investigations in the vicinity had 
idcntified remains of Romano·British and later date. 
Artefacts of prehistoric, medieval, post·medieval and 
recent date were recovered. Apart from clustering of 
post.medieval ilems adjacent to farms , most of the 
material is suggestive of casual loss or manuring 
scaHers, 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
Norwich, Nos 21-23 St Benedict 's Street 
(TG 2271 0877) 
A sequence of archaeological deposits up to 2m thick 
was recorded. Although no in situ evidence of Late 
Saxon occupation was found, there were several residual 
sherds of Thetford and St Neots pottery. Medieval 
activi ty dates predominantly to the 13th to I 4th centuries; 
no clear structural remains were identified although a 
number of pits cut into the natural chalk, the largest of 
which might have been a cellar. Initial levelling of the 
site probably occurred towards the end of this period 
when the pits were infilled and thick layers containing 
domestic rubbish were dumped. 
Fairly level ground appears to have been achieved by the 
I 5th century, probably in preparation for the construction 
of sevcral frontage buildings, represented by chalk 
and/or fli nt rubble foundations, some with associated 
fl oors and surfaces. Dating of the walls is not certain, 
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although they are likely to be 151h or 16th cenlury, and 
are reminiscent of similar structures excavated nearby at 
Pottergate. A number of probably contemporary pils and 
garden soils were identified to the rear, sealed beneath a 
c .l ,5m·deep sequence of post-medieval yard surfaces, 
pits and garden soils. A notable discovery is a possible 
15th. or 16th. century undercroft identified in the south· 
east corncr of the site. Metalwork includes six 16Th_ to 
17th-century cloth seals, providing additional data for 
this important aspect of the city's association with the 
cloth trade. 
Liz Popescu 
ShouJdham Thorpe, The Hall, Church lane (TF 
66100795) 
Proposed development close to the site of the Norman 
church was the subject of an evaluation, carried out by 
R. Hall of Archaeological Project Services for Jan J M 
Cable on behalf of ·Stow Estate Trust. A ditch, which 
yielded animal bone and a single sherd of I Jlh. 13th 
century pottery, was identified. Although the pottery 
may date the ditch, the location of the feature 
approximately corresponds with a boundary shown on 
the 1 891 Ordnance Survey map of the area. 
Victoria Melior 
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
Corhy, Priors Hall (SP 928 902) 
Following geophysical survey that identified potential 
archaeological features, Archaeological Project Services 
carried out an evaluation in an area of iron smelting 
activity and near to Roman remains. Iron Age and 
Roman were revealed. Additionally, small pits 
containing charcoal were recorded and one of these 
provided a calibrated radiocarbon date of 550·660 AD 
(20-). Remnants of medieval ridge and furrow were also 
noted. 
Rachael Hall 
[)uddington, COllyweston Quarry (SK 9970 0045) 
Archaeological Project Services carried out an 
evaluation, on behalf of Bullimores Sand and Gravel 
Ltd, in an area where prehistoric, Roman and Saxoll 
remains, including evidence of iron smelting, had 
previously been identified. Earlier geophysical survey 
recorded anomalies interpreted as representing localised 
industrial activity at the sitc. Evaluation trenches 
revealed probable clay extraction pits. from which 
industrial waste, particularly roasted iron ore, was 
recovercd. Small quantities of iron smelting slag wcre 
also retrieved. It seems likely that ore preparation was 
the primary activity at the site. No dating evidence was 
obtained but the industrial activity is likely to be no later 
than the medieval period. 
Victoria Melior 
Silverstone, The Church of SI Michael and All 
Angels, (SP 66800 44200) 
Two Test Pits (each 1.5 x 1.5m) were hand-excavated at 
locations within the footprint of a proposed extension of 
the church rooms into the existing churchyard. The 
upper 25-35cm of both test pits proved to of recent date. 
Evidence of burials of uncertain date was recognised in 
both test pits. A stone yard, drive or floor was identi tied 
occupying most of the area of Test Pit I. The remains of 
a badly robbed wall(s)s were revealed in Test Pit 2. This 
feature had also been disturbed by several graves but 
still occupied a substantial portion of the Test Pit. 
Neither the function nor the date of the stone features 
could be detennined within the confines of the Test Pits. 
Work was therefore suspended, with the agreement of 
the Diocesan Archaeological Advisor, without 
disturbing the remains any further. The artefacts are 
mainly of quite modem date but several medieval and 
late 17th_18th century potsherds were also recovered. 
Stanion,3 Corby Road (SP 91 42 8697) 
Archaeological trial excavation was carried out by Anne 
Foard-Colby of Northamptonshire Archaeology on 
0.03ha of land al 3 Corby Road, Stanion. The trenches 
revealed evidence of medieval occupation in the form of 
shallow pits, gull ies and postholes. A small quantity of 
pottery suggests a 13th century date for the majority of 
fcatures. There was no evidence that this area had been 
involved with the medieval pottery manufacturing 
industry of Slanion, although the identified workshop 
and kiln plots lay immediately to the north. 
Su lhy, former Sulby Hall (S P 6597 8167) 
Following the finding of a human skull cast up from a 
badger sell in a copse at Sulby that covers the site of 
Sulby Hall, demolished in 1948, the police forensic team 
visited the site and recorded and collected further human 
remains, which were scattered on the ground in the 
vicinity of a large badger sell. Scattered stone in the 
same area is presumably rubble from the levelled hall. 
The bones were submitted to Andy Chapman, of 
Northamptonshire Archaeology, for identification. It is 
possible that they may have come from a chapel and 
cemetery contemporary with the deserted medieval 
village that lies only some 200m'to the west. There is a 
documented parish church at Sulby, dedicated to St. 
Botolph, and it is recorded that the nave had fallen down 
long before 145r, but the location of the church is 
unknown. 
Thorpe WaterviJIe, Thorpe Castle House (TL 0220 
8 141) 
A watching brief was carried oul by Anne Foard-Colby 
of Nonhamptonshire Archaeology during the digging of 
a hole for a new septic tank within the grounds of the 
house occupying the moaled cnclosurc. A series of 
laycrs were observed which may have derived from the 
silting and infilling of part of the southern ann of the 
moat. Artefacts recovered from the layers include a 
sherd of medieval pottery, a glazed medieval roof tile 
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and floor tile and a fragment of worked stone. Post-
medicval window glass and stone roof tiles were also 
recovered. A 16th-century copper a lloy jeuon was 
recovered from the topsoil. 
Thurning, C hurch of SI James the G reat (TL 08575 
82600) 
A Watching Brief was carried out during the excavation 
of drainage trenches and a soakaway. No pre- 19Ih_ 
century deposits were observed. 
Warkton, 5-6 Pipe Lane (SP 891 799) 
An archaeological watching brief was undertaken by 
David LeiSh of Northamptonshire Archaeology, on 
behalf of Simons Development Ltd through Under 
Construction Archaeology, during the construct ion of a 
new driveway and parking bays on land at 5-6 Pipe 
Lane, Warkton. Walls and floor surfaces belonging 10 a 
fonner medieval house fronting onto the lane were 
revealed. The pottery assemblage indicates that 
occupation in this area dates back to the 12th century, 
and the cottage would have been occupied in the 13th 
and 14th centuries, before being abandoned and levelled. 
This particular plot has never subsequentl y been 
reoccupied. 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
Attenborough, Trent Left Bank Flood 
Alleviation Scheme (SK 520344) 
Archaeological evaluation was carried out jointly by 
Archaeological Project Services and Trent and Pcak 
Archaeological Unit for Black & Veatch Ltd on behalf of 
the Environment Agency. The work, in advance of 
proposals to improve the River Trent flood defences, 
extended from Sawley in Derbyshire to Colwick on the 
cast side of Nottingham. No, or onl y modem, 
archaeological deposits were revealed at most of the 
investigation locations. However, at Auenborough, 
trenches were located within the scheduled area 
associated with a series of medicval fishponds and near 
to the medieval parish church. Here, dumped deposits 
possibly associated with the creation of the fishponds 
were revealed, together with a very large cut feature, 
over 13m long and lm deep. This may be another, 
though back filled, fishpond and yielded 12th century 
pottery. Several small pits also of medieval date were 
identified and a ditch containing a quantity of 
indetenn inate Iron Age or Early Saxon pottery was 
revealed. Post-medieval remains were also identified. 
Thomas Bradlcy-Lovekin, Archaeologica l Project 
Services and David Walker, Trent and Peak 
Archaeological Unit 
Beeston, Nether Street (SK 53 15 3668) 
An archaeological watching brief during groundworks 
was carried out by staff of Archaeologica l Project 
Services for Wynbrook Homes in the historic core of 
Beeston. However, only a series of natural and modem 
deposi ts was revealed. 
Mark Peaehey 
Bingham, Long Acre (SK 5315 3668) 
Land in the med icval core of Bingham was the subject 
of arehacologieal investigations, undertaken for 
Wynbrook Homcs by Archacologieal Projcct Scrviccs. A 
12th_13th ccntury pit containing pottcry of this datc was 
revealed and a ditched enelosure, perhaps for stock 
control, and dated to the 14th_15 th centuries was 
identified. Post-medieval pits, postholcs and a gully, 
perhaps associated with horticulture, were also recordcd. 
Extensive Iron Age and Roman remains were also 
exposed. 
Tobin Rayner 
Radcliffe-on-Trent, Manor Court, Wharf Lane (SK 
6442 3933) 
Staff of Archaeological Project Services carried out a 
watching brief in the grounds of the 17th century Manor 
1·louse for Belleo Developments Ltd. A large, partially 
vertical-side trench was revealed. The function and date 
of this were unelear but it is likely to bc associated with 
the use of the Manor House. Modem remains wcrc lIbo 
recorded. 
Paul Cope-Fau lkner 
Sutton in Ashfield, High PavementJSilk Street (SK 
494 585) 
A watching brief in the historic core of the town was 
carried out by staff of Archaeological Project Serviees 
for Archaeological Services and Consultancy Ltd. An 
undated, perhaps post-medieval, wall was revealed, 
together with extensive remains of the former hosiery 
factory buildings that had previously occupied the sitc. 
Paul Cope-Faulkner 
W~t Stockwith, Main Street (S K 789 948) 
Test pits in the area of a post-medieval flax mill were 
monitored on behalf of the Environment Agency by K. 
Murphy of Archaeologica l Project Services. However, 
only a sequence of dumped deposits, associated with the 
construction of flood defences in 1937, wa,> revealed. 
Andrew Failes 
OXFORDSHIRE 
Bicester, 19 London Road (SP 5860 2220) 
John Moore for John Moore Heritage Services 
conducted an evaluation of this site in May 2005. Two 
trenches, totalling 40 metres in length, were excavated to 
reveal the underlying Oxford Clay gcology at a 
maximum height of 70.llm OD. The archaeological 
depo!>ils identified required a full excavation to take 
place. 
This ex:cavation was conducted in June 2005. Recorded 
were a early agricultural ditches backfilled prior to the 
construction of a fourteenth or fifteenth century 
building, a French drain ofhom cores that ran parallel to 
and behind the building, a second drain covered the 
main entrance to the dwelling. The building had gone 
out of use by the seventeenth century and had collapsed 
by the eighteenth century. Also located were three 
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ditches associated with agriculture or a market garden, 
dating from the fourteenth century onwards. Also 
located were two sherds of residual Romano-British 
pottery. The watching brief of the area cont inued into 
2006 and revealed a well a short distance away probably 
associated with the dwclling. 
Black Bourton, St. Mary's Churchyard (SP 2859 
0421) 
David Gilbert for John Moore Heritage Scrv ices 
conducted an archaeological excavation within the area 
designated for the new cemetery at St. Mary's Church, 
Black Bourton. Black Bourton is mentioned in the 
Domesday Survey of 1086 indicati ng that it was well 
cstablished by this period. An archaeological evaluation 
in 2002 located an Anglo-Saxon SWlken-feature building 
that was associated with finds of Ipswich Ware (725-
S50AO). 
The Anglo-Saxon Minstcr of Bampton lies 2 milcs from 
the settlement at Black Bourton. The Minster is first 
mentioned in thc 950s, by which timc it housed a 
religious community venerating the rel ics of Sa int 
Beomwald. The site of Black Bourton would have been 
within the territory of Bampton. 
Four sunken feature buildings werc revealed during the 
excavation. Three rectangular post-built buildings were 
also present. Associated finds from these buildings 
included worked animal bone: pins and a comb, and 
pottery dating to the Early to Middle Saxon period, 
including sherds of Ipswich Warc. The settlement of the 
arca was clearly multi-phased. One of the sunken feature 
buildings had later been truncatcd by the digging of a 
well and to of the post built structures are clearly not 
contemporary with two of the Sunken Feature Buildings. 
The upper fill of the well contained pottery ofa lOth to 
II Ih century date. Pottery of 11 Ih to 121h century date was 
also recovered from the adjacent churchyard to the cast. 
A linear fence-line was also located, a common feature 
on Saxon sites where they fonn internal divisions within 
a settlement. Early to Middle Saxon ponery was 
recovered from the fill of one of its component 
postholes. Two circular post built structures were also 
ex:cavated. Each had an outer circle of post holes with a 
central pit or pits and was associated with Early to 
Middle Saxon pottery. Thcsc have been interpreted as 
early Saxon shrines (J. Blair pers comm.). Ritual activity 
is evident from the 7th century onward at Bampton and 
the early phase of this site may be contemporary. 
Chiselhampton, Chiselhampton House (SP 5955 
9906) 
Gwilym Williams for John Moore Heritage Services 
conducted an excavation of this si te prior to construction 
of a lake. Over a dozen features scattered largcJy on the 
east side of site evidence significant activity dated to the 
late 11th to early 13th century although no evidence was 
recovered for the buildings which might have 
accompanied this. The medieval feat ures consist 
primllrily of pits and a pit group, although part of an 
enclosure and a length of ditch were also found. 
Eynsham, 46 Acre End Street (SP 4318 0933) 
John Moore for John Moore Heritage Services 
conducted an evaluation of this site prior to 
development. The site had been ploughed prior to the 
expansion of Eynsham in the medieval period. The 
ploughing may be of Romano-British date. A ditch, 
probably an internal boundary within a burgage plot, 
was dated to the 141h century. Boundary ditches at the 
rear of the burgage plots weTe found. These had been 
recu\. One may have been deliberately backfilled in the 
17th century. Another one may have been earlier and of 
141h century date. 
Long Wittenh am, High Street, Lammas Eyot (SU 
54339361) 
David Gi lbert and lan Travers for John Moore Heritage 
Services conducted a watching brief during the ground 
work for a new dwelling and garage on land south of 
Lammas Eyot, High Street, Long Wittenham. The 
invest igation revealed severa l Early-Middle Saxon 
boundaries ditches and evidence of Late Medieval 
activity. A great deal of the site had been subjected to 
modem disturbance and many horticultural features 
were revealed during the monitoring. 
Wallingford, 24 Castle Street. (SU60765 89795) 
Stephen Hamrnond for Thames Valley Archaeological 
Services maintained a watching brief during house 
extension works. A massive north-south ditch observed 
cou ld not be dated securely but must be part of 
Wall ingford Castle's outcr defences in the 13 1h century. 
Finds in the upper fill suggest the ditch may still have 
been at least partly open as latc as the 191h century. A 
single sherd oflatc Saxon or medicval Wallingford warc 
was recovered from a spoil heap. 
Wantage, St. Mary's School, Newbury Street (SU 
39938774) 
Dav id Gi lbert for John Moore Heritage Services 
conducted an evaluation of this site prior to the site 
being sold for development. Eleven trenches, totalling 
139 metres in length, were excavated to reveal the 
underl ying nalural geology or significant archaeological 
features. Numerous linearditf(.hes and postholcs possibly 
associated with timber structures were located, most 
were undated. However some of those to the north of the 
site were dated to the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon period 
while others across the entire site were dated to the Late 
Saxon to Nonnan period. To the south of the site 
excavated features were from the 15th century onwards. 
A second stage of evaluation of this site was later 
conducted. Two trenches, totalling 8 metres in length, 
were excavated. Archaeological features were limited to 
an undated posthole truncated by a later 151h to 16th 
century pit, and a modem garden feature. 
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SOMERSET 
Weston-Super-Marc, West Wick (ST 3716 18) 
Oxford Archaeology undertook a programme of 
archaeological work at West Wick, Weston-Super-Mare 
for CgMs Consulting Ltd on behalf of Persimmon 
Homes South West. The excavation rcvea led extensive 
archaeological remains predominantly consisting of a 
series of ditches probably indicative of a number of 
phases of field systcms and drainage related to a nearby 
settlcment. Pits and an unlined well were located to the 
south of the area. suggesting that the focus of the 
settlement was beyond the south-eastem limit ofthe site. 
Most of the features contained dating evidence which 
appeared to fall broad ly into two periods - early 
medieval (10th_12th century) and post-medieval (16th_ 
191h century). The presence of widely dispersed fired 
clay, similar in fonn to briquetage, may indicate the 
existence of salt production or simi lar small industry in 
the medieval period or may be residual material from the 
Roman period. 
SU RREY 
Guildford, Eastgate Hou se. 225 High Street 
(TQ0008 4969) 
Jo Pine for Thames Val ley Archaeological Services 
excavated a single evaluation trench beh ind the property 
fronting High Street. Below a sequence of post-medieval 
layers and pits, the lowest layers encountered contained 
exclusively 131h_151h century pottery, albeit in small 
quantities. Further medieval deposits are likely 10 have 
survived despite post-medieval and modern 
development on the site. 
Guildford, 192-4 High Street (SU9995 4955) 
Excavation and watching briefs by Jo Pine for Thames 
Valley Archaeological Services recovered a deeply 
stratified sequence of pits from the 131h cent ury 
onwards, on what would have been the periphery of the 
medieval town. There seems to have been less activity 
between the 141h and 16th centuries, and if so, this might 
indicate contraction of the town at this period, but it 
cannot be securely confirmed that the site was 
abandoned, this period might simply not have seen pit-
digging in the same area. Post-medieval activity on the 
site ineluded butchery. A modest collection of around 
1000 sherds of pottery is entirely typical of sites of the 
period. Other finds were few, and phased assemblages 
all small. A full publication report is in preparat ion. 
SUSSEX 
Nonneminslre, A Lost Domesday Village and 
Church 
The location of Nonneminstre is a mystery and it was 
originally thought that it could be Lyminster as it was a 
cell of the Abbey of Almenches in 1086. It is bel ieved 
that the monastery at Lyminster was in fact a nunnery 
(Nunne Minstre) founded by Lulla. The faml south of 
Lyminster's $axon church is said to be on the site of a 
Benedictine nunnery founded in the reign of Athelstan in 
the lOth century AD. It is now thought that 
Nonneminslre was not an alternate name for Lyminster. 
There is no reason for a manor to be recorded twice in 
Domesday Book and the two records differ. Lyminster is 
recorded in the Domesday Book as ' Lolinminstre" and 
described as a manor of 20 hides and that of 
Nonnem instre as a manor of only 15 hides. A church is 
also recorded at both places. In the area between 
Lilllehampton and East Preston is an area of about 1900 
acres or 19 hides omitted from the Domesday Book and 
Nonnem intre is given as a manor of about 1800 acres. 
There is no mention of West Preston, Rustington or 
Poling in the Domesday Book and it is now thought that 
Nonneminstre is probably West Preston. Nonneminstre 
appears to have derived from Nunna and the name was 
known as Nunenminstre in 1711. Nonneminstre is more 
likely to be named from Nunna 's Minstre (Nunn's 
church) morc than a monastery. Nunna was an important 
person in Anglo-Saxon times. There is no trace of th is 
church at West Preston today. 
The church dedicated to St Mary, East Preston is some 
way from the village and this is probably due to the fact 
that it is a shifted medieval village, where it once stood 
in the area around the church, and migrated to its present 
site after desertion by the plague. The footpath, which 
goes eastwards from the church, was once the original 
road to the vi llage. There arc slight irregularities in the 
area near the church, which may represent the siles of 
fonner houses. The oldest pan of the church is the nonh 
doorway, which dates from the early Nonnan period and 
said to come from the church of Nunna. 
It is possible that the vi llage of East Preston had always 
stood in the area it is today and that the church of St 
Mary was at one time West Preston. If this is the case 
then West Preston is possibly a shrunken medieval 
viJ1age, where it was larger in the Middle Ages. St 
Mary's Church is actually in West Preston and it could 
well be standing on the sile of Nunna's Church, the 
Nonneminslre of Domesday. Perhaps excavations will 
be carried out one day inside the church (when it needs 
a re-nooring programme) to discover if there are any 
foundations of Nunna 's church. 
Alex Vincent 
Figure /: Shifted village of East Preston or shrunken village of West Preston. A/ex Vincent 2006. 
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WARWI C KSHIRI<: 
Hillmortoll, Ru gby, rea r of 8 1 High St reet (SP 534 
737) 
Observation of topsoil stripping for a housing 
development on a site within the probable extent of the 
medieval settlement in May 2006 recorded no 
archaeological features but a scatter of 13th.century 
pottery was collected. 
Robcrt Jones, Warwickshire Museum 
Wah'cy, Capstan Lodge Fa rm (SP 449887) 
Observation of earth moving over an area ofO.96ha for a 
new reservoir in May.June 2006 on the south·east edge 
of the probable site of Cops ton Parva DMV revealed no 
archaeological remains (see fig 2). 
Caroline Rann. Warwickshire Museum 
Wolvcy, Capslon Lodge Far m (SP 448 887) 
Fieldwalking in the field south of the faml on the 
probable site of Copston Parva DMV was carried out in 
September 2006 by Warwickshire Museum with the 
Wolvey Local History Socicty as part ofthc community 
archacology project EXlractillg Wanvickshire s Past. 
Documentary researeh and previous ficldwalking by the 
Wolvey group in 1985 and 1991 had identified this as 
the site of the settlement. 
A thin scatter of worked fl int and six sherds of Roman 
pottcry werc collected, but most of the pottery (786 
sherds) dated to the medieval period (Fig ""'). This 
concentrated in the north·west quadrant of the area and 
in pans of the north·east quadrant. Analysis of the 
pottery types and fabrics by Stephanie Ratkai suggested 
occupation on the sitc from possibly thc 12th eentury but 
certa inly from the fi rst half of the 13th century. This 
occupation continued throughout the 14th and 15th·16th 
centuries, a lthough the majority of the sherds dated to 
the 13th century. The pottery found was mostly locally 
produced with a majority of the sherds from cooking 
pots and only a few from bowls and jugs. 
In addition to the pottery, scattcrs of Stockingford Shale 
slate and roof ti le, including ~Iazed ridge tile, were 
col lected in the north·east quadrant oflhe area indicating 
the presence of buildings of some status in the vicinity. 
Pottery from the 17th to the 19th centuries was less well 
f{_"presented and nad no obvious spatial patteming to its 
dis tribution. 
Christ ina Evans. Warwickshire Museum 
WEST MIDLAN DS 
Hcrkswell, Solihull, Moat Far mhouse, Truggist Lane 
(SP 2525 7774) 
Observation of foundation trenches for extensions nonh· 
west of the fannhouse in July 2006 on behalf of Mr and 
Mrs S Emblin recorded three sections across the moat, 
showing it to be 3.7 to 4.4m wide and over 1.3m deep. 
The moat fill contained 17th! 1 8th.century pottery. 
Caroline Rann. Warwickshire Museum 
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WILTSHIRE 
Down Ampncy, Near Latton (SU 090964) 
Scan Wallis for Thames Valley Archaeological Services 
carried out cvaluation trenching ovcr a 54ha area, that 
uncovered just a modest range of features of several 
periods. The medieval fea tures were widely scattered 
across the area and represent ditched field boundaries. 
with no obvious concentration to suggest settlement. 
Finds were sparse, just 23 sherds of pottery dating 10 th is 
period, and no more than five from anyone feature . A pit 
and two post holes contained a small quantity of 
(probably) Saxon wares (only three joining sherds, with 
incised swag or chcvron decoration, from onc post hole 
arc cenainly Saxon). 
YO RKSHIRE 
Bishop Willon, Manor Farm, East Yorkshire (SE 
798549) 
Excavation by MA P Archaeological Consultancy Lld of 
Mallon for Yorvik Homes Ltd preceded the build ing of 8 
houses in 2000. 
Excavllt ion showed periods of occupation interspersed 
with cultivation. A neolith;c scaller of flint waste and a 
broad scraper were followed by a Late Bronze Age 
storage pit and 2 potsherds. 
12/ l3 th century pits, postholes, ditch and gul lies with 
potsherds of that period werc revealed, with remains of 
a later l 41l5th ccntury building with a stone bui lt room 
and an internal pit, the fill of which contained 13/ 14th 
century potsherds and 13/ 16th century brick. 
A 15th century hearth pit (3 x 2m) contained a fine ash 
scatler including charred cereal grains and peas; somc 
grains had sprouted suggesting malting. A nearby spread 
contained burnt daub. possibly from a chimney. Half a 
steep·sided 3 x 2 m pit was excavated. which contained 
over 100 sherds, a 13/1 4th century ridge tile, and bones 
with a preponderance of horse lower leg bones. 
The site then reverted to arable use. 
Bishop Wilton, Manor Farm, East Yorkshirc (SE 
796552) 
In 1993 a field on thc other side oflhe vil lage street was 
surveyed and partly excavated fo r Humberside CC by 
Humberside Archaeological Unit. This revea led a 
crouched burial overlain by remains of a circular timber 
building. Neolithic flint flakes, sherds of Iron Age and 
Romano-Bri tish pottery were found. Padstolles ofa 14th. 
16th century long house were found; the small number of 
stone roofing tiles suggested that they were only used 
round the chimney vcnt. A smaller building had a clay 
lined pit inside for storage of water or other liquid. 
Nearby was a substantial keyho le shaped kiln, probably 
for drying grain, either berore threshing or for brewing. 
~ucod from the 0r<Inance Survey II'Iapping with the 
pemiSlion oftbe Controller of Her Mljesly'. StatiOllC7)' 
OfficeCCIOWZl Copyrigbt. Licence number 100019520 
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Fig 2: Walvey. Wanvickshire. Copston Lodge Farm, Fieldwa/killg (DrawlI by Andy Isham, Warwickshire Museum) 
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SCOTLAND 
Cornhill-on-Tweed (NT 86 113936) 
The village of Comhill is located on the southern banks 
of the River Tweed, a strategic position on the border 
between England and Scotland. Documentary sources 
record that there has been a setllemen! here since at leas! 
1208, the village originally being formed as part of the 
Bishop of Durham's estate of Norhamsh ire. No 
archaeological evidence for the medieval settlement had 
been identified until the summer of 2006 when an 
excavation on the main street revealed remains of a 12th 
_15 th cenrury building. 
The main rectangular stone structure, surviving to five 
courses in height, was identified in the centre of the 
excavation (see photograph). The bui ldi ng was 
constructed from rubble and was approximately 10 m 
long and 5 m wide. The walls appeared to be level at the 
fifth course, which suggests they were designed to 
Figure 3: 12th _ 15th celltury building at Cornhill·on-Tweed 
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support timber-frames or cob walls. The structure 
appeared to be of a single phase. Internally partially 
surviving hearth and floor layers contained 12tb - 15tb 
century pottery fragments and suggested that the 
building was a domestic house. 
Walls of similar construction 10 the main structure were 
identified to the south-east and north-east and may have 
enclosed a yard or garden. Flagstones, cobbles and the 
remains of an outhouse were also recorded, and dated to 
the 12tb - 15th century. 
A number of field boundary or enclosure walls were also 
identified confined to the north-west edge of the 
excavation. Map evidence shows a series of rectangular 
structures were located here, probably farm worker's 
cottages, built along Main Street by the mid 19th 
century. The work was funded by Decimus Limited and 
undertaken by Headland Archaeology. 
Alan Davison (1930-2006) 
All of us in the archaeological and historical circles of 
Norfolk were devastated by the sad news of Alan 
Davison's death in a car crash. We felt for Joan, Andrcw 
and Ruth and the grandchildren. We also realised what a 
gap his going would leave. His quiet guidance to many 
in the field. in his teaching and in his writing and his 
exemplary co-editing of Norfolk Archaeology are things 
we have all come to accept as parts of our establishment. 
Alan was born in Norwich and later his family moved to 
Euslon in Suffo lk, his father was a customs officer and 
his mother laught at the village school. His father came 
from Berwick and the Scottish influence has always 
been a powerful one in his lifc. Af'terThetford Grammar 
School and National Service, he went 10 Fitzwilliam 
College, Cambridge to read geography, specialising in 
hiSlOrical geography in his thi rd year when he married 
Joan who was (mining as a nurse at Addenbrookes. From 
Cambridge hc taught at Bexhill before returning to 
Norfolk to Thorpe Grammar School; there he taught 
geograpby and later became bead of sixth fonn. 
In 1985 Alan took early retirement and began his by then 
real passion for contributing to the understanding of the 
early history of the Norfolk landscape. He steadily 
acquired his well merited reputation for field-walking 
through which he added an enonnous amount of 
infonnation to the archaeological map of the country. 
This took him also to his fascination with dcserted 
medieval vill ages and led him to produce thc standard 
text on his subject in the Poppyland series. His field-
walking led him to use the documentary sources of the 
Norfolk Record Office and of Cambridge Universi ty 
Library in writing up his field work. His repons on this 
work produced a steady flow of articles in Norfolk 
Archaeology and East Anglian Archaeology and notes in 
this report. He worked often at the request of Norfolk 
Landscape Archaeology and his reports are in many of 
the Norfolk volumes. 
Alan's study of Six Deserted Villages in Norfolk, The 
Evolution of Selllement of Three Parishes in South East 
Norfolk, with George and Alayne Fenner, and the 
Earthworks of Norfolk with Brian Cusion are all highly 
regarded. In 2005, together with Trevor Ashwin, he 
edited the acclaimeq new edition of An His/orical Atlas 
of Norfolk. 
Alan taught a variety of courses for Continuing 
Education at the University of East Angl ia and many 
fonner members of these groups, of NARG and later 
NAHRG, had tbeir enthusiasm for fie ld work triggered 
offby his guidance. His enthusiasm will be continued by 
many who worked in the field with him, heard him 
lecture or read the publications which always fo llowed 
the work he had done . 
We will all miss him greatly. 
by Christopher Barringer, with thanks to Andrew 
Davison for additional infonnation. 
Harold Fox (1945-2007) 
Members of the MSRG were shocked and saddened 10 
hear of the death in August 2007 of Harold Fox at the 
age of 62. He an active member of the Medieval Village 
Researeh Group and then of the MSRG for almost three 
decades. He served with great success as president of 
MSRG in 1998·2001. He came from a background in 
historical geography at University College London and 
at the University of Cambridge, a ~tudent ofH.C. Darby. 
Darby ~ent many of his students to excavate at Wharram 
Percy, but Harold Fox escaped this early immersion in 
village studies. He was not greatly devoted to digging or 
other fonns of physical exercise, and indeed in later 
years employed a gardener. He came to settlement and 
landscape studies from his postgraduate research on 
fie/ds in Devon. On completing his thesis he spent a year 
at Queen's University Belfast, and then joined the 
Department (now Centre) of Engl ish Local History at 
the University of Leicester in 1976. He nourished there, 
gain ing much praise for his teaching, and was promoted 
to a personal chair in 2003. His research and writing 
were focussed on the south west, especially his beloved 
Devon, and he wrote learnedly and with fresh insights 
about fields, enclosure, settlements, fanning, cottages 
and towns in that county. One of his most original 
contributions, published in an elegantly written book, 
was the discovery that thc fish ing villages on the south 
coast of Devon had begun as occasionally inhabited 
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shelters for boats and nets, which only became 
permanent settlements after about 1400. He then turned 
from the coast to the interior of Devon, and at the time 
of his death had completed the text of a book on 
Dartmoor. He developed an expert knowledge of the 
midlands from his base in Leicester, and took a 
particular interest in the origins of the midland field 
systems. Hc contributed a much admired essay to Trevor 
Rowlcy's book on field systems published in 1981 , and 
five years published an important article on the 
reorganisation officlds. His essay on wolds in Beresford 
and Hurst's feSlschrift published in t 989 was a 
remarkable explanation of the character and origin of a 
widespread type of rural landscape. He could contrast 
the nucleated villages of his adopted county of 
Leicestershire with the hamlets and fanns of his native 
Devon, which gave him insights into the variety of 
settlement fonns. He gave prominence to 'seasonal 
settlements', which included the shielings of the Devon 
uplands as well as the early fi shing settlements. 
He was a very effective and styl ish lecturer, and in 
seminars and committees held back until he could make 
a wise and perceptive contribution. He was good 
company, kind and courteous in an old-fash ioned way, 
and a witty conversationalist. 
by Christopher Dyer 
Book Reviews 
Medieva l Villages in an English Landsca pe: 
Beginn ings and Ends Richard lanes and Mark Page 
(Windgather Press, Macclesfield 2006) xviii+270pp 
ISBN ·101·905119·09·07 ISBN·13 978·1·905119·09·7 
This is substantially the report of the Whittlewood 
Project, sometimes referred 10 as 'son ofWharram'. It is 
also the offspring of the regional study of four east 
midland counties by Carenza Lewis, Patrick Mitchell-
Fox and Ctrris Dyer published as Village, Hamlet and 
Field in 1997, which narrowed down the field ofpJaces 
which might prove 10 be a fruitful new large project and 
which gave the best oppqrtunities for research. This 
preliminary sorting- oul, which produced results 
important in their own right, was invaluable in 
identifying some key problems and has meant that the 
authors have been able to knit together with the 
archaeological approach a substantial amount 
infonnation on the local economy from the manorial 
documentation. The project was AHRC funded and 
supported by the MSRG among others and, as anyone 
who attended an Open Day will remember, gained a 
great deal from local amateur participation: surely the 
best way of making academic work accessible to a wider 
public. Many themes are covered and I will simply try to 
highlight a few likely to be of most immediate concern 
to readers ofMSRG Report. 
Medieval Villages shows how a strong strand in the 
research agenda, the origins of the village, has moved 
out from the confines of the single settlement into its 
landscape and region. A dozen parishes on the 
Northamptonshire-Buckinghamshire border were 
studied, all once part of Whittlewood Forest. The forest 
runs through the book, as a shaper of the earliest 
landscape divisions, as a profound influence on the 
economic strategies and cultural attitudes of peasant 
farmers and hunting lords alike. As a privileged hunting 
ground there is no doubt about its restrictive nature, as 
the plentiful evidence here of poaching and protest 
shows. But the preservation of tbe vert brought benefits 
too. The ready availability of wood-pasture meant that 
fanning and settlement were less constrained by the 
kinds of pressures which were a factor in other part of 
England. The fo rest was a flexible frontier across which 
the margin of cultivation could be expanded without 
seriously tmdennining the supply of pasture. As a fuel 
source it enabled a range of small-scale industries, 
whose loss was lamented after disafforestation in the 
nineteenth century. Virtually free pasture for small 
numbers of livestock and forest-based by-employment 
provided off-fann income for many families with poor 
or unsufficient land. This meant that the forest villages 
were more socially diverse and probably contained a 
'tail' of smallholders who in purely arable villages 
would have been servants in husbandry or estate 
labourers. 
The project made it possible to test several of the current 
models for the development of nucleated villages with 
some surprising results, which perhaps should lead us to 
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reconsider some of the assumptions embedded in those 
models. The different parishes studied had very different 
settlement histories from the early Anglo-Saxon 
settlement period, and in this environmental factors 
unsurprisingly played a vital part. But not a detcnnining 
one: choices were made which may have been based on 
a valuation of individual sites. Early Anglo-Saxon 
fanners are often supposed to have preferred lighter and 
more easily worked soils. On the one hand in most of the 
parishes the dispersed Roman sites were totally 
abandoned in a retreat from the heavy clays that 
Romano-British farmers had coped with. But an 
exceptionally well-favoured, well-fanned or perhaps 
prestigious site could still be attractive: in one parish 
early Saxon fannsteads 'shared their sites with earlier 
and more substantial Roman complexes', also on the 
clay (Although this raises the problem of distinguishing 
new settlers from acculturated British.) The 
abandonment of farmstead sites by the mid-ninth 
century, marked by the absence of dateable St Neots 
ware, which has been widely observed elsewhere, is 
often taken as a marker of the beginnings of nucleation. 
But although the outlying farmsteads do seem to have 
been abandoned at about this time, this was not because 
of a wholesale shift to in order to fonn embryonic 
villages elsewhere. Those that remained in place 
themselves became 'pre-village nuclei': they would 
have a future as villages, they appear in Domesday, but 
in the ninth century this was all in the future . The authors 
put ' village beginnings' in the period 850 to 1000, but 
stress that they then were still in a very mobile 'primary 
phase of fonnation' still only a handful of households, 
seemingly unplanned, and shifting, 'forming 
biologically and organically.' It was by outward growth 
that they grew, not by inward migration from abandoned 
fanns. Nor was nucleation a ' top-down' process: the 
authors question the extent to which nucleation on 
prestigious (and prestigiously excavated) sites has 
influenced our view of the process in general. Anyone 
tooking for the planning and organisation often 
associated with village formation in controversies about 
the forces behind settlement change will have to wait 
until after the Conquest (when, in th is reviewer's 
opinion, they will find a landowning class much more 
enamoured of the idea of planning and with the authority 
to carry it out.) 
The very extensive field-walking carried out by the 
project has led to new ideas about the development of 
open fields. These come from illuminating manuring 
practice. There was change from the small ceramic 
'haloes' marking the limited arable around single 
farmsteads to the scatters marking manure carted out to 
fields some way away. The only gap in the pottery 
sequence is in the St Neots ware: used in the home but 
not found in the fields. The explanation given is that this 
marked 'a short period in which manuring strategies 
changed ... when household waste was not used to 
manure the fields'. This was associated by the laying out 
oflhe open fields when 'for the first time arable holdings 
were geographi.ca\\'1 o.\'1otceo. ttom \'ne ~'3.rms\eao.· '3.no. '\\ 
was inconvenient to cart muck to strips some distance 
away. Latcr on. it became essential in order to keep up 
fertility. A 'nitrogen boost' could also have been working 
in the fanners' favour, both from livestock on the 
fallows (and from deeper ploughing?) The fi elds seem 
not to have been crcated by the initial creation of 
massively long furlongs, and may havc bcen laid ovcr 
pre-ex isti ng systems: in this rcsembling rather the 
scheme rccently suggested for the Bournc Valley in 
Cambridgeshire by Suc Oosthuizen rather than that for 
Raunds by David lIall. The presence of the fo rest made 
itself fe lt here: wi th adequate pasture and meadow there 
wasn' t the pressure to provide large tracts of fallow 
grazing which pushed some open fields to parish 
boundaries. This section will be a welcome addition to 
the debate about open fi cld origins. into which it would 
be very helpful to inject this kind of attention to the 
immcdiate environment and economy. It also usefully 
divorces thc process of nucleation from the process of 
open fi eld fonnat ion. 
These approaches to settlement, village nucleation and 
open fie ld fonna tion and the discussion of their 
implications for the current models show the importance 
of taking into account the whole fanning environment 
and its resources, but not only its physical resources. The 
innucnce of the past, people's perceptions of what their 
neighbours were doing, the cullural and political 
demands of the powerful arc all brought into the picture. 
Medieval Villages is described in the blurb as ' Iong-
awaited '. I call that rather harsh . From conception to 
publication in six years, with such large forces involved, 
and with such a rich book as its outcome, seems pretty 
good going. 'Eager\y-awaited', yes. 
Ros Faith , Kellogg College, Oxford 
Landscape, Community and Colonisation, Th e North 
Somcrsel Levels during the 1st to 2nd Millennia AD. 
(CBA Research Report 152). By Stephen Rippon. 21 x 
30 cm. xix + 317 pp. pl us CD, 85 b&w pIs. and figs., 67 
tables. Council for British Archaeology: York, 2006. 
ISBN 978-1-90277 1-67-2. Price: £38.00 pb 
This important and detailed book reports on a study of 
the development of a wet land landscape, combined with 
an exploration of Romano-British, medieval and post-
medieval settlement patterns. The rescarch was focussed 
on the small and shrunken village of Puxton, but context 
is provided by surveying the much larger surrounding 
area, including the parishes of Banwell, Congresbury, St 
Gcorges's and Wick. A wider view is also taken of the 
whole of north-west Somerset, between the Bristol Avon 
and the Axe. The research involves many disciplines, 
employing every type of evidence, archaeologica l, 
historical and ecologica l. An impressive range of 
techniques were used to assemble as eomplctc a picture 
as possible of landscape and settlement change - map 
analysis, aerial photography, earthwork survey, field 
walking, test pitt ing, sma ll-scale excavation, standing 
building survey, palaeoenvironmental analysis (both 
botanical and zoological), soil science, histori c 
landscape characterisation and documentary research. 
£'1cn \'nc \a.\cs\ \.\nat SUT'lc'1 \cc'nn\q,ues arc 6\co. a.\ onc 
point. 
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The comprchensive array of sources is very impressive, 
but more could have been made of the place-names. The 
village at the centre of the study is unusual in that its 
name apparently changed c. 1200, rrom Wringmareis. 
which had it survived wou ld now have been 
Wringmarsh, to PokerelslOn, now Puxton, derived from 
the surname oft hc lesser aristocratic Pukercl family who 
were the lords of the manor at the time. This change of 
name is fu ll of interest as it shows instabil ity of place-
names (a dimension no doubt of a landscape which had 
undergone transfonnation), the falling out of use of an 
early topograph ical name, and the lale coining of a new 
- tOil name, which incorporates a family name rather 
than adding it as a suffix. 
The main discovery Ou.l lined here is that a large area of 
saltmarsh was reclaimed in the Roman period, but that c. 
AD 400 an inundat ion wiped the slate clean, and the 
wet lands had to be modifi ed and then permanently 
reclaimed in the early Middle Ages. Puxton 's most 
striking landscape feature, an oval enclosure now called 
Church Ficld, represents an early stage of rcgaining land 
from the marsh. The piece of land of4 hectares cal led an 
infield enclosure was embankcd to allow agricultural use 
without fear of flooding from the sea. This stage of 
settlement development is dated by pottery and the 
church architeeturc to the eleventh century, or possibly 
before 1000. The same type of infield enclosure can be 
seen in at least lour and probably eight places very near 
to Puxton. The next stage in the reclamation of the whole 
tem'tory IOwllrds the end of tlle e1eventll century was 
marked by building a series of stretches of sea wa.'I , not 
just on the coast but also along the river estuaries .. 
Selllement and fanning activity expanded, leading to the 
growth of Puxton to a vi llagc of23 houses and COllages. 
Agricu lture in the middle ages is not wcll documented, 
but surviving pollen, cercal grains and animal bones 
allow some insights into the crops grown and livestock 
kept. The late medieva l recession led 10 some 
abandonment of houses, but the area retained its 
drainage system intact and much farming activity. Th is 
was not 'marginal land' ripe for abandonment, as its rich 
resources sustai ned prosperous families. whose 
relativcly large land holdings appear in surveys of the 
sixteenth and seventeen th centuries. and whose 
fa nnhouses of the post-medieval period are planned and 
analysed here. 
The most remarkable conclusion of this book arises from 
the assessment of the landscape and its different pallems 
over the whole marshland area. Rippon points out that 
after the flooding of the latc Roman countryside, this 
la ndscape was formed anew around the eleventh 
century. It therefore provides a test of general ideas 
about the origins of the varied types of settlement and 
landscapc. In the Banwclll Congresbury marsh lands, an 
area lacking large nucleated villages, people were 
distributed over the land, in hamlets and famlsteads. The 
isoltlted fanns teads and enclosed fields of Congresbury 
provide a contrast with the compact hamlets, with some 
common fi elds, in Banwell. The whole area came under 
the jurisdiction of the bishops of Bath and Wells, but 
these landlords had no great innuence over the 
settlement pattern or otherwise we would sce a greater 
uniformity - rather these matters were left to the 
communities and lesser lords who occupied the 
reclaimed marshes, and they chose a variety of 
sett lement forms. 
The method of presentation of this report deserves a 
brief comment. It is well-written and lavishly and very 
effectively illustrated. Its novelty lies in the decision to 
embed the specialist contributions in the text, so that a 
paragraph about snail species or a list of pottery types 
appears in the chapters in which the gcneral issuc!> of 
environment or the status of settlement sites arc being 
discussed. Some more specialised material will be found 
on the CD attached to the back cover, but one is stlll 
presented with a great deal of detail on the printed page. 
One would not normally expect to sec Domesday entries 
quoted in full, for example, or summaries, name by 
name, of the contents of rentals. Enthusiastic and 
dedicated readers will welcome the access to the 
evidence on which the conclusions are bascd; less 
committed users will be distracted and might lose the 
thread. 
The thorough presentation of evidence supports a 
convincing account of the evolution of the landscape; in 
addi tion, thc broad-minded approach means that an 
analysis ofa specialised environment leads to important 
general explanations which have a universal application. 
Christopher Dyer, University of Leicester 
Lost Farmsteads. Deserted Rural Settlements in 
Wales. (eBA Research Report 148). Edited by 
Kathryn Roberts. 21 x 30cm. xx + 236pp., 83 b&w pIs. 
and figs., 31 tablcs. (Council for British Archaeology: 
York, 2006). ISBN 1-902771-63-X. Price: £25.00 pb 
A beautiful green brown hil1y landscape with light snow 
scatter and a foreground image of a rooness fannhouse 
near Ceredigion forms the cover to this CBA volume on 
Welsh deserted rural settlement. Although the volume 
contains no further colour illustmtions, a good se lection 
of black & white plates - including air photographs -
and informative maps and sitc plans enhance this 
publication. The focus of the eleven chaplcrs/papers is 
the Oes~rted Rural Settlement Project, overseen by 
Cadw and undertaken by the four regional Wclsh 
archaeological trusts (Clwyd-Powys, Dyfed. 
Glamorgan-Gwent and Gwynedd) from 1996 to 2001 
(after a 1995 pilot), and comprising a first systematic 
and detailcd survey, recording and classifying of 
medieval and po.'it-medieval rural sites (specifically 
deserted ones), particularly in upland and marginal 
zones. Ccntral was also consideration of management 
and protection strategies for the numerous sites, ranging 
from isolated farms to hamlets and some village units). 
But key first of all was recognition of the scale of 
evidencc and survival, especially since, in comparison to 
English studies, Welsh rural settlemcnt has seen very 
little recent detailed scrutiny. As the editor, Kathryn 
Roberts, spells out in her tidy Introduction (pp. 1-9), the 
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project offered excellent scope for a combining of skills 
and resources for enhancing records and for publishing 
new data. Stages included: I. mapping and 'condition 
surveying' (known sites targeted), 2. select survey 
(covering areas and plotting new sites), 3. research 
excavations at specific sites, to include, where possible, 
environmental sampling. Noticeably, some studies 
extended bcyond the survey period - no bad thing, 
highlighting the value of and interest genemted by the 
Project. The goals were thus admirable, and 
methodologies were generally standardised for the main 
recording - bar some preference by Dyfed Trust to 
extend recording to post-18th-century structures (others 
ran from e. II oo-ISoo) and some possible imbalances in 
site type definitions (Roberts' summary Chapter 9, 
pp.171-186, notes the absence of 'longhouses' in Clwyd-
Powys and Gwynedd Trust arcas in contrast to 74 
recorded in Dyfed). All told, 2726 sites arc now listed 
and recorded to provide a platfonn for new, thcmed 
study and management (Robcrts, Ch.IO, pp. 187-19 1). 
What is important is to observe the regional results and 
to seek links and contrasts as well as emphases in 
settlement types. Thus Section Onc of the volume, 
'Regional Examinations', contains four chapters 
considering each Trust zone, commencing with MSRG 
Committee membcr R. Silvester's discussion of central 
and north-east Wales (pp.13-39). Here the slope-set 
' platform sites' are dominant (580 examples), 
representing earthwork levelling and terracing, many to 
hold huts (or presumed to), and in a number of cascs 
linked to field systems (often up to 420m OD) and 
occasional enclosures, and with some platfonns set in 
pairs. Silvester questions also how wc identify seasonal 
sites, although here, as in all the study zones, fuller 
research-driven excavations are needed to guide and 
clarity. In north-west Wales, agriculture was particularly 
evident between 285·340m; a good proportion of 
multiple structures (29%) is associated here with fields. 
Usefully, Longley (pp.6 1-82) offers a pre-medieval 
landscape overview and then discusses links between 
sites and trefi ('townships') and hamlets (these trefi are 
totally dominant on Angclsey) - without, however, 
defining for readers how rrefi were composed or how 
they functioned as taxlsettlcment units. (One might note 
that although a Glossary is offered to the volume as 
Appendix I, p.207, this runs to just eight entries and 
fails to include the Welsh terms used by Longley and 
Olher authors). 
The title of Section Two, 'General Themes', underplays 
three very usefu l contributions: Smith and Thompson 
report on the five 'project excavations' - centred largely, 
however, on sites in nonh-west Wales (pp.113- 132); 
Caseldine highlights the potential for extensive 
environmental sampling, notably from peat deposits 
(pp.133-153); and Alfrey offers an excellent review of 
the visible architectural evidence of ruinous farms 
(pp.155-16S). The latter feeds into the concluding 
Section Three, notably Roberts ' Chapters 9 and 10, 
where management issues and threats to sites identified 
and yet to be located arc considered. The final paper is 
by Oavid Austin, addressing future discourse and 
directions (pp. 193-205). Valuably, he highlights how 
whilst the structures surveyed have been 
"undemonstrative because they are out of the way, very 
common in the landscape, and related to the lives of 
ordinary working people", nonetheless, "the stories thcy 
represent as a collection of monuments ... arc essential to 
the identity and well -being of Wales" (p. 193). Austin is 
wanting these structures and the people who built and 
worked from them to gain a coherent voice - a voice 
gained from archaeology and not imposed or prepared 
by text: the need is 10 avoid "objective typologies and 
unpeopled distributions" (p.205). As many or the papers 
in the volume identify, the Project has begun an 
important mapping but it is essential 10 look below this 
emerging new map and to examine, through a variety of 
excavations especially on a wide enough but focussed 
scale, the 'biographies' of houses, workers and 
landscapes. 
Neil Christie, School of Archaeology & Ancient 
History, University of Leicester 
Congeri es Lapidum. In scrizioni Britannichc dei 
Seeoli V-VII . VoU: introduzionc, Edi .:t:ion e e 
Commento. Vo1.2 : Tavole. By Carlo Tedeschi. Xii + 
352pp (VDU ); 170 b&w pis and figs. (voU). Florence: 
Tipografia Latini/Scuola Normale Superiorc di Pisa, 
2005. No ISBN. Price € 120 pb. 
Distinctive archaeological survivals of the post-Roman 
(or 'late antique') period in western Britain are the two 
hundred or so inscribed monoliths which infonn us, 
through abbreviated Latin (and sometimes Runic 
symbols), of elites and royalty. Dated to bctween thc 
mid-fi fth and earlier seventh centuries AD, these arc in 
fact the firs t monuments in a series of sculpted stones -
generally set as ta ll uprights - which evolve into the 
Middlc Ages. First catalogued systematically in the 
1940s and 1950s (publications by R. MacAlister, Corplls 
Inscriptionllm InSlllurllm CelticQrllm, I & 11 , Dublin 
1945, 1949; and V. Nash Williams, The Early Christian 
Monllments of Wales, Cardiff 1950), these text-led 
stones were label led as 'Class]', wi th Class 11 featuring 
crosses and occasional textual guides/labels, and Class 
III as morc distinctively Christian in comprising crosses 
and cross-slabs. These new volumes, compiled by an 
Itali an scholar, are a re-analysis of the Class I 
inscriptions and fonn the fruit of extended research 
covering roughly a decade. Volume 11 provides the full 
set of monochrome plates and transliterations of the 
stoncs - including archive images of lost pieces (once 
recorded but now gone astray) - which have becn found 
across Wa les, SW England, W Scotland and the Isle of 
Man, with over half( I07 examples) from Wales. 
As is made elear, the original locations and sellings of 
the stones are rarely secure, and thus their landscape role 
- visual guide, simple memorial, landmark, property 
indicator, territorial elaim, meeti ng point - cannot 
properly be dete nnined. Indeed, Tedeschi spends 
perhaps too little time than merited on this important 
issue, and it would be beneficial to sce future correlation 
or ploning of stones sites with early medieval settlement 
sites, place-names, topographies and route ways - an 
ideal GIS project. As the names 011 the stones indicate, 
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however, these monuments are chiefly burial markers 
and record individuals (predominantly male, the few 
female namcs always qualified by male relations) of 
high status. Tedeschi duly discusses the names and their 
labels, which offer insights into the new societies and 
regimes that emerged as Roman rule and infl uence fell 
away - although it is of course striking that these Lati n 
inscriptions occur in regions whieh did not have any 
significant Roman presence in the first four centuries 
AD. Potentially they signify the fanner Romano-British 
pushed westwards by rebellions by fedcrates , and later 
Saxon incursions in eastern England; the transfer of 
Britons also across the Channel to Brittany seemingly 
sparks the erection here too of inscribed memorial stones 
(these not explored here, but discussed recently in W. 
Davies et al., The Inscriptions of Medieval Brittany, 
Oakville 2000). The stones record names whieh are 
generally not ' Roman'; yet the posts or offi ces listed 
show Roman links, such as 'magistrate' or 'priest', or 
else titles more fitting a disturbed social context, notably 
'protector'. with a presumed array of minor ehiddoms 
or kingdoms carving out territories. The stones, up to 2m 
long/high, would most probably have voiced the 
presence and landholding of past, but also active (in 
terms of relatives of the deceased) nobles and leaders. 
Tedeschi is a palaeographer and his key section to 
Volume I is Part 4 (pp.65-81) where he scrutinises 
fonnulac and Iclter styles so as to attempt to order the 
texts chronologically and to trace possible influences 
and links between stones and regions (though he does 
not show these graphically via distribution maps). A 
remarkable conclusion he draws is the potential 
borrowing or influence from (lost) manuscripts in the 
study zones and in Ireland, which would point to a 
higher level (perhaps) of Christian activ ity in the 
landscape and amongst the eli te. 
Neil Christie, School of Archaeology & Ancient History, 
University of Leicester 
The Kin gship a nd La ndsca pe of Tan , Ede l 
Bh reathnach, ed. Dublin: Four Courts Press for the 
Discovery Programme 2005. Xxi + 536. €50. 
This scholarly volume, the third to arise from the inter-
disciplinary Tara Project organised as part or Ireland's 
Discovery Programme is divided into two sections. The 
first, on Kingship is by far the largest; immensely 
detailed on the nature of the Tara kingship and on carly 
texts it will be of greal interest for historians of early 
Ireland. The second section headed Landscape (but 
which is in part a detailed analysis of the place-name 
element Temair (anglicised Tara» will bc of more 
intereSI 10 most M.S.R.G. readers. At its core is Conor 
Newman's chapter (pp. 361-409) 'Rc-composing the 
archaeological landscape or Tara' . Newman has been 
involved with the project for well over a decade (he 
wrote Taro: an archaeological survey in 1997) and he 
writes from detailed, first- hand knowledge of the area. 
Taking a lead from C. Tolin-Smith's published work on 
the archaeology of Tyndale ( 1997) he isolates early 
landscapes nOI only on the basis of their geographical 
characteristics but on the nature of the monumcnts and 
on the perceptions which past communities may have 
had of their surroundings. Thereby he postulates the 
existence in prehistory of five discrete landscapes in the 
greater Meath area ~ Boyne, Tara, Blackwater, Tlachtga 
and Du leck. After a discussion of his methodology eaeh 
of these landscapes is described and illustrated by a 
series of coloured rel ief maps (Figs. 1-6) attractive by 
comparison with a dozen or so blaek and white 
photographs which have not reproduced well. However, 
it should be stressed in a review that this chapter is very 
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much a study of landscapes and not an account of the 
prehistoric and early historic monuments for which the 
area is famous. 
Overall, this weighty book makes an important 
contribution to knowledge of the great royal sanctuary 
and ritual landscapes ofTara coming as it does at a time 
when so many of its archaeological sites arc under threat 
from new road building. 
Robin Glasscock 
Select Bibliography of Works on 
Medieval Rural Settlement 2006 
Compiled by Mark Page 
This list includes books and art icles on British mml 
settlement and landscape between the fifth century and 
the fifteenth, published in 2006, together with anything 
which seems to have been om itted from previous 
bibliographies. Any omissions may be sent to Or M. 
Page, Centre for English Local History, Ulliversity of 
Leicester, Marc Filch House, 5 Salisbury Road, 
Leicester LE l 7QR, or to mrpI5@le.ac.uk, for inclusion 
in next year 's list. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES 
MEDIEVAL SETILEMENT RESEARCH GROUP 
Registered Charity No 801634 
The obj~tive of the Group is the advancement of public education through the promotion of interdisciplinary involvement 
in the collection, analysis and dissemination of data relating to the history, geography and archaeology of medieval rural 
settlement. 
Trustees Address 
Or M Gardiner (President) School of Geography, Archaeology and Palaeoccology, Queen's University, Belfast BD INN 
Or N Christie (Secretary) Department of Archaeology, University of Leicester LEI 7RH 
Or R E Glasseock (Treasurer) St John's College, Cambridge CB2 I TP 
Ms C Lewis (Editor) Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge CB2 3DZ 
Review of activity during the year 
The Group's activities (policymaking, conferences and publication) have continued as before. The range of interests and 
issues is reflected in the content of the accompanying Report 21 covering the year 2006·2007. 
Result of the year 
The excess of receipts over payments amounted to £3421 (2006: £3071). 
Reserves policy 
The trustees' policy is to maintain reserves at a level to enable the long tenn and other research projects to be sustained in 
the forseeable future. 
Grant making policy 
The charity makes grants towards research project sand olher bodies involved in similar areas of education and research in 
respect of medieval settlement. 
Investments policy 
The charity's funds are invested in National Savings deposits that are regarded as a safe liquid investment with an adequate 
return, and suitable for a small charity. 
Risk policy 
The trustees have reviewed the major risks facing the charity and presently conclude that no specific action is required. 
RE Glasscock, Treasurer 
INDEPENDENT EXAMINER'S REPORT TO 
THE TRUSTEES OF MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT RESEARCH GROUP 
I report on the accounts for the year cnded 31 January 2007 which are set out on the following page. 
Resp«tive responsibilities of Trustees and Examiner 
The charity's trustees are responsible for the preparation of the account. The charity's trustees consider than an audit is not 
required for this year under Section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act) and that an independent examination is needed. 
It is my responsibility to: 
Examine the accounts under se<:tion 43(3Xa) of the Act; 
Follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under Section 43(7)(b) 
of the Act; 
State whether particular matters have come to my attention. 
Basis of independent examiner's report 
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An 
examination includes a review nfthe accounting records kept by the charity and comparison of the accounts presented with 
those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations 
from the trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide aB the evidence that would be 
required in an audit, and consequently I do not express an audit opinion on the accounts. 
Independent examiner's statement 
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention: 
(I) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements 
to keep accounting records in accordance with section 41 of the Act; and 
to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and to comply with accounting requirements of the Act 
have not been met; or 
(2) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be 
reached. 
C M P lohnson MA PhD 
Fonnerly Senior Bursar 
SI John's College 
Cambridge CB2 1 TP 
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MED/EVALSETTLEMENT RESEARCH GROUP 
Registered Charity No 801634 
GENERAL FUNDS - RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT 
Financial Year ended 31 January 2007 
200/H)7 2005-<)6 200/H)7 2005-<)6 
RECEIPTS £ £ PAYMENTS £ £ 
D:9:nathm. I~a!;:ieli and (;ba[jt!!l!I~ fal:!!!!rmls 
9:UH,~r ~imila[ li9:~r!;;!::!i Research Grants 478 
Donations 15 Maltan Museum 3oo 
Student Bursary 2oo 
Income tax recovered J. G. HUTst Memorial Prize 200 200 through gift aid 1,120 1,475 
Ruralia 2007 600 
Ql2e[j!tinJ: 3!Olivjtieli 12 Charitabl~ A!,;tivib: 
further the charily's Annual Report printing 4,138 2,775 
objects Conference expenses 340 2,606 
Subscriptions 6,294 6,491 Whitllewood Project 
Publication Sales 114 244 
Conference receipts 
ManaJ:em~nt and administration 
493 2,121 
Secretarial & Committee 
AGM & Seminar receipts expenses 424 447 
AGM & Seminar expenses 480 81 
Hire of rooms 169 209 
Inv!::litment In,"om~ 
eBA Affiliation Fees 84 8 1 Receipts 
Postage 369 771 
Current account interest 2 Refund of Subscriptions 
Deposit account interest 1,619 1,551 paid in error 16 80 
9,641 11 ,899 6,220 8,828 
Statement of Assets and Liabilities 
Balance of receipts Current bank account 1,617 676 
over payments 3,42 1 3,071 Nat Savings deposit 
Balance J?rought forward 41 ,989 38,918 
account 43,793 41 ,3 13 
Creditors 
--
--
45,410 41,989 45,410 41 ,989 
~ •. ~ -~- -~ 
Note I Accounting policies 
Historical Cost Convention 
The Receipts and Payments account and Statement of assets and Liabilities are prepared under the historical cost 
convention. 
Stocks of Publications 
Stocks of Publications are not valued or included in the Statement of assets and liabilities 
Note 2 Funds 
All funds of the charity arc unrestricted. 
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